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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
Creator: Dubé, Normand
Title: Normand Dubé Education Papers
ID: SpC MS 0148
Date [inclusive]: 1951-1988
Physical Description: 41 linear feet (34 boxes) 
Physical Location:
Language of the
Material:
English
Language of the
Material:
French
Abstract: The papers of an educator, poet, and major figure in the Franco-
American revival of the 1970s.
Preferred Citation
Normand Dubé Education Papers, SpC MS 0148, [Box No.], [Folder No.], Raymond H. Fogler
Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
^ Return to Table of Contents
Biographical Note
Normand Camille Dubé was born in 1932 in Van Buren, Maine. He graduated from St. Michael's
College, Winoosy, VT in 1956 and received his Master's in English from SUNY Albany in 1958 and a
PhD in foreign language teaching from Ohio State University in 1971. He developed curriculum items,
taught over 20 courses, and was involved in children's T.V., bilingual education and programs, bilingual
and French cultural and language organizations, and authored over 100 articles. He died in 1988. A
complete biography is available in the Special Collections office file.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Scope and Contents
The papers of an educator, poet, and major figure in the Franco-American revival of the 1970s. The
collection includes his poetry, artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, manuscripts, published works,
research materials, and teaching materials. Also included are materials concerning bilingual education,
human rights, and the St. John Valley Bilingual Project.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Organization and Arrangement
The collection is divided into fourteen series: artwork, biographical materials, clubs and associations,
correspondence, financial materials, human rights, literary productions, photographic material, printed
material, Saint John Valley Bilingual Project, scrapbooks, teaching, student work, Dubé.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
207.581.1686
spc@umit.maine.edu
URL: http://www.library.umaine.edu/speccoll/
Access Restrictions
Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gift of Therese M. Dubé (widow of Normand), 2 February 1989.
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Use Restrictions
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Education
• North America, French-speaking -- Social Life and Customs -- 20th century
• Teaching
• French language -- Study and teaching -- Maine
• Education, Bilingual
• Human rights
• Students -- Papers
• Instructional and educations works
• Correspondence
• Letters (Correspondence)
• Manuscripts
• Articles
• Contracts
• Financial records
• Bulletins
• Newsletters
• Scripts
• Monographs
• Diaries
• Poems
• Plays (performed works)
• Works of art
• Photographs
• Pamphlets
• Scores
• Songs
• Scrapbooks
• Bibliographies
• Proceedings
• Memorandums
• Reports
• Curricula
•      Dubé, Normand
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Collection Inventory
Art Work Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1907CLIP ART: Magazine pictures clipped and pasted to form a
collage
folder 1
box 1907CLIP ART: Newspaper illustration clippings
folder 2
box 1907MISCELLANEOUS: Printing plate: Colloque les Franco-
Americains - la Promesse du Passe - les Realities du Present
folder 3
box 1907PAINTINGS: Dupois 1971 - Tree and cabin painted on wood
folder 4
box 1907PAINTINGS: Painting (appx. 5" x 7") - Boy with fish, and
painting (appx. 7" x 9") - Woman at he
folder 5
box 1907PAINTINGS: Artist unknown, 5 paintings of assorted dimensions
folder 6
box 1907PRINTS: La Documentation Photographique - no. 5-294 - avril,
1969, mensuel - Louis XVI et les dernières annèes de l'ancien
régime folder 7
box 1907PRINTS: La Documentation Photographique - numéro 5-314 -
avril, 1971 - La France A L'Heure des Choix
folder 8
box 1907SKETCHES: Archambault, Pete - 1 pencil sketch and 2
photocopies of pencil sketches, possibly of Dubé
folder 9
box 1907SKETCHES: Caricatures of Normand Dubé: 1 by Caricatures
Unlimited, Inc., of "Norm" on hockey skates, 1 by unknown artist,
of "The Norm Ranger" folder 10
box 1907SKETCHES: Jewell: 6 pen and ink sketches of assorted subjects,
possibly as book illustrations
folder 11
box 1907SKETCHES: Photocopies of Maria Chapdelaine sketches by
Ite Missa Est and Rachel Rancourt and photocopies of unsigned
sketches - 30 photocopied sketches in all folder 12
box 1907SKETCHES: Le Goglou et Maurice, 12 pen and ink sketches of
illustrations for the book - Note: 6 additional sketches in SpC Box
1940, for oversized materials folder 13
SKETCHES: Unknown artist - 2 pen and ink sketches box 1907
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folder 14
box 1907SKETCHES: Powers, John - 2 sketches of Dubé, done 5/10/86
folder 15
box 1907SKETCHES: Unknown artist - 2 pen and ink sketches
folder 16
box 1907SKETCHES: Wylie - 2 pen and ink sketches: "Yum Yum
Chocolat," and "Cat Professor"
folder 17
^ Return to Table of Contents
Audio recordings Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1907RECORDS: "Mardi-Gras Song," and "Gabriel Waltz," on 45RPM
record
folder 18
box 1907RECORDS: "Mon Homme," "J'Ai Rendez-Vous Avec Vous," and
others on (3) 45RPM re
folder 19
box 1907RECORDS: Van Buren Junior High School Chorus sings
"Evangeline," "La Riviere St-Jean," ans "Le Pot Pourri" on (1)
45RPM Record folder 20
^ Return to Table of Contents
Biographical Material Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1907ACTING CAREER: Austin Hall, St. Michael's College - The Cain
Mutiny Court-Martial, March 19-20, 1956 - Normand Dubé as
Dr. Forrest Lundeen folder 21
box 1907ACTING CAREER: Community Little Theatre, The Happy
Times, Dubé as Alfred
folder 22
box 1907ACTING CAREER: Community Little Theatre, Elizabeth the
Queen, March 1 and 2, 1960, Normand Dubé as Marvel
folder 23
box 1907ACTING CAREER: Community Little Theatre, Separate Tables,
February 19 and 20, 1965, Normand Dubé as Mr. Fowler
folder 24
box 1907ACTING CAREER: Community Little Theatre, Visit to a Small
Plant, November 4-5, 1958, Normand Dubé as a television
technician folder 25
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box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
Application and resume to Massachusetts Department of
Education folder 26
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
Curriculum Vitae - to 1971
folder 27
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Dubé,
N. C. - Ph.D. preliminary examination answers, candidate 1013,
School of Education, French (part 1),winter quarter, 1968 folder 28
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: List of
some dissertations on Franco-Americans in New England, with
Dubé listed in 1971 - also bibliographies of interest to Franco-
Americans in New England
folder 29
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Listing
of education and professional preparation for Personnel Placement
Office, Ohio State University, circa 1967 folder 30
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Listing
on Ph. D.s awarded by Ohio State University, 1970-1971, includes
Dubé folder 31
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
Ohio State University, admission to graduate school in 1965 -
Admissions Office materials folder 32
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
National Defense Education Act Summer Language Institute,
Rennes, France, 1963 - assorted materials folder 33
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
Ohio State University, College of Education, Directing Student
Teaching course (Ed768) - Dubé's papers, projects, and research
material
folder 34
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Ohio
State University - Letter dated June 8, 1965, questioning whether
Normand Camille Dubé and Joseph Norman Dubay are the same
person
folder 35
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Pipére
Dubé - To Françoise, Poems, "My Talking Toys," and "The
Winter Garden" - March 1 and 3, 1982 folder 36
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: Resume
- detailed listing of education, teaching positions held, activities,
and experiences, and resume, last entry dated 1977-1981 folder 37
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: St.
Michael's College - explanation of grades for Joseph N. C. Dubay
dated February, 1956, and letter to N. C. Dubé from State of
Maine Department of Education regarding certification, Jan 11,
1956
folder 38
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box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
St. Michael's College - invitation to Dubé's graduation for his
Baccalaureate Degree in Education, June 3, 1956 folder 39
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION:
Université de Rennes, France - course notebook for
"Civilisations," le juillet, folder 40
box 1907EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION: VITAE
of Normand C. Dubé, highly detailed, last entry dated June-July
1987 folder 41
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Lewiston High School Yearbook,
'65 Folio - Paul G. Dubé, son of N. C. Dubé, on p. 110
folder 42
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Cardiac history sheets for N. C.
Dubé, 1984
folder 43
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Dubé, Gilman L., Brother of
Normand - Newspaper clipping regarding his resignation of
Lewiston Fire Commissioner, for "health reasons,", January, 1967 folder 44
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Dubé, N. C. - Passports, library
card, SUNY Graduate Student Card, organization membership
cards, etc. folder 45
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Drawings - To"Grampy," from
Aline and
folder 46
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Events that occurred July 18, 1932,
the day Dubé was born
folder 47
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: First Communion card for Normand
Dubé, 2 Fervier, 1940
folder 48
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Francoise - Hand-made card and
heart gift to "Grampy"
folder 49
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Genealogical Chart of photos (copy
- see Photographical Materials - Prints section for actual photos)
folder 50
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Genealogical materials: Name
listings and an article on Mathurin Dubé
folder 51
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Généalogie de L'Auteur - Le Nom
Dubé - 2 copies
folder 52
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Hilltop News, service paper from
Stuttgart, Germany, Gilman Dubé on p. 3 in "Tennis Tourney"
article, August 7, 1954 folder 53
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Madawaska High School, le 7
Novembre, 1976 - Récital de Poesie, les flûtistes Denise and
James Dubé, interprétation par Normand Dubé folder 54
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box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Medallion and note, "to my nephew
with all my blessings,", October 10, 1955
folder 55
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Marc Robert Dubé, graduation
folder, McRevie School, June 18, 1980
folder 56
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Marriage vows for Joey Potvin and
Denise Dubé, June 24, 1978
folder 57
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Notebook sheets with writing
practice and pictures from Anne and/or Michelle Dubé
folder 58
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Request for tuition waiver for son
Paul Dubé for courses at New Hampshire College, summer, 198
folder 59
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Spiritual notebooks of Brother
Valerian (N. C. Dubé)
folder 60
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: VITAE - Biographical information
on D
folder 61
box 1907FAMILY AND PERSONAL: Wedding invitations for Gilman L.
Dubé and Dorothy Constance Gauthier, September 5, 1955
folder 62
box 1907GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS: Wisdom High School
commencement exercises, June 4, 1975
folder 63
box 1907GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS: Brief biographical sketch
of Normand Dubé
folder 64
box 1907GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS: Ohio State University,
program in foreign language - Promotional pamphlet listing Dubé
as a prominent graduate folder 65
box 1907GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS: Societe Honorarie de
Francais of Secondary Schools - Membership card
folder 66
box 1907GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS: United Health Systems
Agency, Inc. - Regarding election of Dubé to the Area Health
Coun, February, 1979 folder 67
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
L'Actualité, janvier, 1983
folder 68
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Antioch Graduate School of Education - Regarding appointment
of Dubé to the faculty for the summer quarter folder 69
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Application and related materials for Education Specialist IV, the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Education, 1987 folder 70
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box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Boston State College Bilingual Multicultural Program, contract,
19 folder 71
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Dubé, resignation letter to Dr. Richard J. Spath, resigning from
the faculty of UM at Fort Kent in order to work with the St. John
Valley Title VII Project
folder 72
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Educational Trends Institute: Classroom Content and Process - A
proposed undergraduate course, submitted by Dubé folder 73
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Elderhostel, New England College, June 19-25, 1983, titled L'âme
du Poète - N. C. Dubé, teacher folder 74
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Elderhostel, July 1-5, 1985, titled North American Francophone
Literature - N. C. Dubé a presenter and participant folder 75
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Elderhostel, New England College, June 29-July 5, 1986, titled,
"Les Ecrivians Impressionists" folder 76
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Franco-American Ethnic Heritage Studies, February 12, 1980 - a
teacher's in-service training workshop, with Dr. Normand Dubé as
a speaker
folder 77
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
French Workshop Series, Bangor Mental Health Institute
Workshop, November, 1975, with Dubé as an instructor folder 78
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Letters of application by Dubé to various educational institutions,
plus brief resume and detailed Vitae folder 79
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
National Materials Development Center: Job description and
listing for position of director (Dubé director 1977-1981) folder 80
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
New Hampshire College and University Council: Employment
agreeme, March 14-June 30, 1977 folder 81
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Notre-Dame College, agreement of employment, October, 1981
folder 82
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Ohio State University, regarding 2/3 position in the School of
Education, 1965-1966 folder 83
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Otterbein College, staff member materials, 1968-1969
folder 84
TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Protocole de Coopération, L'Alliance des Professeurs de Montreal,
box 1907
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le 22 Mai, 1986 - Dubé a participant in the teaching seminar in
Montréal
folder 85
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Record of services for a physically handicapped child, October 6,
1961 folder 86
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Resumeé sheet giving a brief professional data sketch
folder 87
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
St. John Valley Bilingual Education Project, staff employment
contracts folder 88
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: U
of M at Fort Kent, teaching agreements
folder 89
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
U of M at Presque Isle, fall, 1976, FR196 - Textual Explication
course, instructor listed as Norman Dubay folder 90
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
U Mass, contract letter for position of Bilingual Education
Consultant for Title VII Teacher Training Program, 1986 folder 91
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: U
Mass Bilingual Institute, July 12-July 30, 1982
folder 92
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
U Mass, course description for Teaching Culture, spring 1983
semester folder 93
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: U
of Vermont, Dubé's acceptance as lecturer, 1983
folder 94
box 1907TEACHING CAREER OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Want ads for teaching positions, photocopies
folder 95
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: 5th
grade booklet, rough draft, and request from Dubé to Sister Eva
asking her to proofread it folder 96
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: De
Salon du livre e l'Outaouais - La Nuit International de Posie, 22
mars 1985 - Poetry by Dubé included. folder 97
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: Fr.
Bouley, note to Dubé, and critique of poems by Dubé
folder 98
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Bouley, N. - Re: Tapes of poems by Dubé
folder 99
WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
LeCanado-Américain, spring 1988
box 1907
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folder 100
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Dubé, N. C., "La Fourche Deschemins," a collection of poems,
possibly for the NHCH Audio Visual Materials for Franco-
Americ, 1987-88
folder 101
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Dubé, N. C., poetry readings, Dartmouth, MA, October, 1985
folder 102
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Dubé, N. C., La Nuit International de Poésie, Dubé a participant
folder 103
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
"D'un dimanche àl' autre," a feature by Dubé in Le F.A.R.O.G.
Forum, Dec., 1978, and Feb.-April, 1979 folder 104
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Echelon II materials - see also: Teaching: Curriculum Materials
under Echelon, and Correspondence: Writing Career under both
Bonsteel and Merrill
folder 105
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
ECHELON Series textbooks, disagreement with Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Company folder 106
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Famous Writers School talent test taken by Dubé, and other
materials folder 107
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Festival of Franco-American Poets and Writers, Normand Dubé a
participant folder 108
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Franco-American poetry and/or folklore presentations by Dubé, or
Dubé and Oliver, 1978-1981 folder 109
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Guidelines for the Teaching of French to..., by N.C. Dubé,
registration of a claim to copyright, Sept. 30, 1981 folder 110
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Jamaica Arts News, letter by Dubé to "Poets Needed" column,
March 27, 1985 folder 111
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
L'âme du Poéte, par N. C. Dubé: Elderhostel, New England
College, June, 1983 folder 112
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Lecture, possibly a cut-list for a poetry reading
folder 113
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Littéraire Forum #2, A journal of Franco-American writings,
article, "Normand Dubé: Biographe des Francos," folder 114
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box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
La littérature francophone de la Nouvelle-Angleterre, Le Dernier
Salon Où Cause, le 1 Décembre 1983 folder 115
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co., Echelon Series, on which Dubé
is a coordinator with other authors - material on goals and use of
the series
folder 116
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
New Hampshire Commission on the Arts, application, guidelines
and information to folk arts panelists, January, 1984 folder 117
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Nouvelles de la poésie en Nouvelle Angleterre, 1980
folder 118
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Poetry reading by N. C. Dubé and Rollande Mertz, UNH Gallery,
sponsored through the efforts of Cicely Buckley, Ph. D., Nov. 19,
1987
folder 119
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Poetry reading by N. C. Dubé, Hommage àRosaire Dion-Lévesque
Extraits des oeuvres lu, le 22 octobre, 1987 folder 120
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Poetry reading, by N. C. Dubé, Dartmouth, MA, Oct., 1985
folder 121
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Poetry readings, Dubé a participant - flyer sheets for Poetry
Tomorrow and Tomorrow, and Bethlehem Public Library Franco-
American and Quebec Heritage Series
folder 122
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Portraits From A Franco-American Heritage: Poems By Rollande
Mertz and Normand Dubé In French and English, Nov. 19, 1985 folder 123
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Premier Congress Regional at Worchester, Oct. 2-4, 1981
folder 124
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: St.
John Valley Times, copies of articles regarding poetry reading by
Dubé, Nov. 7, 1976 folder 125
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
USDE Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language
Affairs - copies of review application 403LH00069 Notre Dame
College to Dubé from Materials Development Center
folder 126
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
"Toast to Retired Teachers," written by Dubé
folder 127
box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE:
Where is yesterday's today now that today's tomorrow is here?,
Franco-American poetry readings by N. C. Dubé for Ethnic
Awareness Week, March 24, 1987
folder 128
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box 1907WRITING CAREER, OTHER THAN CORRESPONDENCE: A
Writer's Evening In English and French to Honor Jack Kerouac,
with Dubé as a participating writer, Oct. 18, 1986 folder 129
^ Return to Table of Contents
Clubs and Associations Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Arcadian Crafts and Association, Nov. 12,
1975
folder 1
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Catholic Social Service Associates
folder 2
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Centre D'Heritage Franco-Américain
folder 3
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Club Richelieu
folder 4
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Club Richelieu Lawrence, Paix et
Fraternite, 13 avril, 1978 - Dr. Normand Dubé, notre conferencier
folder 5
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: L'Association Culturelle de Haut-Saint-
Jean
folder 6
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: The Madawaska Historical Society,
1970-71 (scattered
folder 7
box 1908CORRESPONDENCE: Maine League of Historical Societies and
Museums, Dec. 26, 1975
folder 8
box 1908GENERAL: Acadian Crafts Association
folder 9
box 1908GENERAL: Advisory council members list for Frenchville-St.
Agatha, Van Buren, and Madawaska areas - Association unknown,
but possibly AATF folder 10
box 1908GENERAL: American Association of Teachers of French (AATF)
folder 11
box 1908GENERAL: American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL
folder 12
GENERAL: Association Canado-Americaine box 1908
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folder 13
box 1908GENERAL: Catholic Social Service Associates
folder 14
box 1908GENERAL: Club Jack Kérouac - Meetings, programs, bulletins,
etc.
folder 15
box 1908GENERAL: Conseil De L'Artisan et des Metiers D' Art du Quebec
- Statut Juridique et Programmation, 1979-1980
folder 16
box 1908GENERAL: Madawaska Historical Society
folder 17
box 1908GENERAL: The Maine Historical Society - meeting flyers
folder 18
box 1908GENERAL: New England District of Key Clubs - Monthly report
form, required projects, by Charles H. Savage, and assorted
materials folder 19
^ Return to Table of Contents
Correspondence Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Assorted: Baby congratulations,
congratulations, good-bye/good luck, notes, etc.
folder 20
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Assorted: Thank you, thinking of you,
sympathy
folder 21
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Birthday, Christmas, Valentine's Day, 1954
folder 22
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Birthday, dates unknown
folder 23
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Christmas card and letter, from Rita, 1982
folder 24
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Christmas greetings, plus note and copy of
an article, Dec., 1987, and get well card, handwritten with a brief
note, Dec. 1987 folder 25
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Christmas, New Year
folder 26
GREETING CARDS: Easter box 1908
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folder 27
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Father's Day
folder 28
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Get well, from a time of serious illness,
early 1988
folder 29
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Good-bye and congratulations cards/notes,
Feb., 1977
folder 30
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Get well and encouragement, possibly from
circa 1984, as was with other correspondence from that time
folder 31
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Joyeuse Fête Dr. Dubé - laminated card
folder 32
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Thank you card and letter from Sister Maria
Linda (Poirier), SUSC
folder 33
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Woodruff, M. - Valentine's Day letter/
greeting card
folder 34
box 1908GREETING CARDS: Woodruff, M. D. - Christmas card and
letter, Dec. 1985
folder 35
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1951
folder 36
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1952
folder 37
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1953
folder 38
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1954
folder 39
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1954
folder 40
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1954
folder 41
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1954
folder 42
LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1954 box 1908
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folder 43
box 1908LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1955
folder 44
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1955
folder 1
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1955
folder 2
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1956
folder 3
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1957
folder 4
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1958
folder 5
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1964
folder 6
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1965
folder 7
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1966
folder 8
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1967
folder 9
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1968
folder 10
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1969
folder 11
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1970
folder 12
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1971
folder 13
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1972
folder 14
LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1973 box 1909
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folder 15
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1974
folder 16
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1975
folder 17
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1977
folder 18
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1978
folder 19
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1979
folder 20
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1980
folder 21
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1981
folder 22
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1982
folder 23
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1983
folder 24
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1984
folder 25
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1985
folder 26
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1986
folder 27
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1987
folder 28
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL - BY YEAR, 1988
folder 29
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Banville, Beurmond J. -
Bangor Daily News, Bureau Chief, June 23, 1981
folder 30
LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Brothers of the Sacred
Heart, Feb. 3, 1987, re: Bro. Lefebvre's death
box 1909
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folder 31
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Canadian Consulate
General, T. A. Williams, le 18 août 1980
folder 32
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Cheesborough, John and
Thomas, regarding $60.00 debt, 1956/1957
folder 33
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Clair - copy of letter from
Dubé to Clair, Oct. 30, 1986
folder 34
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: La Commission Des
Bourses Scolaires, re: Scholarship Program, Alliance Francaise de
New York folder 35
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Cõté, M. Therese, Oct. 21,
1967
folder 36
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Cyr, Sister Marguerite,
written from Rome
folder 37
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Falconer, Lavina - Letter
and printed material about the One Act Theatre Co., in California
folder 38
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: [Fridri?], Joan, Bob and
Karen, 1960
folder 39
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Guerin, Jean-Pierre,
Attaché Culturel, Ambassade de France, 1976
folder 40
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Horigan, James B.,
Georgetown Univ., re: rejection of Dubé for graduate study
folder 41
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Institute Des Freres Du
Sacre-COEUR, le 15 mai 1953
folder 42
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Invitations to various
functions
folder 43
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Jewell, Brenda
folder 44
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Labbé, Yvon et al. -
Community reactions to a Bangor Daily News article regarding
"Frog Power" and F.A.R.O.G., folder 45
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Letter to "Grampy"
folder 46
LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Letter to "Sis" regarding
theft of Dubé family rings, and the efforts to get them back
box 1909
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folder 47
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Michaud, Mira and Bob -
Invitation for cocktails with Congressman Cohen, Oct. 16, 1976
folder 48
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Ohio State Univ., re:
NDEA Fellowship for 1964
folder 49
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Santene, Richard, personal
note
folder 50
box 1909LETTERS, PERSONAL: BY NAME: Stourdgé, C. F.
folder 51
box 1909MISCELLANEOUS: Addresses for various people and
organizations
folder 52
box 1909MISCELLANEOUS: Miscellaneous notes, memos, and letters
folder 53
box 1909POST CARDS, PERSONAL: Dubé, N. C. to wife Terry
folder 54
box 1909POST CARDS, PERSONAL: Lacerte, Roger, La Librairie
Populaire - list of books, "dens la célebrè collection de l'Inspecteur
Maigret, par Georges Simeon" folder 55
box 1909POST CARDS, PERSONAL: Picture post cards with a message -
Assorted
folder 56
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: A.A.T.F.
folder 57
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Albert, Gilbert J., re: Institute Bilingue
pour Franco-Americai, 26 Juin - 14 juillet 1978
folder 58
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: American Association of Teachers of
French (AATF), Re: French Contest, 1963/64
folder 59
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Association des Professeurs Franco-
Americains, 1965-70, scattered
folder 60
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: AUPELF - Association des Universités
Partiellement ou Entierément de Langue Française - Conseiller
Michel Té tu, 8 janvier 1978 folder 61
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Bolduc, Claire, request to have students
be "participant observers" at the Bilingual Projects site, le 20
Fervier 1973 folder 62
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Bolduc, Claire E., resignation from
U.S.C.C.R. due to conflict of interest in Biddeford Lewiston
School District matters folder 63
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box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Booth, Edward F., re: St. John Valley
Bilingual Program Proposal
folder 64
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Brault, Gerard J., re: Bowdoin materials
folder 65
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Briére, Eloise, re: Paper she needs for a
course she will be teaching
folder 66
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: The Catholic University of America, re:
Graduate School, 1965-66
folder 67
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Central Maine Medical Center, re:
Conversational French course for CMMC employees
folder 68
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: The College of St. Catherine, Sister Marie
Philip, re: Institute in Rennes, of which Dubé was a participant
folder 69
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Cooperative Research Projects, PA
folder 70
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Correspondence with various schools and
colleges -rejection letters for job applications made by Dubé
folder 71
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Dubé, N.C. - re: Honorarium to
participates in Lincoln-Dickey debate sponsored by Title VII and
UM at Fort Kent folder 72
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Dubé to Ohio State University, Dr.
Charles E Carlut - re: Possible teaching position, 1966-1967
folder 73
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Elderhostel, New England College -
correspondence and contacts
folder 74
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Eliot High School, ME, Sept. 27, 1956
folder 75
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Evaluations of student teaching to Mr.
Dubé for Miss Orr and Louis Hayney
folder 76
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Franco-American Institute, re: Teaching
for the summer of 1968
folder 77
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: French tests and test tapes, letters from
Rev. Claude Vachon, O.M.I., April, 1965
folder 78
TEACHING CAREER: Gilman, Herbert (Gil) - re: Presentation at
the University of Massachusetts, Harbor Campus, 1983
box 1909
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folder 79
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Godoy, Gustavo - re: Dubé's presentation
to Gustavo's class, "How to 'unhook' the French verbs"
folder 80
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Gonzalez, Josue M. - re: Leadership
Colloquium, Jan. 11-14, 1981
folder 81
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Grove, Neal - re: Bilingual General
Assistance Center, 1976
folder 82
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Guerin, Jean-Pierre - re: Teaching at l'
Université paul Valéry de Montpellier, July of 1976
folder 83
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Harvey, Edward T. - re: Hawaiian
Association of Language Teachers (H.A.L.T.), recruiting
TBFLEDGITL (The Best Foreign Language Education Group...)
members for a conference, 1984
folder 84
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Hooper, Henry O., Dean of the U Maine
Graduate School - re: Dubé's appointment to the graduate faculty,
April 6, 1979 and Institute Français, le 3 Fervier 1987 folder 85
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Juárez, Juan R., Ph.D. - re: Bilingual
Program at the University of Washington, 8th Annual
International Bilingual/Bicultural Education Conference, May 4-9,
1978
folder 86
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Job contracts and offers of positions for
various organizations
folder 87
box 1909Omitted during Filing process
folder 88
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation, 1975
folder 89
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Labbé, Yvon - re: Letter of support, April
10, 1979
folder 90
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Lagueux, Ray - re: Dubé teaching during
summer session at U Maine at Farmington, 1971
folder 91
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Letters and notes from students - re:
Classes or materials
folder 92
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Letters of appreciation for help given to
aspiring teachers
folder 93
TEACHING CAREER: Letters of recommendation from Dubé for
various students, 1970-1971
box 1909
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folder 94
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Lewiston School System - re: Dubé's
resignation, 1965
folder 95
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Louis, Daniel - re: Film project on the
Franco-Americans of New England, Feb. 8, 1977
folder 96
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: MacDougall, Dean of Women, Gould
Academy - re: ALM, Bowdoin material, etc.
folder 97
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Maine Library Association Conference -
Dubé a speaker and workshop teacher
folder 98
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Maine Teacher's Association -
Miscellaneous Correspondence
folder 99
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Manchester High School, West - re:
Participating in Career Day, 1983
folder 100
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Market Street School - Letters from
students thanking Dr. Dubé for visiting their class, April, 1971
folder 101
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Martin, Theophile, Director of NDEA
Franco-American Institute - letter to Dubé asking him to accept an
appointment for the summer, Nov., 1966 folder 102
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Mascenic Bilingual Program, Oct. 1970
folder 103
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Massachusetts Association for Bilingual
Education (MABE) - Letter of appreciation for working on MABE
Newsletter, June 18, 1986 folder 104
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Mazzone, Ernest J., Director of Bureau
of Transitional Bilingual Education - From Dubé, requesting
a position as Editor/Evaluator/Testing Coordinator/Technical
Assistant, Title IV project
folder 105
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Microcomputers in Bilingual
Education - Miniconference, New England Bilingual Education
Multifunctional Support Centers, May 4, 1984 folder 106
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Miscellaneous letters dealing with Dubé
as a speaker/participant in teaching institutes and seminars
folder 107
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: National Materials Development Center
for French And Creole - Miscellaneous materials, 1976-1981
folder 108
TEACHING CAREER: Otterbein College - Miscellaneous
materials dated 1967 and 1969
box 1909
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folder 109
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Pelletier, Raymond J. - re: Joshua
Fishman, expected speaker at conference, "The French in North
America, Aug. 10-13, 1981,", letter dated Dec. 24, 1980 folder 110
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: RMC Research Corporation - re:
Bilingual PIP study, letter dated Oct. 22, 1979
folder 111
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Request for Provisional Appointment as
Bilingual Education Consultant, 1983
folder 112
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: St. John the Baptist School, Winslow,
ME, le 16 Decembre 1966
folder 113
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Sharon, Sr., St. Joseph Grammar School -
re: "Let's Speak French" series and other news, Sept. 12, 1976
folder 114
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Thank you letters for seminars, classes
and such taught by Dubé, 1972-1984
folder 115
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: U Maine at Augusta, Auburn Center - re:
Dubé on faculty, spring, 1983, letter dated Dec. 17, 1982
folder 116
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: U of Maine at Fort Kent, Assorted
materials from 1972
folder 117
box 1909Omitted during filing process
folder 118
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: U of Maine at Presque Isle - request for
copy of resume in regard to salary change, Sept. 30, 1976
folder 119
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: U of Maine at Presque Isle - re: Teaching
upper division French, Feb. 12, 1976
folder 120
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: U of Maine at Orono - re: Teaching
Creative Writing in summer school, 1979
folder 121
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: University of Massachusetts - re: Dennis
Porter, rejection of job request, 1982
folder 122
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: University of Pennsylvania - re:
Application for teaching fellowship, Aug./Oct., 1964
folder 123
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: University of Southern Maine- Thank
you from Madeleine Giguere to Dubé, for agreeing to be a guest
lecturer, Feb., 1983 folder 124
TEACHING CAREER: Van Dorn, Howard - re: Designing tests,
March 7, 1966
box 1909
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folder 125
box 1909TEACHING CAREER: Wilcox, Glen - Re: Summer Institute,
Franco-American Bicultural Research Innovations Center, and
reply from Dubé to Glen (was in file labeled "Project Book 2") folder 126
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1982
folder 127
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Allen, Ed?, Feb. 21, 1971
folder 128
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Barabas, Jean - re: Paper by Dubé, "The
Franco-Americans: An evolution towards new identity?" being
placed in the ERIC System by IRCD folder 129
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Bolduc, Clair R. and Labbé, Yvon A. -
Invitation, le 25 août, 1984
folder 130
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Bonsteel, R. S. - re: On Explore on the
Echelon Series, and Recap of Jan. 4th meeting on Echelon Series
folder 131
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Brault, Gerard J., April 21, 1980 - re: Praise
of texts developed for the National Materials Development Center,
which Dubé wrote for folder 132
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Buckly, Cicely - re: Correspondence about
poetry readings in the Manchester, NH area, 1987
folder 133
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Case, James - re: Task force, Bureau of
Educational Resources' International and Foreign Language
Resource Bank folder 134
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Echelons Level V, suggestions for text
revisions, July 19, 1967, and general objectives for levels I-VI
folder 135
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Eobrernier, March 29, 1977 - re:
Request for Dubé to illustrate books by the National Materials
Development Center folder 136
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Ernie - re: la Justice photos (to be used as
illustrations for a written work?)
folder 137
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Fonteyne, Jacqueline, Décembre 1983 - re:
La litt´rature francophone de la Nouvelle-Angleterre - Salon Où
L'on Cause folder 138
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Haig, Stirling, 1977 - re: The French
Review, letters about Dubé's article "Bilingual Living"
folder 139
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Hibert, G., Dec. 1, 1980 - re: Dubé's request
for assistance with publishing companies
folder 140
WRITING CAREER: Institut Français, Ja./Feb. 1988 - Invitation -
re: Dubé's poems for anthology
box 1909
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folder 141
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Julien - re: Gilbert Roy material and Octave
Verrette material
folder 142
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Ledoux, Denis - re: le Forum Littéraire
article on Dubé, to be published early 1982
folder 143
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Maine State Library - Invitation to Maine
Author's Day, March 17, 1988
folder 144
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Books, Inc., 1966
folder 145
box 1909WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E Books, Inc., 1967
folder 146
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co., 1961
folder 1
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co., 1970
folder 2
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co., 1971
folder 3
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co., 1972
folder 4
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co. -
Undated correspondence and pamphlets
folder 5
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co. - Re:
Copyright Law revision, 1975
folder 6
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Merrill, Charles E. Publishing Co. - Mots
àsavoir from Nancy Fromson for Dubé to read and evaluate
folder 7
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Music Circus - Telegram and letter dealing
with Dubé as editor of the Airgineer at Beal AFB, June, 1955
folder 8
box 1910WRITING CAREER: NADC, Dec. 1, 1976, re: Dubé granting
publication rights for a book of French poetry
folder 9
box 1910WRITING CAREER: NMDC, re: Publishing of Dubé's books,
1976-1981
folder 10
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Pelletier, Raymond J., re: asking Dubé to
speak to his U Maine class about Dubé's book, Un Mot de Chez-
Nous folder 11
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box 1910WRITING CAREER: Redfern, James, Editor, Revue de
Louisiane , re: Poems submitted by Dubé, 1972
folder 12
box 1910WRITING CAREER: Therrault, George H., re: Obtaining a copy
of cassette Au Coeur du Vent, 1985/86
folder 13
box 1910RELATED MATERIAL: Addresses for family and friends
folder 14
^ Return to Table of Contents
Financial Material Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1910AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF FRENCH:
AATF fee request, Nov. 2, 1965
folder 15
box 1910AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF FRENCH:
AATF Hospital Indemnity Plan materials
folder 16
box 1910AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF FRENCH:
National French Contest - payment request for tapes, Oct. 1, 1965
folder 17
box 1910DONATIONS: St. James the Less Church
folder 18
box 1910DONATIONS: Contribution to "ànotre soirée culturelle," Le
F.A.R.O.G. Forum, 1983
folder 19
box 1910DONATIONS: Madawaska Public Library Memorial Fund,
donation by Services Culturels de 'Ambassader de France and
Title VII E.S.E.A. folder 20
box 1910FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND RECORDS: Banque de
France, Rennes - Passeport renouvelé, April 30, 1963
folder 21
box 1910FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND RECORDS: Bonds from
Crédit Foncier DE France, issued 1888 and 1889 - photocopies of
bonds issued for Exposition Universelle folder 22
box 1910FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND RECORDS: Maine and
Valley Traditional Value, St. John Valley Bilingual Education
bank statements, for 1/31/74 to 10/31/75, and checkbook folder 23
box 1910FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND RECORDS: Main and Valley
Traditional Values, St. John Valley Bilingual Education - Bills
folder 24
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND RECORDS: Will od Rev.
Ernest Etenaud, found at Houlton Probate Court, Feb. 21, 1978
box 1910
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folder 25
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: Act FA, Projet De Théâtre -
Budget
folder 26
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: Bilingual-Bicultural Human
Services Training Progra, 1976
folder 27
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: E.S.E.A. Title VII, St. John
Valley Bilingual Program
folder 28
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: D.A.V.I., re: Contacting
Congressmen, and National Defense Education Act (Title III)
folder 29
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: Ethnic Heritage Program - Budget
folder 30
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: French Language Cultural Day
Camp - Projected project and estimated budget
folder 31
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: Headstart, Aroostook County
Action Program
folder 32
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: La Machine Magique, MPBN -
Maine State Library
folder 33
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: National Materials Development
Center for French - Grant approval, 1980
folder 34
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: National Materials Development
Center for French and Portuguese - A proposal for continuation,
March 16, 1977 folder 35
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: Project C.L.A.S.S. (Cultural
Language Activity Summer School) - Application for grant to
continue the project folder 36
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: St. John Valley Community
Action Council
folder 37
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: St. John Valley Action Council,
Inc. - Financial statements as of 1/31/1970
folder 38
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: St. John Valley Bilingual
Education Project - budget proposal, 1975/76, etc.
folder 39
box 1910FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS: U of Maine at Orono, College
of Education, Dean James J. Muro - Application for federal
assistance for Rural Center for Franco-American Cultural Heritage
Studies and Curriculum Development Project, 1974
folder 40
INSURANCE: Blue Cross Blue Shield "D" - Weekly and Bi-
Weekly Payroll Deduction, MTA, Sept. 1, 1976
box 1910
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folder 41
box 1910INSURANCE: Continental Casualty Company, flight insurance
for trip to France
folder 42
box 1910INSURANCE: Maine State Teacher's Association - Materials
related to Social Security, Retirement Plan, etc.
folder 43
box 1910INSURANCE: Prudential Insurance Company - Listing of
benefits
folder 44
box 1910INSURANCE: State of Maine Group Life Insurance, SAD #33,
May 19, 1972, and TIAA-CREF 1968 Annual Report, Teacher's
Insurance Annuity Assoc. folder 45
box 1910INSURANCE: United Health Systems Agency, Inc., of New
Hampshire, 1979 - Health Plan
folder 46
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Atlantic Oaks Conference, bill, 1977
folder 47
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Emerson College - Tuition schedule for
James M. Dubé
folder 48
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: InterAmerica Research Assoc., Inc. - Funds
for second phase of Assessing Language Proficiency Announced,
April 7, 1980 folder 49
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Miscellaneous
folder 50
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Name dollar list totaling $28,950, undated
folder 51
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Personal - Financial figures for living
expenses, undated
folder 52
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Triple O Club - Investment club, financial/
valuation statements
folder 53
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: Valuation statements, 1975
folder 54
box 1910MISCELLANEOUS: "Your Guide to Settlement Costs" -
pamphlet on real estate settlement costs
folder 55
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Basic Financial Data for School
Administrative Units, 1964-65, Maine Teacher's Association,
Augusta, ME folder 56
SALARY AND TAX: Bilingual Education Institute I, summer
1977 - Teaching and salary agreements
box 1910
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folder 57
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Canadian Broadcasting Corp. - Contract for
series La Vie Promise, 1982
folder 58
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Commonwealth of Massachusetts -
Invoices for Curriculum and Instruction, 4/5/83-9/30/83
folder 59
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Lewiston School Department, 1961-62,
Contract Adjustment - for Dubé having been the editor of the
Booster folder 60
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Lewiston School Department -
Correspondence from Superintendent, re: Number of payment
weeks, 1/16/1964 folder 61
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Lewiston School Department, Contracts for
1959-1960, 1960-1961, 1961-1963, and 1964-1965
folder 62
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Listing of "Average Teachers' Salaries
Maine Cities and Towns with a Population of 10,000 and Over, ",
1963-4, and 1964-65 and other salary lists folder 63
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: New Hampshire College and University
Council, 1979
folder 64
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: "Personal Salary," Comparison of Non-
Degree, BA, and MA salaries
folder 65
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: Régie Des Rentes Du Québec, Québec
Pension Plan Booklet, for 1976
folder 66
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: St. John Valley Bilingual Education Project
- Staff employment contracts, 1974-1975
folder 67
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: U Maine at Fort Kent - Re: Payment for
Follow Through Program, May 29, 1974
folder 68
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: U Maine at Fort Kent - Teaching
agreement for CED, 12/30/71, French Methods; and CED,
5/31/72, Advanced French folder 69
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: U Maine Summer Session, 1979 - FR 298,
Creative Writing in French
folder 70
box 1910SALARY AND TAX: University of Massachusetts - Instructor in
Continuing Education Course, contract agreement, Jan., 1982
folder 71
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: Franco-American Conferences
and Affairs
folder 72
Omitted during filing process box 1910
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folder 73
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S. - forms/travel
expense vouchers
folder 74
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: National Materials Development
Center, 1978
folder 75
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: Northeast Learning Resource
System
folder 76
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: United States Commission on
Civil Rights, (USCCR)
folder 77
box 1910TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT: The University of Vermont
folder 78
^ Return to Table of Contents
Human Rights Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Aroostook County Action Program,
Affirmative Action Plan, June 1, 1975
folder 79
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Associates of the Child and Family
Services Conference on Teen-Age Dating, Introduction
folder 80
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Central Aroostook Action Program -
Meetings, Newsletters, 1972
folder 81
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Children, Youth and the Family in
Aroostook County - Directory of Services, 12/15/1973
folder 82
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Conference pour le Child and
Family Services, 1962-63
folder 83
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Critical Learning Years Project (for
children 0-5 years and parent education)
folder 84
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Day Care - Papers, facts, figures
folder 85
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start - Application for federal
assistance, Aroostook CAP, Feb. 4, 1976
folder 86
box 1910HUMAN RIGHTS: CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start and
Follow Through Supplementary Training Re: Summer Institute in
St. John Valley, June 16- July 2, 1971 folder 87
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box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start/Aroostook County
Action Program, 1973-75 Meeting notes, reports, Etc.
folder 88
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start/Aroostook County
Action Program, 1975
folder 89
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start/Aroostook County
Action Program, 1976
folder 90
box 1910HUMAN RIGHTS: CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start/
Aroostook County Action Program - General
folder 91
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start/Aroostook County
Action Program - Policy Manual, Parent Plan, and other materials
- mailed to "Norman" Dubé, Nov., 1974 folder 92
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start Perspectives,
professional newsletter, issues from 1971 and 1972
folder 93
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Head Start - Program Description/
Narrative, incomplete
folder 94
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Maine Child and Youth Advocate,
Oct., 1974
folder 95
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Main Youth Corps - Chapter
information handbook
folder 96
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Project Childfind, Maine, and Non-
Discriminatory Task Force Team, 1976
folder 97
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Proposal for a Child Development
Associate Program, by University of Maine at Portland-Gorham,
Sept. 13, 1972 folder 98
box 1910CHILDREN AND FAMILY: Youth Services in Maine, 1973
Edition, Cooperative Extension Service listing of services
folder 99
box 1910CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS: Affidavit of Richard
Picarillo, March, 1973
folder 100
box 1910CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS: Minimum Standards of
Civil and Human Rights for Inmates in Correctional Institutions,
Draft, May 9, 1973 folder 101
box 1910CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS: Project Proposal: "Study of
Sex and Race Discrimination in. . ., " Prepared by Donald H. Goff,
May, 1973 folder 102
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS: Statewide Correctional
Alliance for Reform (S.C.A.R.) - Miscellaneous Material, 1973
box 1910
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folder 103
box 1910CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS: U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights (USCCR), Prison Project, Date unknown
folder 104
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Annotated Bibliography of Most Commonly-Used Bilingual/
Bicultural Curriculum Materials in French, 1973-74 folder 105
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Articles (Photocopies) on Bilingual Students
folder 106
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Arts
du Language - Bilingual Education Program, St. Martin Parish,
Louisiana folder 107
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Language-Arts Program: Teacher Guide: Folk Tales,
July, 1972 folder 108
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bangor Community College, Bilingual/Bicultural Instructional
Materials Project folder 109
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Beginning French - Illustration sheets for lessons for NADC/
NMDC folder 110
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Beginning French, Lesson 1-3, NADC/NMDC
folder 111
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Beginning French - Lesson Sheets and Vocabulary Sheets,
NADC/MNDC folder 112
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Beginning French, Program Outline, NADC/NMDC, Boston
State College, Program of Continuing Education, Bilingual/
Multicultural Studies
folder 113
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Berlin French-English, Bilingual Education Program, 1974-75,
Proposal, ESEA Title VII Project folder 114
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Berlin-North County Bilingual Program, 2nd Operational Year,
1975-76, Berlin, NH folder 115
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bibliography of Franco-American Materials, April 30, 1966
folder 116
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bibliography of French-Canadians and Franco-Americans in New
England folder 117
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box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Career Education, Cambridge Bilingual Dept., Title VII,
booklet describing the program folder 118
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Curriculum Materials: French, Creole, Portuguese,
1975-1980 folder 119
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Education Fellowships, Title VII, ESEA - Miscellaneous
materials folder 120
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Education Program - Information relating to application
for federal assistance, federal rules and regulations, etc.,, 1977? folder 121
box 1910FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bilingual Program, ESEA, Title VII, St. Landry Parish - Unit
Guide for La Famille, Premier Niveau, by Charlotte Clement folder 122
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Berlin-North Country Bilingual Education Program (BNC BEP),
1977-78 folder 1
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-78
folder 2
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 3
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 4
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 5
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 6
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 7
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: BNC
BEP, 1977-1978
folder 8
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Booth, Edward F., State of Maine Department of Education and
Cultural Services, re: Lack of elementary majors in French in the
University of Maine System
folder 9
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, NDEA Institute, 1965
box 1911
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folder 10
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, Cours de Lague Francaise . . ., Gerard
J. Brault folder 11
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, par les members de l'Institute Franco-
Americain, 1962 folder 12
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, NDEA Institute, Tome Deux, 1961
folder 13
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, NDEA Institute, Tome Deux, 1962
folder 14
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bowdoin Materials, Texts, NDEA Institute, Tome Premier, 1961
folder 15
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education, N.C. Dubé, panelist
folder 16
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education - Reports, description
of program, materials survey, etc. folder 17
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Caribou Bilingual Project, Curriculum Guide, Grade 1
folder 18
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Copy of article, "SB 257 Killed - The Issue Lives On," in
Manchester, NH Union Leader, June 2, 1975 folder 19
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Cultural Language Activity, Summer School, Springfield, MA,
1967 folder 20
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Curriculum Materials, French Language Lessons, Vocabulary
folder 21
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Curriculum materials, photocopy of book covering French
language lessons in assorted subject areas -1 folder 22
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Curriculum materials, photocopy of book covering various lessons
in the French language - 2 folder 23
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Curriculum materials, photocopy of book covering various lessons
in the French language - 3 folder 24
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Curriculum materials, photocopy of book covering various lessons
in the French language - 4 folder 25
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box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Cyr,
Edward, Senator - Correspondence backing his amending of the
1969 statute which regards bilingual education restrictions, written
1973
folder 26
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Department of Health, Education and Welfare - Memo to school
districts with more than 5% national origin-minority group
children - May 25, 1970, and letter regarding this
folder 27
box 1911FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Dubé, N. C. - Education Institute for the Bilingual Child, Title
VII, Madawaska folder 28
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Dubé, Normand, Troisiéme Echelon, Introduction and chapters
1-6 folder 1
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Dubé, Normand, Troisième Echelon, Text, Chapters 7-12
folder 2
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Dubé, Normand, Troisième Echelon, Text Chapters 13-20
folder 3
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Durkin, Senator John, letter from Jeannette Vezeau, C. S. C.,
President, re: Elimination of Materials Development Center
Bilingual Education Program, July 19, 1979
folder 4
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilingual
Education (EDAC) materials catalog, 1983 folder 5
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: "Une
Education Bilingue En Français," French grammar curriculum,
grade 5 folder 6
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: "La
Educación Bilingüe: Una Que No Se Ha Satisfecho," Informe para
el Congresso, 1976 folder 7
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
"Education Institute on the Bilingual Child in Elementary School,"
course description. Basic text by Normand Dubé, Guidelines for
the Teaching of French to Franco-Americans.
folder 8
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, "The Child as a
Learner," NADC/NMDC folder 9
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, course schedule,
NADC/NMDC folder 10
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, "Enquete," numbers
1-10, NADC/NMDC folder 11
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box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, first grade (1960-61),
NADC/NMDC folder 12
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, group studies listing,
NADC/NMDC folder 13
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, kindergarten NADC/
NMDC, (1961-1962) folder 14
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, papers, writings, etc.,
NADC/NMDC folder 15
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, Phonetique
folder 16
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, Pour faire le portrait,
NADC/NMDC folder 17
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, "Le Problème du
Stationnement Publi - Reportage Paris Match," NADC/NMDC folder 18
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Educational Institute for the Bilingual Child, second grade NADC/
NM, 1960-1961 folder 19
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Equality in Education, Vocational Institute for Administrators
Conference, June 26, 1979 folder 20
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilingual/
Bicultural Education - Haitian Language Arts, Supplementary
Texts
folder 21
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilingual/
Bicultural Education - Haitian Language Arts, Supplementary
Texts
folder 22
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Le
Fanal, Une Publication F. A. R. O. G. - Student' Stories, Journals,
Etc. folder 23
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Federal Register, Part XVII, Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare, Fri., June 29, 1979 folder 24
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Fort Kent State College - Proposed Alternate Program of French-
Canadian-Acadian Studies, Undergraduate folder 25
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: The
Four Corners Immersion Program, Maryland, 1977
box 1912
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folder 26
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Franco-American Education in New Hampshire, 1975
folder 27
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Franco-American Ethnic Heritage Studies Program
folder 28
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: The
Franco-American Program/Franco-American Student's Affairs
folder 29
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French grammar sheets, Dixième Leçon
folder 30
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French grammar sheets, drills, Premiere Leçon, vingt-cinquieme
leçon, NADC/NMDC folder 31
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French grammar sheets, sixème leçon-neuvième leçon
folder 32
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French grammar sheets, première leçon-cinquième leçon
folder 33
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French grammar tests, NADC/NMDC
folder 34
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French history, text readings and questions, Educational Institute
for the Bilingual Child, NADC/NMDC folder 35
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: L'
Hôspital, French language booklet to explain what happens when
a sick child visits the hospital folder 36
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
French Language Foundation, Inc., 1985 French Language
Contest folder 37
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: A
Guide to Teaching in French at the Elementary Level
folder 38
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
"Habiletés Í développer en lecture et en écriture française dans un
programme basésur la langue parlée," introduction folder 39
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: H.
R. 11165, to amend the "Emergency School Aid Act to extend to
Franco-Americans, 1973 folder 40
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Illustrations II, Francais Elementaire
folder 41
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Illustration III, Francais Elementaire
box 1912
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folder 42
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Illustrations, Beginning French, teacher manual
folder 43
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Index cards, containing bilingual notes
folder 44
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Index cards, containing notes on Linguistic Description of
Bilingualism, Psycholinguistics and Bilingualism, and Summaries
of Articles on Bilingualism
folder 45
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Je Veux Découvrir, Normand Dubé, text, Dwight Eames,
illustrations folder 46
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Kennedy, the Honorable Edward M., correspondence relating to
S. 2553, "The Comprehensive Bilingual Education Amendment
Act,", Nov. 14, 1973
folder 47
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Kincaid, W. M., correspondence regarding Language Laboratories
folder 48
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Laboratory, Beginning French, drills, lesson 1, NADC/NMDC
folder 49
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Learning Activity Packages (LAPs), copyright pending, by the
New England-Atlantic Provinces and Quebec Center (NEAPQ),
and the University of Maine
folder 50
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Lecture Elementaire, NADC/NMDC
folder 51
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Lecture Intermediare, NADC/NMDC
folder 52
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Lewiston Bilingual Program, application for continuation of a
Bilingual Education Program under Title VII, ESEA folder 53
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Linguistics Issues in Bilingual Education, Center for Applied
Linguistics folder 54
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Make-Up sheet, Verbs Reflechis, NADC/NMDC
folder 55
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mascenic Bilingual French Project, "Un Soirée du Bon Vieux
Temps" folder 56
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mascienic Bilingual Program, "Les Insects, Center d' Intérêt"
box 1912
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folder 57
box 1912FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mascenic Bilingual Program, Greenville, New Hampshire
folder 58
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mascenic Bilingual Program, Greenville, New Hampshire
folder 1
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mascenic French Bilingual Education Program, 1972-1973
folder 2
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Materials relating to District #60 (Berwick), re: Franco-American
students' needs, includes Maine Human Rights Commission
Report
folder 3
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Mathématiques, Bilingual Education Program, St. Martha Parish,
Louisiana folder 4
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Merrill Language Tapes, Le Français Vivant 2
folder 5
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Minority Elementary Teachers Association, request for
information, 7/7/75 folder 6
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Miscellaneous correspondence, conference schedules, etc. dealing
with bilingual education folder 7
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Antoine Ou La Lecon Des Choses, text: Michel Pipyn,
illustrations: Joanna Heikens folder 8
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Antoine Ou Le Silence Des Choses, text: Michel Pipyn,
illustrations: Joanna Heikens folder 9
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Les Arts et la Littérature
folder 10
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Berlin: Ville Industrielle Du Nord, créatrice: Phyllis
Hagel, série: villes franco-américains de la nouvelle-angleterre folder 11
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Le Bois Maudit, text: Michel Pipyn
folder 12
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Bonjour Papillon, texte par Donald G. Dugas, dessins par
Dan Ogrydziak, mock-up, book, and teacher evaluation sheets folder 13
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Caribou: Mon Pays Blanc, série: villes franco-américaines
de la nouvelle-angleterre folder 14
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box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Chere Maman, pièce en trois actes de Grégoire Chabot
folder 15
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Croque-Carotte le Terrible, texte: Don Dugas, art:
Eobernier folder 16
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Entre dois Mundos: Vida Qutidiana de Crianças
Portuguesas na América, text book, French language folder 17
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gente No Trabalho, exercicios manual do professor,#1,
pré primaria folder 18
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gente No Trabalho, exercicios manual do professor, #2,
1a classe folder 19
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gente No Trabalho, exercicios manual do professor, #3,
2a classe folder 20
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gente No Trabalho, exercicios manual do professor, #4,
3a classe folder 21
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gente No Trabalho, exercicios manual do professor, #5,
4a classe folder 22
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Gilbert O. Roy - Peintre Populaire de la Valleé Saint-Jean,
par: Roger Paradis folder 23
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC information packet, "Learning Comes In All Languages"
folder 24
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Ti-Jean Colette, histoire par Don Dugas, dessins par Kris
Jackson, book, mock-up, and teacher evaluation sheets folder 25
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Au Pays des Légendes: Le Bonhomme Sept Heures, text:
Normand Dubé, dessins: Barbara Ganim, book and workbook folder 26
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Au Pays des Légendes: Papineau, text: Normand Dubé,
dessins: Barbara Ganim folder 27
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, La Presse Chez Les Franco-Americains, text: Dr. Paul-P.
Chassé, photographie: Jeff Spring folder 28
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Je Veux Découvrir, Normand Dubé, illustrations par
Dwight Eams folder 29
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box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, La Veil Homme et L'enfant, Michel Pipyn, includes
Dictionnaire en Images, illustrations de Karen Aqua folder 30
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, série: villes franco-americaines de la nouvelle-angleterre,
Berlin: Ville Industrielle Du Nord folder 31
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, série: villes franco-americains de la nouvelle-angleterre,
Caribou: Mon Pays Blanc folder 32
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
National Advisory Council for Bilingual Education Hearings,
DEC. 12-13, 1977 folder 33
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC and Office of Bilingual Education - Correspondence and
materials, 1980 folder 34
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NADC, Normand Dubé, Director, 1967-1982
folder 35
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Banks, James A., Multiethnic/Multicultural Teacher
Education: Conceptual, Historical, and Ideological Issues folder 36
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, A Bibliography of English as a Second Language
Materials folder 37
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Blasubramonian, K., Measurement, Evaluation, and
Accountability In Bilingual Education Programs folder 38
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Fishman, J. A., Bilingual Education - A Prescriptive
folder 39
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Information Packet: Parent and Community Involvement
In Bilingual Education folder 40
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE: Samples of Instruments to Review Bilingual Education
Materials folder 41
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Saville-Troike, M., "A guide to culture in the classroom,"
photocopy of an article folder 42
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NCBE, Seymann, M., Ph. D., Teacher/Teacher Aide Roles,
Relationships, Responsibilities folder 43
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NDEA Summer Institute at Assumption College, July 2- Aug. 18
box 1913
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folder 44
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NDEA, text, Travaux Pratiques De Civilisation, 1965
folder 45
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Newspaper clippings about Franco-American students, teachers,
and materials folder 46
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Newspaper clippings and miscellaneous letters to the editors
commenting on the articles and the issues, most of which are local
educational issues
folder 47
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, An Annotated Bibliography of Title VII French Project,
Developed Instructional Materials, 1970-1975 folder 48
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Les Champs Et Les Forets, par: Gilbert Albert
folder 49
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Chansons de Chez-Nous
folder 50
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Dubé, Normand, La Broderie Inachevée, dessins, Paul
Jalbert - Design test copy folder 51
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Dubé, N. C. Le Nuagé de ma Pensée, a collection of
poems, photos par Jeff Spring, scattered pages folder 52
box 1913FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC: Léola et la Pirogue, text: David Thériot, illustrations:
Mae Latance Easterling folder 53
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Oliver, Julien, Il N'Y A Pas De Souche Sans Racines
folder 1
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Paradis, Roger, Gilbert O. Roy
folder 2
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, A Resource Guide for New England Libraries, pre-
publication copy, compiled by Phyllis Hagol and lists Franco-
American resources
folder 3
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, text book, Chez les Franco-Americains de la Nouvelle-
Angleterre folder 4
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Un Théatre Francophone dans un Milieu Franco-
Américain, par: Ernest Guillet folder 5
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box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
NMDC, Les Trois Petits Amis et lLa Découvete du Gombo, text:
David Thériot, illustrations: Mae Latance Esterling folder 6
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: "On
education in non-English cultural backgrounds in Maine schools"
folder 7
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Oyster River High School, re: "Using foreign language as a
tool . . ." panel, Nov. 15, 1979 folder 8
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: "La
philosophie Francaise," extrair de la Revue, "Tendances," mars
1960, panorama de la philosophie française par François WAHL folder 9
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Press release, re: "Bilingual aid 'inadequate', " Bangor Daily
News, 4/10/1975, and related correspondence folder 10
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Le
Programme Bilingue De La Paroisse De St. Martin, students work
compiled into a booklet, Mai, 1974 folder 11
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Programmes Et Methodologie De: La Catéchèse, L'Histoire, L'
étude du Milieu, Calcul, Langue folder 12
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Franco-American Instructional Resources in Education
(F.A.I.R.E.), June 1977-June 1980 folder 13
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research in American Valley Education, Les
Acadiens, L'Ecole, and Mon Pays: Ma Forêt folder 14
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, 3 text
books, auteur, Normand Dubé folder 15
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, 3 text
books, series: L' Amérique Du Nord, auteur: Normand Dubé folder 16
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, 3 text
books, Mon Pays series for Frenchville et St. Agathe, Van Buren,
and Madawaska, auteur: Normand Dubé
folder 17
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, 3 text
books in the Je Voyage series (Au Canada, En Louisiane, and En
Nouvelle-Angleterre), auteur: Normand Dubé
folder 18
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, La
Famille folder 19
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box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, Omar
Picard, Director, sponsored through E.S.E.A., Title VII, 1973 folder 20
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Bilingual Research American Valley Education, text book,
Le Garçon et le Géant folder 21
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Projet Bilingue De Caribou, Bilingual Star of Caribou, May, 1975
folder 22
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Projet Bilingue De Caribou, Programme de la Maternelle, Guide
Pedagogique folder 23
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Projet Bilingue De Caribou, Programme de la Premiére Année,
Curriculum Guide, Grade One folder 24
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Project Savior (To Know), Bilingual Education Project -
photocopied sheets explaining the program folder 25
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Rappelez-Vous!, slip sheet and lectures I-VII
folder 26
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Relations Between Language Attitudes Teacher Expectancy
folder 27
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
SCDC, Kit 7 Supplement Social Science Strand, Primary One,
Experimental French Edition folder 28
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Schema sheets for language and phonetics, Franco-American,
NADC/NMDC folder 29
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues, Bulletin #3, Mars 1973
folder 30
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues, Bulletin #3, May-June,
1973 folder 31
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues Français-Anglais, ESEA
Title VII folder 32
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues Français-Anglais,
Habilete- s A Pre- parer En Lecture Et En E- criture Française folder 33
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues Français-Anglais,
Mascenic French Bilingual Program - Program Description folder 34
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box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison des Projets Bilingues, Reading and Writing
Skills Development Scope and Sequence folder 35
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison: Teacher Exchange Program, Bulletins #3 and
Special for 1973, and #5 and #6 for 1974 folder 36
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison: Teacher Exchange Program, correspondence,
etc, 1974-75 folder 37
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Service de Liaison: Teacher Exchange Program, Final Report,
June 30, 1975 folder 38
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Special Bilingual Program, Part I, Rationale
folder 39
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Sumner, Gerald C., et al., "Federal Programs Supporting
Educational Change", 1975 folder 40
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Title
VII, Van Buren, Maine - History, by Martine A. Pelletier and
Monica Dionne Ferretti folder 41
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Transitional Bilingual Education and Lau Center Evaluation
Report Papers folder 42
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
UMO Orientation Program, Franco-American Research
Opportunity Group, F.A.R.O.G. - A brief explanation of the
program
folder 43
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
University of Maine at Fort Kent, Summer Session - Foreign
Language Learning, Normand Dubé, instructor folder 44
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
University of Maine at Presque Isle, description of French
language major folder 45
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
L'Univers En Images, série 119, numbers 1,8,9,and 10
folder 46
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
U. S. Office of Education, Project Information Package (PIP)
information, concerned with finding and duplicating effective
bilingual education programs
folder 47
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION:
Wright, Lawrence, "The Bilingual Education Movement at the
Crossroads,", Nov. 1973 folder 48
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box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: EDUCATION: Your
Franco-American Heritage, a series of units developed especially
for students of the Greater Waterville Area, 1973/74 folder 49
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: ELDERLY: Franco-
American Gerontology Program, University of Maine
folder 50
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: ELDERLY: Mainely
Geronto-Poetry
folder 51
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: ELDERLY:
Marquis, Jeanne, Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc., re: creating a
mobile-video library for and about senior citizens folder 52
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: ELDERLY: "Aged
treated shabbily in children's books," in Foster's Daily Democrat,
Jan. 21, 1977 folder 53
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Berlin:
Ville Industrielle Du Nord, s´rie: villes Franco-Americains de la
Nouvelle Angleterre folder 54
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Casco
Bank, New Auburn Office, bilingual ad in newspaper, April 14,
1976 folder 55
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Cohen,
Senator William S., correspondence and papers
folder 56
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL:
Conseil De La Langue Française Rencontre Des Francophones
D'Amérique, Juillet 1978, "Les Francophones D'Amerique Parlent
Aux Québécois," Dubé a speaker
folder 57
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: F. A. R.
O. G., miscellaneous papers
folder 58
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: First
Franco Symposium, 1978 - copies of newspaper clippings
folder 59
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Franco-
AmericAn Ethnic Heritage Studies Program, "Contributions of the
French to America: Dissemination of Materials" folder 60
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Les
Franco-Americains de la Nouvelle-Angleterre, Résumé du Projet
folder 61
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Landry,
Thomas M., correspondence regarding Le Comité de Vie Franco-
Americaine, Jan. 10, 1977 folder 62
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL:
Miscellaneous flyers and letters regarding meetings and other
matters dealing with bilingualism folder 63
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box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL:
Miscellaneous materials pertaining to Franco-Americans or
bilingualism folder 64
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Notre
VIE Franco-Américaine, Pamphlet describing and explaining
Franco-Americans folder 65
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: GENERAL: Saint
Jean de Baptiste Annual Observance Act, MA, 1980
folder 66
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Act FA, L' Action Pour Les Franco-
Americains, Constitution, projects, including Projet En Theatre
Franco-Americain, and other materials
folder 67
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Adventures In Poetry, For Your
Language Only, Attendance Going Up, and Look-E-E Programs folder 68
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Artisans Life Insurance Cooperative
Society, 1981-82, French Language Contest folder 69
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Bibliographies of Interest to Franco-
Americans in New England, and Francophone Literature of the
New World,, March 1982
folder 70
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Bilingual Journal, winter, 1980
folder 71
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: A Brief History Of The Franco-
Americans In The Old Town Area folder 72
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: California Association for Bilingual
Education folder 73
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Chez-Nous: The St. John Valley,
exhibit and publication project with the Maine State Museum folder 74
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Public
Television, WCBB folder 75
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Dubé, N. C. , Le Coeur D' Une
Infirmiere, un drame de carrefour pour télevision, 8 episodes folder 76
box 1914FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Radio-Télévision Suisse Romande,
Marie-Claude Leburgue, re: Dubé as NMDC representative, being
interviewed on the radio
folder 77
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box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Ethnic Heritage Proposal, Fall 1978, U
of Maine at Fort Kent folder 1
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Les é toiles . . . de l' Acadie, Merci au
ministère de la jeuness, des loisirs et des resources culturelles du
Nouveau-Brunswick
folder 2
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: F. A. R. O. G. Conférence Franco-
Américaine, le 28 Octobre, conference to strengthen Franco-
American Cultural Heritage
folder 3
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Le Festival: Franco-Americain Inc.
folder 4
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Foreign Language Listening Practice
by Short Wave Radio, (ED 692d), R. Smith folder 5
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Franco-American and Quebec
Heritage Series, Festival: Poetry Readings by Franco-American
Poets, May 12, 1984
folder 6
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Franco-American Poets and Poems
folder 7
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Franco-American Programs Office,
activities planned, 1973-1974 folder 8
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Metropolitan Achievement Pre-Tests,
1973-74, Madawaska, first-fourth grade folder 9
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Franco-American Writers Workshop,
July 24, 1982 folder 10
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: French-American Television
Enrichment (Project FATE) folder 11
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: French Culture Today, "La Securite
Sociale En France," Cultural Services of the French Embassy folder 12
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: KWSU AM 1250 KHz, Nate Long, re:
Dave Berkman's letter, and phasing and scheduling chart folder 13
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Labbe, Yvon A., F. A. R. O. G., U of
Maine, MPBN, Codofine materials folder 14
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box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Literary pieces, in French, by various
French writers and other writers folder 15
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Louisiana Book II (Franco-American
Overview, vol. 6), photocopy of book, author unknown folder 16
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Mémoires d'une Famille Acadienne de
Van Buren, Maine, par Marguerite Cyr s. m. - Dubé, manuscript
coordinator
folder 17
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Memoires d'une Famille Acadienne de
Van Buren, Maine, rough draft folder 18
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN, "A Broadcast Multi-Media
Project for Franco-American Children in Maine, Grades K-1" folder 19
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S., (Franco-American
Children's Television Series), 1974 correspondence folder 20
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S., (Franco-American
Children's Television Series), 1975 correspondence folder 21
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S, (Franco-American
Children's TV Series), 1976 correspondence folder 22
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN/ F.A.C.T.S. (Franco-American
Children's TV Series), parent letter and questionnaire folder 23
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S., "La Bonne
Adventure" folder 24
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN, La Magique Show
folder 25
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN, New England Franco-
American Children's Television Project folder 26
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN, Project F.A.C.T.S.,
miscellaneous materials folder 27
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: MPBN, Villa Alegre, Tv reserve slips
folder 28
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: New Hampshire Network and Radio
folder 29
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Quebec, "Rythmes," "Tam Ti Delam," etc., miscellaneous
materials
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Notre Heritage Vivant, mock-up of
pamphlet folder 30
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Oliver, Julien, Big Jim Côté, pêcheur,
materials telling about book, tape, posters, teacher guide folder 31
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Oliver, Julien, D' La Boucane, Une
Introduction Au Folklore Franco-Ameriaian, NMDC1978 folder 32
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Our Genealogical Reference Library,
American-Canadian Genealogical Society of New Hampshire folder 33
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Lecture Contrôlée
IV, Don Dugas, French Language Children's Vocabulary Text folder 34
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Lili, French language
children's book folder 35
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Reach Each Child,
Make Him Smile, By Terry Ouellette and Paul J. Marin - teaching
manual for working with bilingual children
folder 36
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Spring Has Sprung, a
bilingual children's book folder 37
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/Fabric, Summer Fun, a
bilingual children's book folder 38
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: The Psaltery, Franco-American
concert, July 2, 1986 folder 39
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Lecture Contrôlée I,
Don Dugas, French language children's text folder 40
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Lecture Contrôlée II,
Don Dugas, French language children's vocabulary text folder 41
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Lecture Contrôlée
III, Don Dugas, French language children's vocabulary text folder 42
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Le Blé En Herbie,
bilingual children's book folder 43
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box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Bonjour, Papillion,
French language children's book folder 44
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Le Chat, Le Chien,
Et La Souris, French language children's book folder 45
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, correspondence
folder 46
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, CROAK, bilingual
children's book folder 47
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, evaluation report,
Jeannette Roy, "Education for the Bilingual Primary Child" folder 48
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: PACE/FABRIC, Fevillette, Don
Dugas, French language children's text folder 49
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: A Pictorial History: Recapturing
the Past, an Acadian Bicentennial Project of the Madawaska
Historical Society, compiled by Cicile DuFour Pozzuto
folder 50
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Pilot Workshop on Libraries and the
Franco-American Materials folder 51
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Project Bilingual Research, "Une
Chanson," children's song/story book, sponsored through ESEA,
Title VII, 1972
folder 52
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Project FATE (French-American
Television Enrichment), Part IV, program narrative folder 53
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Public Telecommunications Review,
July/August 1976, vol. 4, #4, pp. 44-49, article, "Recapturing a
Heritage: Franco American Programming in Maine"
folder 54
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Rassemblement (a gathering of
Franco-American writers), correspondence folder 55
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Santorre, Richard, The Franco-
Americans of Lowell, Massachusetts, published by the Franco-
American Day Committee, 1972
folder 56
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Script for a pilot program, Project
FAITS, Norman Boucher, June 7, 1978 folder 57
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box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: TAKE 30 Program, WCBB, letter to
the executive producer, re: May 3, 1972 program folder 58
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: TvAC (Television for All Children),
project evaluation folder 59
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: United Channel, community programs
listing, includes listing of program Bonjour folder 60
box 1915FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: LITERARY,
RADIO/TV, CULTURAL: Woonsocket, R.I.: The
Americanization of a Foreign City, companion essays to the multi-
media production about Franco-Americans
folder 61
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Acheson, James M., "The Minority
Groups Employment Survey, Final Report," draft copy folder 1
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Armstrong, Boldec, Labbé, and
Roberge, "The Compelling Case for the Recognition of Franco-
Americans in the University System," final draft
folder 2
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Association of Franco-Americans,
"Spheres of Interest" folder 3
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Baric, H. C.; Swain, M.; and
McTavish, K., "Bilingual Education Project: Evaluation of the
1072-73 French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One Classes
at Allenby Public School in Toronto"
folder 4
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Barnes, Dr. Everett, Jr., "The Berlin-
North Country Bilingual Program - Interim Evaluation Report,",
March 1975
folder 5
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education: A Selected
List of Articles," photocopied from various sources folder 6
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education and Language
Maintenance in Acadian Louisiana," by N. Ruth Bradley folder 7
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education: Assessment of
the Bilingual Student," photocopied from various sources folder 8
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education: Language
Acquisition," photocopied from various sources folder 9
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box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education:
Methodology," a collection of papers and reports folder 10
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education Project: Interim
Report on the Spring 1972 Testing Programme" folder 11
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Bilingual Education: Role of
Culture in the Bilingual Classrooms," from various sources folder 12
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Brassard, The Rev. Francis, A. A.,
The Origin of Certain Public Schools in the Saint John Valley of
Aroostook County, Maine
folder 13
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Brief History of the Acadians and
their Family Life in Louisiana," and "Renseignement pour le jew
ACADIE"
folder 14
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Bureau of the Census figures on
French speaking persons, and letter regarding changes in census
questions about language, 1977
folder 15
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Caron, Dr. Alexis, "Bates Educator's
View of Franco-American History,", March 4, 1965 folder 16
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Caribou Bilingual Education
Program, Pre-Audit Report," prepared by Cohen, Classon, and
Paradis
folder 17
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Caribou Exemplary Program
for Franco-Americans," Gerard J. Tardif, Jan. 1976 (Interim
Evaluation Report 1975-76)
folder 18
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: CCRNERO, request for commission
funding of research proposal on Franco-Americans, April 13, 1973 folder 19
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Chartier, Armand B., Univ. of Rhode
Island, "The Franco-American Literature of New England: A Brief
Overview, 1976
folder 20
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Coles, Robert, "Two Languages, One
Soul" folder 21
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Committee for: Foreign Language/
Bilingual Education/English as a Second Language Symposium,
notes and talks, Normand Dubé one of the speakers
folder 22
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box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Conference on the French in New
England, Acadia and Quebec,", May 1 & 2, 1972 folder 23
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Dissertation Abstracts on Franco-
Americans folder 24
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Dubé, N. C., "Bilingualism: A
Context for Communication,", 1970 folder 25
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Dubé, N. C. Franco-American
Education in French Literature of New England folder 26
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Dugas, Don, Franco-American
Institute, "Franco-American Language Maintenance Efforts in
New England: Realities and Issues"
folder 27
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Duas, Don, "Research Relevant to
the Development of Bilingual Curricula" folder 28
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Dugas, Donald G., Facilitating
the Self-Actualization of Franco-Americans, paper presented at
TESOL Convention, March 1971
folder 29
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Educational Institute for the
Bilingual Child, miscellaneous papers folder 30
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "En Quoi La L'Angue Francaise Peut
Etre En Amerique," rough draft folder 31
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: F. A. B. R. I. C. (Franco-American
Bilingual Research and Innovation Center), explanation of the
center/project
folder 32
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: F. A. R. O. G., "Annual Report on
Activities of the Franco-American Program for June 30, 1972 to
July 1, 1973"
folder 33
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: First Annual Franco-American
Conference, Univ. of Louisiana, March 5-7, 1978 folder 34
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: First International Symposium, "The
Franco-American Presence in America,", April 8-9, 1978 folder 35
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Fourth Annual Franco-American
Conference, Vermont, Normand Dubé, speaker, Oct. 14-18, 1981 folder 36
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box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Franco-American Ethnic Studies,
Reunion, Rhode Island College, Oct. 28, 1979 folder 37
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Franco-American Language
Maintenance Efforts in New England: Realities and Issues,"
Dugas and Hall, Indiana Univ. Symposium, March 28-30, 1974
folder 38
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Franco-American Planning
Committee Report, U of Maine, Orono, March 14, 1973 folder 39
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Franco-American Studies: A
Resource Guide, by Ann Kempers, U of Maine, Orono folder 40
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "The French Americans in
Waterville," from Waterville's Centennial Book - 1902 folder 41
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "French-Canadians, Acadians and
the French in New England," and, "The Habitant and His Sons" folder 42
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Garibaldi, Virginia, "How Can FLES
Be Taught Most Effectively?" folder 43
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Giguere, Madeline, Franco-
American Files, compiled and computed from the 1970 Census of
Population, draft
folder 44
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Giguere, Madeline, research
proposal, "The Social and Economic Status of Franco-Americans:
Phase I, A Descriptive Study,", April 2, 1973
folder 45
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Les "Grand Ensembles" De
Construction, présenté par l' Association BATICOOP au cours
d'une visite commenteé, le 25 Juin 1963
folder 46
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Harvey, Joyce and Kinney, James,
Title IX Ethnic Heritage Studies Program, Part IV - program
narrative
folder 47
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Holman, Claire, "Language Shift
and Maintenance in Lewiston, Maine," Division III, Hampshire
College, May, 1979
folder 48
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "How to Produce Ethnic Heritage
Media Using . . .", circa 1978 folder 49
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box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Labbé, Yvon A., F. A. R. O. G.
Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1973-1974, and other F. A. R. O.
G. papers
folder 50
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Labbé, Yvon A., Onward, paper,
"Franco-American Program, U of Maine, Orono, Sept. 1, 1971-
Sept. 1, 1972
folder 51
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Labbé, Yvon, and Dahlberg,
Kristine, "A Compelling Case for the Recognition of Franco-
Americans at UMO - Revised Edition"
folder 52
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Lambert, W. E. and Giles, H.,
"Evaluative Reactions Toward Various Forms of Spoken French
and English: The Madawaska Study,", 1972
folder 53
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Lambert, W. E. and Giles, H.,
"Language Attitudes In A Rural City In Northern Maine: A
Research Report to the Caribou Bilingual Education Project"
folder 54
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Lambert, Wallace E., "A Social
Psychology of Bilingualism," McGill University folder 55
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Lambert, Wallace E. and Giles,
Howard, "Evaluative Reactions Toward Various Forms of Spoken
French and English: The Madawaska Study,", Aug. 1972
folder 56
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Language and the World of Work
in the 21st Century, SymposiumSoutheastern Massachusetts
University, June 13-14, 1986
folder 57
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: LAU Evaluation Report - 1986-87,
Bureau of Traditional Bilingual Education folder 58
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Letters to the Church World on the
Selection of a Bishop," an informal report on the ethnic bias of the
church
folder 59
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: "Libraries and the Franco-American,
" workshop series, miscellaneous materials folder 60
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Locke, William N., "The French
Colony at Brunswick, Maine: A Historical Sketch" folder 61
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Mackenzie, M., Historique D'
Arichat, Jan. 4, 1971 folder 62
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box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Map, courtesy of Observations,
showing percent of French-Speaking persons in selected towns in
Maine
folder 63
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Martel, Louis-Israël, speech at the
Conférence Des Gouverneurs De La Nouvelle-Angleterre Et Des
Premiers Ministres Des Provinces De L' Est Du Canada, June
11-13, 1978
folder 64
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Martinez, Armando, "An Analysis of
Factors that Create the Educational Problems of the Puerto Rican
Student in New England," graphic excerpts
folder 65
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Ministère de L' Éducation Nationale,
École Pratique des Hautes Études, Laboratoire d' Acoustique
Animale - Programme De Recherche
folder 66
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Mulhern, John D., Dean, "A Dean
Views Bilingual Education" folder 67
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: NADC, A Franco-American
Overview, vol. 2 folder 68
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: National Council of State
Supervisors of Foreign Languages (NCSSFL), position paper on
bilingual education, May 23, 1977
folder 69
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: New England Paper on French
Bilingual Education folder 70
box 1916FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: NMDC For French and Portuguese,
"A Proposal for Supportive Services: Initial Award, Nov. 10, 1977 folder 71
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Northeast Conference 1976,
Language and Culture: Heritage and Horizons, reports of
the Working Committees, of which Normand Dubé was the
Chairperson for the Committee on the French-Speaking
folder 1
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Office of Education, "Bilingual
Education: An Unmet Need," report to the Congress, May 19,
1976
folder 2
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: PACE/FABRIC, miscellaneous
materials folder 3
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box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: PACE/FABRIC, Title III of
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, report folder 4
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: PACE/FABRIC, Title III of
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, report folder 5
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Paquette, F. André, "My Name Is
Jean-Pierre . . ." folder 6
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Paper on Franco-Americans
folder 7
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Parent, Pierre-Paul, French Blood in
Your Veins: Cultural Awareness for Franco-American Youth folder 8
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Pelletier, Roger J., "An Investigation
In Socio-Background and Dogmatism in Franco-Americans" folder 9
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Porter-Shirley, Carl H., "Survey of
the Educational Curriculum and Building Facilities of Frenchville
and St. Agatha . . .,, Oct. 1974
folder 10
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Project FABRIC, In-Service
Education Program folder 11
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Rabier, Christiane, "Opposition et
Convergence des Politiques Lingustiques A L' egard des Franco-
Americains de Nouvelle-Angleterre,", 1976
folder 12
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Reference/Resource Work on
Acadiens, In Dictionary Form, par: Edouard Fecteau, Lowell, MA folder 13
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Rencontre des peuples
Francophones, seminar, July 2-5, 1979 folder 14
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Rencontre francophones de Québec,
les 2-6 juillet 1980 folder 15
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Rencontre francophone, IVe, les 2-5
juillet 1981 folder 16
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Reports of Level One Evaluation
Meetings, 1972-1973, French ESEA, Title VII Projects folder 17
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box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Roulet, E., Vers Une Grammaire De
L' Apprentissage De La Langue folder 18
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Social Research Group, papers to
principal investigator Normand Dubé folder 19
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Some Master's and Doctoral
dissertations on Franco-Americans in New England, and related
materials
folder 20
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: State Advisory Group for
Educational Opportunity (AGEO), "Experiences Generally
Common to Minority Groups"
folder 21
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Stren, H. H., "A Foreign Language
in the Primary School?,", Sept. 1964 folder 22
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Summary of a visit to bilingual
schools, Dec. 1970, and comments from parent questionnaire #2,
Feb. 1970
folder 23
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Surveys on bilingual education,
USCCR, Subcommittee on Franco-Americans, 1972-1975 folder 24
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Swain, M.; Baric, H. C.; and
Nwanunobi, E., Modern Language Center, "Bilingual Education
Project: Evaluation of Elgin County Board of Education Partial
Immersion Program for Grades 1, 2, and 3 - Spring 1973"
folder 25
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Thonis, Eleanor, The Dual Language
Process in Young Children, in damaged condition folder 26
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Title VII, Emergency School Aid -
Bilingual Education Unit, Nov. 1972 folder 27
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: U of Maine at Orono, re: Percentage
of population in Maine which has French as the mother tongue,
and university publications/communications, 1972
folder 28
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: U of Maine at Portland-Gorham,
Giguere, Madeleine, Number and Percent of Persons With French
Mother Tongue . . , draft, from 1970 Census
folder 29
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Van Buren Follow Through
Program, re: Career Development Committee folder 30
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box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Walker, Robert K., "Cognitive vs.
Confluent Approaches to Instruction via a Weaker Language,"
Lewiston Bilingual Project, 1971
folder 31
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Walker, Robert K., "System
Planning and Education in Bilingual Education" folder 32
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: REPORTS,
PAPERS, CONFERENCES: Woolfson, Peter, Dept. of
Anthropology, University of Vermont, Public or Parish: A Study
of Differences in Acculturation of Franco-American Children
folder 33
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Act FANE, Action for Franco-Americans of the Northeast,
correspondence from Paul-M. Paré folder 34
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Bangor Mental Health Institute, proposed Franco-American
Program, 1974 folder 35
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Bangor Mental Health Institute, survey and outline of the problem
of French-Speaking residents receiving inappropriate care, 1973 folder 36
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Bilingual-Bicultural Human Services Program
folder 37
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL
ISSUES: Bilingual-Bicultural Mental Health Care Delivery: A
Demonstration Model - applications for Community Service
Program, 1975, and related materials
folder 38
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Bilingual-Bicultural Project, 1971-1972
folder 39
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Case study of a child (probably Franco-American) having
difficulty in school folder 40
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Criminal justice and bilingual/bicultural persons, information from
Yvon A. Labbé folder 41
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Cultural Awareness Training Project Workshop, UMO/BCC
Human Services Program folder 42
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Establishment of Bicultural-Bilingual Resources Center in
Providence RI, 1975 folder 43
FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Franco-American Awareness Workshop, June, 1972
box 1917
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folder 44
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Franco-American Program for Residents at Bangor Mental Health
Institute, 1974 folder 45
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
"Health Manpower Development: A Survey of the Spanish
Speaking Community of New Haven," preceptors: Mimi
Abramovitz, and Katrina Clark
folder 46
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Human Services and the Franco-American - Execution Plan, draft
folder 47
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, re: Fight to extend Voting
Rights Act, including clause on extending bilingual provisions,
1981
folder 48
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Maine Humanities Program, miscellaneous materials
folder 49
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Maine Humanities Program, Project Application Forms
folder 50
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Monahan, K. A., potential Franco-American projects
folder 51
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
New Hampshire Legal Assistance, French translation of
informational pamphlet proposition, Jan. 16, 1975 folder 52
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Political cartoons dealing with anti-French feelings, published in
La Bêche . . ., album de dessins gais par J. Chalebois folder 53
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Proposal for Franco-American Living Heritage Center, (3/15/78?)
folder 54
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
Target Cities and Human Services for Review, response form,
1975 folder 55
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: SOCIAL ISSUES:
USCCR Maine Advisory Committee, "Knowledgement" form, re:
Franco-American programs, Aug., 1975 folder 56
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Bangor Daily News, photocopies of editorial and series of articles
responding to the Maine Advisory Committee of the U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights' report on the Maine Indian
folder 57
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Brennan, Joseph E,, correspondence to Jacques E. Wilmore,
USCC, re: Indian land claims and USCCR letter related to this folder 58
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box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
"Constitutional Status of American Indians," USCCR staff
memorandum, March, 1973 folder 59
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Greater Bangor Indian Council
folder 60
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Hearings on "Federal and State Services and the Main Indian,"
Feb. 7-8, 1973, annotated agenda folder 61
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Hearings on "Federal and State Services and the Maine Indian,"
Feb. 7-8, 1973, background report folder 62
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Newspaper article, photocopies, from Boston Globe, Bangor Daily
News, etc., about 1973 hearings and other matters related to Indian
issues
folder 63
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Off-Reservation Indian Residents of Maine, statement of problems
and proposed possible remedies folder 64
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
"Outline of Report and Recommendations for Federal and State
Services and the Maine Indian,", circa 1973 folder 65
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Papers on housing, health, law enforcement, etc. as they relate to
Maine Indians, papers labeled section II-section VI folder 66
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
"Part One, The Maine Indians' Dilemma - 1974," and related
correspondence folder 67
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
Preliminary Findings and Recommendations: Federal and State
Services and the Maine Indian, draft #1, May 1973, and draft #2,
1973
folder 68
box 1917FRANCO-AMERICAN AND BILINGUAL: INDIAN ISSUES:
"Statement by Governor Kenneth M. Curtis, Dec. 4, 1974," and
photocopies of related newspaper articles folder 69
box 1918MISCELLANEOUS: Listings of Senate and House
Appropriations Committee members by state/party, also Human
Resources Committee, and Education and Labor Committee lists folder 1
box 1918MISCELLANEOUS: Miscellaneous materials
folder 2
box 1918POVERTY: Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP), minutes,
etc.
folder 3
POVERTY: Low Income People (LIP) Club, 1970 box 1918
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folder 4
box 1918POVERTY: "Night Sweeps the North Country: A Document for
the Implementation of Innovative Preschool Programs for Lower
Socio-Economic Background Maine Children: Implications for the
Design and Creation of Change . . ."
folder 5
box 1918POVERTY: "Payrolls or Pickerel: Modern Development Needs
and Maine's Traditional Values"
folder 6
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Action Council, Inc. Office of
Economic Opportunity, 1968-69, miscellaneous papers and forms
folder 7
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Action Council, Inc., Office of
Economic Opportunity, 1970-71, miscellaneous papers and forms
folder 8
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Community Action Council, Inc.,
Fort Kent, Maine, Program Evaluation Report, July 23 & 24, 1969
folder 9
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Council, Board of Directors Meetings
- minutes, memos, etc, 1970-71
folder 10
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Council, correspondence
folder 11
box 1918POVERTY: St. John Valley Council, general and miscellaneous
documents
folder 12
box 1918POVERTY: United Low Income, Inc., correspondence, July 12, !
972
folder 13
box 1918UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - minutes, memos, etc, 1972
folder 14
box 1918UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - minutes, memos, etc, 1973
folder 15
box 1918UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - minutes, memos, etc., 1974
folder 16
box 1918UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - minutes, memos, etc., 1975
folder 17
box 1918UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - minutes, memos, etc, 1976
folder 18
UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS: Maine
Committee of USCCR - miscellaneous and unknown dates
box 1918
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folder 19
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Articles about Mass. Advisory
Committee of USCCR, esp. regarding Julius Bernstein, and
women and minorities in state government folder 20
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Battered Women - Connecticut
State Committee Videotape Project
folder 21
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Civil Rights Digest, summer,
1976
folder 22
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Executive Order 1 FY-74-75 on
Affirmative Action in Maine, Feb. 4, 1975
folder 23
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: German Immigration and
Influence in America, Barbara Elling, State Univ. of NY at Stony
Brook, Sept., 1975 folder 24
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Hispanics: Challenges and
Opportunities, A Working Paper from the Ford Foundation, June,
1984 folder 25
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: "Minority in Maine," summary,
circa 1971
folder 26
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: "A National Overview of
Immigration," paper incomplete
folder 27
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: The Onward Program, typed
pages discussing the program
folder 28
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: "Sex-Designated Ads Run in 3
Maine Dailies," photocopy of article
folder 29
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: "Statement of Concerns' about
bias in IQ and other tests
folder 30
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: Tv AC (Television for All
Children), Programs for minority children, miscellaneous
materials, 1978 folder 31
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: USCCR, CCRNERO, review of
Maine's state government to determine if there is discrimination
against women, Dec., 1972-April, 1974 folder 32
box 1918WOMEN AND MINORITIES: U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights, "Report on School Discrimination,", winter/spring, 1976
folder 33
WOMEN AND MINORITIES: "What Sex Means is a Happy
Marriage," article reprint
box 1918
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folder 34
^ Return to Table of Contents
Literary Productions Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1918BOOKS: Albert, Thomas, The History of Madawaska, 1985
folder 35
box 1918BOOKS: Amaron, Rev. Calvin E., A. M., Your Heritage; or New
England Threatened, 1891
folder 36
box 1918BOOKS: Aroostook Architect: The Life and Times of the
Reverend Joseph S. Marcoux, 1977, by Miriam Therese Callnan,
R. S. M. folder 37
box 1918BOOKS: Canada Past Present, 1969, by John Saywell
folder 38
box 1918BOOKS: Canadiens et Américains chez eux, 1920
folder 39
box 1918BOOKS: Chapitre 11, "Qui e'tait Francis 'Croc'? La Ferme de
Francis 'Croc' ," photocopy, title and author unknown
folder 40
box 1918BOOKS: Chez les Franco-Américains de la Nouvelle-Angleterre,
an NADVC publication, 1977
folder 41
box 1918BOOKS: "The Culinary History, Part One," and "L' Histoire
Culinaire, Premiere Partie," book and author unknown
folder 42
box 1918BOOKS: La Cuisine Chez Nous, photocopies of pages from the
book, author unknown
folder 43
box 1918BOOKS: Cyr, Margurite, S. M., µémires d' une' Famille
Acadienne de Van Buren, Maine, photocopies of some pages
folder 44
box 1918BOOKS: Le Dernier Mot, Échos d' une Démission, photocopy
folder 45
box 1918BOOKS: Documents Relatives A La Cause Du Reverend Jean
François Ponsardin . . .,, 1878
folder 46
box 1918BOOKS: Dubé, N. C., Je Voyage En Nouvelle-Angleterre, written
for ESEA, Title VII, Project Bilingual Research American Valley
Education folder 47
BOOKS: Dubé, N. C., Au Pays des Légendes: Les Lutins,
National Assessment and Dissemination
box 1918
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folder 48
box 1918BOOKS: Dubé, N. C., Pour Pratiquer, exercise book to
accompany Le Français Vivant 2, by Louise Couture
folder 49
box 1918BOOKS: Dubé, N. C., Au Royaume De L' Epiphanie, illus. by
Charles Martel, mock-ups/paste-ups
folder 50
box 1919BOOKS: Dubé, N. C., Je Veux Découvrir, illus. by Dwight
Eames, children's French-language vocabulary book
folder 1
box 1919BOOKS: LITERARY PRODUCTIONS: BOOKS: Dugas,
Donald, Ti Jean et Colette, illus. by Kris Jackson, an NADC
publication folder 2
box 1919BOOKS: L'enclume et le Couteau: The Life and Work of Adelard
Coté, Folkartist, text: Normand ®. Beaupré, photographs: Stephen
O. Muskie folder 3
box 1919BOOKS: Ferdinande Gagnon: Biographie, Eloge Funébre, Pages
Choisies, 1940, Don de Mme Malvina - E. Martineau, photocopy
of book, which was in Box 1919 folder labeled Lorraine Berube folder 4
box 1919BOOKS: France and New England, 1925, vol. 1 2, by Allan
Forbes and Paul F. Cadman, photocopy of book
folder 5
box 1919BOOKS: A Franco-American Overview, vol. 5, Louisiana,
compiled by Mathé Allain and Carl A. Brasseaux
folder 6
box 1919BOOKS: French language book about Canada, photocopy of
book, title and author unknown
folder 7
box 1919BOOKS: Gilbert O. Roy - Peintre Populaire de la Vallé Saint-
Jean, 1978, by Roger Paradis, préparé par Julien Olivier
folder 8
box 1919BOOKS: Le Goglou et Maurice, author unknown
folder 9
box 1919BOOKS: Guignard, Dr. Michael J., La Foi - La Langue - La
Culture: The Franco-Americans of Biddeford, Maine, with
handwritten inscription to Normand Dubé folder 10
box 1919BOOKS: Guillet, Ernest B., Essai de Journalisme
folder 11
box 1919BOOKS: Guillet, Ernest B., Un Theatre Francophone Dans Un
Milieu Franco-Americain
folder 12
box 1919BOOKS: L' Histoire De Sidonie Cigale Et De Madame Felicite
La Fourmi, book with stick figure drawings, book with artists
renditions and artists original illustrations - author and illustrator
unknown
folder 13
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box 1919BOOKS: Il N'Y A Pas De Souche Sans Racines - Une
Introduction A La Genealogie . . ., by Julien Olivier
folder 14
box 1919BOOKS: Leamon, James S., Historic Lewiston: A Textile City In
Transition, provided for the Lewiston Historical Commission, also
Historic Lewiston: Franco-American Origins folder 15
box 1919BOOKS: The Little World of Don Camillo, by Giovanni
Guareschi, and Faites Ça . . . Et Vóus Vivrez!, par M. Lepin, P. S.
S. folder 16
box 1919BOOKS: Le Manoir Mysterieux, 1919 (photocopy), by Casimir
Hébert
folder 17
box 1919BOOKS: Au Maquis D'Ecot, 8 Juin-8 Juillet, 1944, journal d'un
maquisard
folder 18
box 1919BOOKS: Milestones from the Saint John Valley . . . , 1977, by
Roger Grindle
folder 19
box 1919BOOKS: Mill Village, 1943 (photocopy), by Alberic A.
Archambault
folder 20
box 1919BOOKS: Moliére, momographie, établie par Sylvie Chevalley
folder 21
box 1919BOOKS: Musiciens Cadiens et Créoles, text: Barry Jean Ancelet,
photographs: Elemone Morgan, Jr.
folder 22
box 1919BOOKS: National Materials Development Center for French,
books by David Thériot: Les Trois Petits Amis et la Découverte
duGombo, and Léola et la Pirogue folder 23
box 1919BOOKS: Olivier, Julien, D' La Boucane: Une Introduction Au
Folklore Franco-Americain De La Nouvelle-Angleterre
folder 24
box 1919BOOKS: Olivier, Julien, Prendre Le Large - Big Jim Cote
Pêcheur, NMDC-Title VII, form for pilot testing
folder 25
box 1919BOOKS: Les Olympiens: L' Evolution des Jeux
folder 26
box 1919BOOKS: Paradis, Roger, Gilbert O. Roy - Peintre Populaire de la
Vallée Saint-Jean
folder 27
box 1919BOOKS: Au Pays des Légendes: Le Bonhomme Sept Heures,
1979, text: Normand Dubé, dessins: Barbara Ganim, French
language children's book folder 28
BOOKS: Pipyn, Michel, Caribou: Mon Pays Blanc box 1919
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folder 29
box 1919BOOKS: Pipyn, Michel, Le Vieil Homme et L'enfant, French
language children's book
folder 30
box 1919BOOKS: Plus Qu'elle-Même! (photocopy), by Roman Canadien
folder 31
box 1919BOOKS: Quintal, Claire, text; Moisan, Richard, photos, Sur Les
Traces De L' Heritage Fráncais, en Nouvelle-Angleterre Boston
folder 32
box 1919BOOKS: Quintal, Dubè, Paul - L'education Poetique- ills. Roger
Veillault- 1930- photocopy
folder 33
box 1919BOOKS: Au Royaume de L'epiphanie -text: Normand C. Dube,
Illus.: Charles Martel
folder 34
box 1919BOOKS: Sainte-Marie, Dr. Philippe- En passant-Photocopied,
with 2 copies of the inscription by Dr. Philippe Saint-Marie
folder 35
box 1919BOOKS: La Securite, and possibly other stories-Authors
Unknown
folder 36
box 1919BOOKS: Au Temps Des Dames De Chenonceaux-Texte: Jean
Martin Demézil, illustrations: Sylvain Knecht
folder 37
box 1919BOOKS: À Tour De Rôle: Neuf pièces en un acte, Editeur
Renauds, Albert-developed through a Title VII ESEA Grant-1980
folder 38
box 1919BOOKS: Wilson, John M.-book "Le volier des sons"-with an
inscription from the author to Normand Dubé-Fr. Lang. Children's
Book folder 39
box 1920DIARIES AND JOURNALS: 1926 Ready Reference diary-author
unknown
folder 1
box 1920DIARIES AND JOURNALS: Valèrien, F.-Journal beginning with
L'Identification
folder 2
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Alouette par Claire Quintal-
author unknown
folder 3
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Assorted photocopied papers
and poems, including clip-art illustrations
folder 4
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Auder, Fr. Jean-Frédric-
Excerpts from his diary, 1st translated into English in the spring of
1979 (CETA) folder 5
MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: La Boheme- Booklet of French
Language Poems- Cahier #4 (15 Novembre 1961)
box 1920
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folder 6
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Books of Poems, with
corrections-Title and Author unknown
folder 7
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: La Voye, G.-Ceci Est La Vie
folder 8
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Chassé, Dr. Paul- Les Art et
La Littérature- Chez Les Franco-Américains de Lá Nouvelle-
Angleterre-an NADC Publication folder 9
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: (part one) Chassé Paul-
Manuscript: Les Poètes Franco-Américains de lá Nouvelle
Angleterre, 1875-1925 folder 10
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: (part two) Chassé, Paul-
Manuscript: Les poètes Franco-Américains de lá Nouvelle-
Angleterre, 1875-1925 folder 11
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Un Coin D'Histoire A Travers
Une Fammille De Chez Nous"-author/date unknown-French
language-(in Box 1920 folder labeled Social Sec., March 14, 1975 folder 12
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Collection of Poems
Illustrations, in French
folder 13
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé and other Authors (some
unknown)-Misc. Poetry Sheets
folder 14
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé ? Manuscript- L'heritage
- Scattered pages with corrections
folder 15
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.?- Ametur Cor Jesu!
folder 16
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C. (and others?)-
Assorted Poems
folder 17
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-A Cause De La
Guerre, pièce en un acte
folder 18
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Au Coeur Du Vent
folder 19
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Le Coeur D'Une
Infirmiere-Un drame de carrefour pour télévision
folder 20
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Au Coin De Mon
Pays-rough draft collection of poems
folder 21
MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-A collection of
Poems- in French
box 1920
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folder 22
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-D'Une Education
Surrealiste-written for French 720
folder 23
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Draft #1 Le Nuage
De Ma Pensee- Photos: Jeff Springs
folder 24
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Draft #2- Le
Nuage De Ma Pensee, Photos: Jeff Springs
folder 25
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.- "M'Entendez-
Vous Ecrire?"
folder 26
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.?- Forever Green
Pastures
folder 27
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-"La Fourche des
Chemins"-collection of poems in French
folder 28
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Fresh Bows and So
and Such- a hand-typed collection of poems
folder 29
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-I Dream by
Day ...and Sleep by Night- Sept. 1966- N.C. Dubé, 3710
Eisenhower Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43224 folder 30
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.- Ici Et Ailleurs
folder 31
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Index and scattered
poems listed therein
folder 32
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Le Journal du Club
de Spindleshore, pièce en un acte
folder 33
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Lectures Troisieme
Enchelon
folder 34
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-The Lord will
Provide, 1952
folder 35
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-"M'Entendez-
Vous Ecrire?", le 13 juillet, 1987
folder 36
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Manuscript-
guidelines for the Teaching of French to Franco-Americans, 1971
folder 37
MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Le Matin dans un
Miroir- pièce en un acte
box 1920
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folder 38
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-La Meileure Part.
(Et un acte)
folder 39
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Un Mot de Chez-
Nous- manuscript, with corrections
folder 40
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Noël D'Amour,
1954
folder 41
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Patches and
Satchel and mud cake- an unbound booklet of poems
folder 42
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Patches and
Satchel and Mud cake- collections of poetry
folder 43
box 1920MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poems
folder 44
box 1920PLAYS: Dubé, Guy F.- With Justice for All, 1975
folder 45
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poems and writing
Process Papers, possibly in preparation for Fresh Bows and So
Much folder 1
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.- Poems and writing
process papers- some handwritten, some typed with corrections-(1
of 2) folder 2
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poems and writing
process papers-some handwritten, some typed with corrections- (2
of 2) folder 3
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poems, in French
folder 4
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poems, typed with
line-drawing illustrations, bound in notebook
folder 5
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poesie Choisie-
unbound booklet of French-language poems-funded by: Nat'l
Endowment for the Humanities folder 6
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.?-Poetry, French
language
folder 7
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-"Poetry from a
miscellaneous album"
folder 8
MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poetry-writing
process papers, handwritten
box 1921
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folder 9
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Poetry written at
Beale A.F.B.
folder 10
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Romance Story,
hand written
folder 11
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Des Rondeaux À
Mon Tour-An unbound booklet of French-language Poems
folder 12
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-La Rue Des
Ormes, pièce en un acte
folder 13
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Sur La Galerie,
pièce enun acte
folder 14
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Le Vendredi Soir,
pièce en un acte
folder 15
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-Vivre En Etranger-
pièce en un acte
folder 16
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-writing as Bro.
Valerian, s.c. while at Sacred Heart Juniorate, Winthrop, ME or
Montréal University, Winthrop, ME folder 17
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Dubé, N.C.-writing process
papers and rough drafts of various poems
folder 18
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: La France...- Manuscript-
author unknown
folder 19
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Les Franco-Américains-La
Promesse du Passé, Les Réalités Du Présent- Colloque 1976-
NMDC- Poems of N.C. Dubé included folder 20
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Franco-Americanism in New
England- manuscript/paper-writer unknown
folder 21
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: "Le froid de Noël"- par Jeanne
Forget- le 25 Septembre
folder 22
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Le jour du défilé (The day of
the Parade)- poem to become play?
folder 23
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Laferrière, Joseph-"Les Fiances
Du Nord"-manuscript or class paper
folder 24
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: La Littérature francophone
de la Nouvelle-Angleterre - A collection of poems, in French,
compiled by Normand C. Dubé, 1983 folder 25
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box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: "A Man Lived by the Side of
the Road"-Poem- Author unknown
folder 26
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Manuscripts: Written in French
folder 27
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Ma Vieillesse and other poems,
etc.-written in French
folder 28
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: "The Minister"-writing about
God and Vocation
folder 29
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Un Mot de Chez-Nous,
excerpts of Dubé's book other misc. poems
folder 30
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Parsons, Vivian-The Old
Order Changeth- a short story or essay about not going home for
Christmas, Date Unknown folder 31
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems Corrections, rough
drafts of Poems
folder 32
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems and writing process
papers- written or Printed in French; some printed poems by other
Authors folder 33
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems- Assorted photocopied
selections
folder 34
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems by assorted Poets- on
Mimeograph sheets
folder 35
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems, French Language-
Author unknown
folder 36
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems -French Language-
various poets
folder 37
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems: "Pensee De Mon
Enfance", by Pricilla Daigle- "Le Coer D'une Mere" "La Chanson
Des Albert"- author unknown folder 38
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems, photocopied bound-
from Au Coeur Du Vent?
folder 39
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poems, photocopied from
unknown source
folder 40
MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poetry Booklet- Author Date
unknown
box 1921
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folder 41
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poetry, French Language, on
mimeograph paper- various authors-date unknown -La Vie de
Saint-Exupépery-Bibliographie folder 42
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poetry- French Language-
Various writers
folder 43
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poetry-French Language
folder 44
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Poetry photocopied from a
book, title and author unknown
folder 45
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Pour RIRE et Pour PLEURER-
French Language Poems- Author unknown
folder 46
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Retour àNew York- writing
process papers
folder 47
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Short Stories- author unknown
folder 48
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Song? by Denis P. Martin
folder 49
box 1921MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: -Les Sorciers de L'île
D'Orléans- Philippe Aubert de Gaspé -Le Serpent àSonnettes
folder 50
box 1922MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Troisième Échelon-
manuscript- introduction- Unit X
folder 1
box 1922MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Troisième Échelon-
manuscript- Unit XI - XX
folder 2
box 1922MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Untitled Manuscript (possibly
Lisa's Story-Dealing with a death/murder)- Author unknown
folder 3
box 1922MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: "Where Is Yesterday's Today
Now That Today's Tomorrow Is Here"- N.C. Dubé Poetry
readings for Ethnic Awareness week, 3/24/1987 folder 4
box 1922MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY: Writing process papers
folder 5
box 1922PLAYS: Chabot, Grégoire- Chère Maman
folder 6
PLAYS: Chabot, Grégoire- Un Jacques Cartier Errant box 1922
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folder 7
box 1922PLAYS: Le Club Franco-Américain-rough draft
folder 8
box 1922PLAYS: Cyr, Florence M.- Les Vieillards
folder 9
box 1922PLAYS: Dubay, Guy-"With Justice For All"- a 3 act play, 1976
folder 10
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C. Olivier, J.-Criquette- huit pieces pour jeunes
gens- NMDC, Title VII
folder 11
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.- "A Cause De La Guerre"- pièce en un acte
folder 12
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-Le Coeur D'Une Infirmire (neuvieme partie)-
Un drame de carrefour pour television- in a Box 1922 folder
labeled "New-Brunswick" folder 13
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-Fantaisie- Trois Pieces De Noel
folder 14
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-L'Hiver
folder 15
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-"Le Matin Dans Un Miroir"
folder 16
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-Le Vendredi Soir- pièce en un acte
folder 17
box 1922PLAYS: Dubé, N.C.-Vivre En Etranger- pièce en un acte
folder 18
box 1922PLAYS: Revue Antialcoolique des Cercles L'acordaire...-play-
photocopied
folder 19
box 1922PLAYS: La rue dis arms- rough draft
folder 20
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Comment on se Trompe-(F.A.
Theater)-Photocopy
folder 21
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-De Fil en Aiguille- (F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 22
PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Deux Amours-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
box 1922
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folder 23
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- L'Enfant De L'Àutre-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 24
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Fidele Jusqu'au Bout-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 25
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-L'Absolution (F.A. Theater-play)-
photocopy
folder 26
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Un Ange En Overalls and Les Deux
Borgnes
folder 27
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Les Berceaux Vides-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 28
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- La Dame En Noir- (F.A. Theater-
plays)-photocopy
folder 29
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Une Fille Un Peu Bebête (F.A.
Theater-plays) photocopy
folder 30
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- La Fugitive (F.A. Theater)-photocopy
folder 31
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Mademoiselle S'Amuse-(F.A.
Theater)-photocopy
folder 32
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Mariage D'Argent ou Mariage
D'Amour (F.A. Theater)- photocopy
folder 33
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Monsieur et Madame Verbier
folder 34
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Un Oncle Et...Une Jolie Fille (F. A.
theater-play)- photocopy
folder 35
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor- Les Pantalons De M. Le Curé (F.A.
Theater)-photocopy
folder 36
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Le Petit (F.A. theater-plays)-photocopy
folder 37
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Plays for Franco-American Theater
(photocopied)-French
folder 38
PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Les Sans-Dieu-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
box 1922
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folder 39
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Le Triomphe of Baptiste- (F.A.
Theater)-Photocopy
folder 40
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Trouve Un Mari Pour Ta Fille (F.A.
Theater-plays)-photocopy
folder 41
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-La Veuve Papavoine-(F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 42
box 1922PLAYS: Vekeman, Victor-Un Saubeur D'âmes (F.A. Theater)-
photocopy
folder 43
^ Return to Table of Contents
Photographic Material Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1922COPIES OF PRINTS: Copies of Old Photographs made into post
cards, Dec. 1976
folder 44
box 1922COPIES OF PRINTS: Newspaper photocopy computer print-out
photo
folder 45
box 1922COPIES OF PRINTS: Normand C. Dubé-poète Franco-Américan-
copy of print
folder 46
box 1922COPIES OF PRINTS: "photos for Norm"-copies backed with
Crack 'N Peel material
folder 47
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Les Acadiens- Prints for
"Histoire en photos" and paste-ups of book (finished book in:
Human rights: Franco-Amer. Bilingual: Education file, under
project bilingual Research in American Valley Education
folder 48
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): A.H. Health- photograph
folder 49
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Assorted Prints of young
men-(8) 8"x 10", (2) 5"x7", (6) 3"x5", (7) 2"x3"- some of key club
of Lewiston, ME- (1) 8"x10" Funeral Photo, (1) 2"x3" group folder 50
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): "Bell, Book Candle"-rehearsal
photo- Spring 1954-Yalta (?) City College, California
folder 51
PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Brother Gil Friends- Ice
Skating in Germany while in Air Force, 1955
box 1922
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folder 52
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Club Jack Kerouac-2 photos-
Dubé member of the club- in photo?
folder 53
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Dubé, Gilman Fiancee
"Dotsy"-Dorothy-Jan. 1954- in a letter to his brother Normand
folder 54
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Dubé, Normand-In with a
letter from Ray Brodeur, Aug. 8, 1985
folder 55
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES):
folder 56
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Dubé, N.C.-3 photos;
unknown person, dates unknown
folder 57
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Dubé-photo of Dubé holding
a book
folder 58
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Funeral photo- deceased
unknown
folder 59
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Genealogical Chart-
Alexandre Grandpré as head
folder 60
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Général Toussaint Louverture
(picture form book negative of photo of picture) and print of
unknown Nun negative of print folder 61
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Half-Tone (screened) proofs
of photographic (possibly illus. for a book) (photos rep. work,
play, worship) folder 62
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Half-Tone screened prints of
people working, going to school, etc. (for a book?)
folder 63
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Hydro Quebec- Courtesy
photo of trip to James Bay as state winner of 1985 contest
sponsored by the Euclide Gilbert French Language Foundation-
plus letter, etc.
folder 64
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): LHS (Lewiston High
School?) Booster photos, some with crop marks 30 photos of
individuals or school groups-Suzan Lessard name on orig. photo
envelope
folder 65
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Man by Water-print found
between p.10 and p.11; of book by Dubé- Ici et Ailleurs
folder 66
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Miscellaneous photos
copies of photos including a photo (1972) of a painting of the
Madawaska Historical Society Museum folder 67
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box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Le nuage de ma pensée-
photos for- National Materials Development Book- some mock-
ups of pages folder 68
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Photographs of Paintings,
Artists dates unknown- primitive style (8)
folder 69
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Portraits, subjects unknown (2
young women, 1 young man, 1 group)
folder 70
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Photo reproductions of
sketches, plus notes, for a play
folder 71
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Prints of young men (Dubé's
students?)- Taken by Loring studios- Norm Madore, Frank
Raymond, 2 with no names on back folder 72
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): St. John Valley Bilingual
Project Materials Development photos-(copy in St. John Valley
File) folder 73
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Scenery- unknown areas
1966- (6)
folder 74
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): St. Mary's College, van
Buren, ME- prints of pictures-labeled "as in p.9"-(1)`
folder 75
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Stuttgart, Germany-from
brother Gil, Jan. 1955
folder 76
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Wedding Thank-you photo
from Maurice "Connie"
folder 77
box 1922PRINTS (AND/OR NEGATIVES): Young males-looks like
school photos- Loring studios- (37) 2"x3" prints
folder 78
box 1922SLIDES: Slides of the Québec Winter Carnival
folder 79
^ Return to Table of Contents
Printed Material Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: "Biens Des Mots Ont
Change..." A film on the Franco-Americans
folder 1
ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Les Edition d'Acadie-
Book ads and order forms
box 1923
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folder 2
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Études de
Linguistique Appliqueé-nouvelle série, Avril-Juin 1988
folder 3
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Introduction a la
France- by the Culture Services of the French Embassy
folder 4
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Learning French the
Modern Way- Sample chapters, 1961
folder 5
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Miscellaneous ads
folder 6
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: National Diversified
Products, Inc.
folder 7
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Paris Match-
advertisement for-1975
folder 8
box 1923ADS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: Textbook ads and
Promotional materials
folder 9
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: The Booster- Awards and
Certificates (Dubé was Adviser for The Booster)
folder 10
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: Catholic Medical Center-
Certificates for Dubé's participation in the Cardiac Rehab.
program, May 28, 1984 and Oct. 19, 1984 folder 11
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: "In Appreciation to U.S. State
Senator John Durkin...", Oct. 26, 1980
folder 12
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: Miscellaneous Certificates
Awards
folder 13
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: Societe Des Defenseurs-
Image Souvenir, 18 Oct. 1937
folder 14
box 1923AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES: Ville de Lafayette
Proclamation- Citizens Honoraire de Lafayette Louisiana for
Normand Dubé, 28 Mai, 1979 folder 15
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Acadiana profile, vol. 3 #1
folder 16
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: American Education-U.S.
Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare/Education Div.
folder 17
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: L'Amérique Française box 1923
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folder 18
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: L'Avant- Scène Theatre
folder 19
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Bilingual Journal
folder 20
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Cahiers Bleus- 2e trimestre
1986- includes poetry by Dubé- copy of publication
folder 21
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Canado- Américain,
1960
folder 22
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Canado- Américain,
1970/71
folder 23
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Canado-Américain,
1976-1979
folder 24
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Canado- Américain,
1980s
folder 25
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Canado- Américain,
vol. 2 #2, Avril-Mai-Juin 1976 reprint: "One Piece In the Great
American Mosaic" by Robert B. Perreault folder 26
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Church World
folder 27
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Civil War Chronicle,
1861-1865
folder 28
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Classical Journal- vol.
57 #4, Jan. 1962
folder 29
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Common
folder 30
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Education in France- pub.
quarterly by the Cultural Services of the French Embassy
folder 31
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: F.A.R.O.G. Forum, 1974
folder 32
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1975
folder 33
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1976
box 1923
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folder 34
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1977
folder 35
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1978
folder 36
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1979
folder 37
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1980
folder 38
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1981
folder 39
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1982
folder 40
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1983
folder 41
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1984
folder 42
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1985
folder 43
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum,
1988
folder 44
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le F.A.R.O.G. Forum-
issues from 1976 1977 in which Dubé has his column, "L'héritage"
folder 45
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Genealogist
folder 46
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Genealogist- vol. V1,
#2, issue #12- Aug. 1, 1980- incl. articles about the history of
Franco-Americans French in America folder 47
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Informeq- #10, Octobre
1976
folder 48
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Institute Français
Nouvelles
folder 49
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Jamaica Plain Arts News,
(poem by Dubé in May 1, 1985 issue)
box 1923
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folder 50
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Journal
folder 51
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Journal de Lowell
folder 52
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Journal of Instructional
Research and program development
folder 53
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Kennebec: A portfolio of
Maine writing - newspaper, literary
folder 54
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Lewiston Maine papers
dealing with Franco-American issues
folder 55
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Lewiston Journal,
magazine sec, July 21, 1979
folder 56
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Liaison- n°39 été 1986-
photocopy of cover article "Un Petit Canada dans les année 1980"-
etc. folder 57
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Louisiane
folder 58
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: The Maine Mosaic
folder 59
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Maintenant magazine
folder 60
box 1923MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Messenger
folder 61
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Mieux Vivre- Le Journal
Pour La Famille
folder 1
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Observations- Le Journal
bilingue de Lewiston-Auburn
folder 2
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: "Osiris 6" sample copy and
note from Robert Moorhead, May 31, 1978
folder 3
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Paper Talks in the St. John
Valley
folder 4
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Petit Courrier box 1924
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folder 5
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Poésie
folder 6
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Poésie-USA-Une Revue de
Poésie Pour la Francophonei Septentrionale
folder 7
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: La Presse-Chez Les
Franco-Americains
folder 8
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Primer, 1958
folder 9
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Printemps- 1971, vol. 1-Le
Cerole Français- UMFK, poetry booklet
folder 10
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Québec Français
folder 11
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: READ magazine
folder 12
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Revue de l'association
Canadienne d'education de langue Française
folder 13
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Revue de la Société
historique du Mádawaska
folder 14
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Senior Times Cooperative
folder 15
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: St. John Valley Times
folder 16
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Topics-magazine for
employees of New England Telephone
folder 17
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Le Travailleur
folder 18
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: l'unité, 1970s
folder 19
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: L'Union
folder 20
MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: L'Unité, 1980s box 1924
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folder 21
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Vérité
folder 22
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Vie Française
folder 23
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Yale French Studies
folder 24
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Yankee, Nov. 1977- incl.
story "And Sin No More" about French Nun, fiction by Ron
Langlois-p.227 folder 25
box 1924MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS: Zone Libre magazine
folder 26
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Atlantic Canada/Maine- P.E.I. Centennial
Issue- Compliments of the French Village
folder 27
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Calendars: "Mes Acadiens"-Floyd Sonnier,
Beau Cajun Artist- 1978; "Union Saint-Jean-Baptiste 75th
Anniversary Calendar, 1975 folder 28
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Canada Events-1967-Canadian Government
Travel Bureau
folder 29
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Canadian National Railways-Timetables,
1950
folder 30
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Dugas, Donald G.-Curriculum Vitae
folder 31
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: "Editorial Comment" sheets-Editor
Publication unknown
folder 32
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: "Examen"-stray paper pages
folder 33
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Folklore Stories and Humorous Anecdotes
folder 34
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: The Ideal Student Textbook: Manual-
Bridge-Players Guide, possession of Therese Dubé
folder 35
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Map-Le Québec 1977
folder 36
MISCELLANEOUS: Miscellaneous box 1924
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folder 37
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Occupations Listing Forms, with some item
checked
folder 38
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: A L'Orgue-photocopy of a selection from a
book?
folder 39
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Photocopied Pages from various children's
books
folder 40
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Plays (or excerpts of plays) -Les carnet du
Major Thompson
folder 41
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Receipts, parking permits, memos, etc.
folder 42
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: T-Grouping: The White-Collar Hippie
Movement-Donald Thomas -The Helping Relationship-Kenneth
D. Benne -etc. folder 43
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Un-filled-in funeral Card-Book title page-
book ads, etc.
folder 44
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: Voici 10 Maniers-De Mieux profiter de
Votre Argent Aux Etats-Unis
folder 45
box 1924MISCELLANEOUS: WCBB-Pulse, (May 1978)
folder 46
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: AFA-Association of
Franco-Americans, Newsletter-copy lay-out ideas, by Catherine
folder 47
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Agassiz: Reading Series
Flier News sheet Theater Playbill, (1986)
folder 48
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: American Education
reprints, May 1969
folder 49
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "The American Review of
Canadian Studies"-Newsletter-formerly "Acsus Newsletter"
folder 50
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Ancien Français Clef des
Champs by Brault, Gerard J.-Paris, 1961
folder 51
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Aroostook County
Action- H.E.L.P. Newsletter, Nov. 1972
folder 52
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Aspects du Québec box 1924
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folder 53
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Assemblée des Franco-
Américains (AFA) Newsletter
folder 54
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Berlin-North Country
Bilingual Education Program-pamphlet describing the program
folder 55
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bibliographie du Québec,
Nov. 1975
folder 56
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bilingual Education
Service Center
folder 57
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "The Bilingual General
Assistance Center"
folder 58
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bilingual Notes
folder 59
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bilingual Pot-Pourri
folder 60
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Bilingual Schooling in
the United States" by Theodore Anderson Mildred Boyer Flyer
explaining a monograph in 2 Vols, circa 1969/70 folder 61
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bilingual Star of Caribou
folder 62
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bourassa, Henri-L'Affair
de Providence et la crise religieuse en Nouvelle-Angleterre, 1929
folder 63
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Le Bulletin, Spring 1978
folder 64
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Le Bulletin de la
Fédération Féminine Franco-Américaine
folder 65
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Bulletin Paroissial F.A.-
various photocopied pages -VLB ÉDITEUR- prince pamphlet
folder 66
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Canadian Studies
Newsletter, (Feb. 1974)
folder 67
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Cardinal-Modern
Foreign Language News, May 1969
folder 68
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Catéchisme D'Histoire
Franco-Américaine" par Josaphat Benoit-photocopy, (1938?)
box 1924
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folder 69
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "The Chancellor
comments..." -U of Maine
folder 70
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Civil Rights Update-
USCCR
folder 71
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Collective Bargaining
Contracts
folder 72
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Contrôle de L'Erosion
dans les Chantiers- ME Dept. of Conservation, Nov. 1978
folder 73
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Cooperative Extension
Service FOCVS Newsletter #7, Dec. 16, 1970
folder 74
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Culture Française et par
l'A.D.E.L.F.
folder 75
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Department of Classroom
Teachers News Bulletin
folder 76
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The DFL Bulletin
folder 77
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Le Docteur Paul Dufalt-
Souvenirs de Sanatorium
folder 78
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: La documentation
française illustrée -"le président de la république", 1975
folder 79
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Educational Bulletin
folder 80
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: ED- Educational
Diffusion
folder 81
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: L'Enseignement du
Français aux Etrangers
folder 82
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: FOCVS Newsletters
(Future Opportunities for College and Vocational Students)
folder 83
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Foreign Curriculum
Consultant Program, 1970-71-Booklet
folder 84
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Foreign Language Annals box 1924
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folder 85
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: France and America-
Ambassade de France-Service do Presse et d'Information
folder 86
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Le Franco-Américain
folder 87
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: French Culture Today-"La
Securite Sociale En France"-Cultural Services of the French
Embassy folder 88
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The French Language in
the Americas-Bulletin Annual
folder 89
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: French Newsletter
folder 90
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Guide sur les Lois du
Travail
folder 91
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Indiana Language
Teachers Newslett, (Dec. 1964)
folder 92
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Informations Unifram
folder 93
box 1924PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Institute of European
Studies- 1972-Franco-American Committee for Educational
Travel studies- Booklets, poster folder 94
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Greenville, New
Hampshire, Centennial Booklets
folder 1
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: International Study
Program in Canada-1971-informative pamphlet
folder 2
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: L'Horizon-methods-Film
Text Newsletter-Otterbein College
folder 3
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Institute for American
Universities- Assorted Pamphlets and Flyers
folder 4
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Introduction a la France-
Published and Distributed by the Cultural Services of the French
Embassy folder 5
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Kappa Delta Phi- Kappa
Talk
folder 6
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Language Engage, juillet
1982
box 1925
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folder 7
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Lieu Historique National
Blockhaus St. Andrews- pamphlet
folder 8
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Linguistic Reporter,
1973
folder 9
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Linguistic Reporter,
1974
folder 10
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Liste Des Publications-
L'Office de la Langue Française
folder 11
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Local Association
Activities Leaflet (National Education Association)
folder 12
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Low Income People
Newsletter
folder 13
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: MABE Newsletter, May
1986
folder 14
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Madawaska Historical
Society Newsletter and other materials
folder 15
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Maine Foreign Language
Newsletter
folder 16
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Maine Historical Society
Newsletter- including article: "The Franco-Americans of Maine"
by Gerard J. Brault folder 17
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Maine History News-
The Maine League of Historical Societies and Museums
folder 18
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Maine Teachers
Association-MTA Newsletter
folder 19
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: MANAS and other
Newsletters or reprints from Newsletters and magazines- dealing
with Human Resources Development, Self-Actualization, Etc. folder 20
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Ministére du Travail-
Formation dé Techniciens
folder 21
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: MPBN FACTS Bulletin
folder 22
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Martinique Brochure box 1925
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folder 23
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The Massachusetts
Bilingual Reporter- scattered issues, 1978-1983
folder 24
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Mieux Dire- Bulletin de
L'Office de la Langue Française
folder 25
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Modern Foreign
Language Materials
folder 26
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Modern Foreign
Languages- 1966-67- Publications of interest to teachers
folder 27
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report- Center for Disease Control
folder 28
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Motivation Quarterly,
1971
folder 29
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Mount Desert: The Early
French Visits" by Charles Savage, 1973
folder 30
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: MPBN-FACTS Bulletin
folder 31
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: MPBN Newsletter
folder 32
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: National Education
Association- Association Activities
folder 33
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: National Education
Association- Guidelines
folder 34
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: National Materials
Development Center pamphlet -Maine Dept. of Economic
Development tourist pamphlet folder 35
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: The New England -
Atlantic-Provinces-Québec Center at U of M, Orono- informative
brochure about the center folder 36
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "New England French
Culture" by Gerard J. Brault
folder 37
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: News from Otterbein
College Office of Public Relations
folder 38
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Notre Heritage Vivant-
Editeur, M.S.A.D. #24, 1973
box 1925
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folder 39
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Ohio Assn. for Higher
Education Newsletter
folder 40
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Oldest Citizens of St.
David, other pictures in commemorative-type pamphlet
folder 41
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: OSEA Newsletter-
Otterbein Chapter of the Ohio Student Education Assoc.
folder 42
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Otterbein College-
Miscellaneous Published Material
folder 43
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Our Schools Have Kept
Us Free- by Henry Steele Commager
folder 44
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Parc historique national
du fort Beauséjour: Au lac (Nouveau-Brunswick) Canada"
ministre des Affaires indiennes et du Nord Canadien folder 45
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Parc historique national
du fort Beauséjour: Au lac (Nouveau-Brunswick) Canada"
ministre des Affaires indiennes et du Nord Canadien folder 46
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Pruning Fruit Trees In the
Home Orchards-W.J. Lord and J. F. Anderson
folder 47
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Quand les doigts
s'agitent" -Québec Agriculture booklet on sewing and quilting
folder 48
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Québec Amérique -
Ministère Des Affaires Culturelles
folder 49
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Québec Update -
circulated by Quebec Gov. House
folder 50
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Research and Information
Exchange Newsletter
folder 51
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Rhode Island Foreign
Language Gazette
folder 52
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: SPEAK WHITE-
Avertissement- poster- Michèle Lalonde
folder 53
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: St. John Valley Action
Council, Inc. -OEO- CAP Mission guide, Aug. 1969
folder 54
PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: St. John Valley
C.A.P.sule
box 1925
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folder 55
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Studio One Publishes
fine art photographs"
folder 56
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: Teacher's Notebook
folder 57
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: TESOL Newsletter
folder 58
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Travaux Pratiques
de Civilisation" (1964)- Institut de Langue Française NDA Du
College Ste. Catherine folder 59
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: "Trends and Forecasts-
Human Services Council
folder 60
box 1925PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS: U of M at Fort Kent-
Weekly Bulletin
folder 61
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: The Blessings of faith- St. Thomas
Aquinas Church
folder 62
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: La Foi Catholique Abbé McGuire
Catechisme-photocopied pages from each
folder 63
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: In Memory of the Very Rev. Vincent
Marchildon, O.P. 1876, 1972-booklet
folder 64
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: National Shrine of Our Lady of
Victory- Souvenir Book
folder 65
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: "Oeuvres Oratories de Mgr.
Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet, êvêque de Meaux (France)" -"Pensées
Chrétiennes et Morales Tome Sixième (p. 640) folder 66
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: Picture of Jesus- with "F. Alvarey,
s.c. ...1950" written on back
folder 67
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: Prayer book- French language
folder 68
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: Prayer card
folder 69
box 1925RELIGIOUS MATERIALS: Sainte-Anne de Beaupre- photo
pamphlet
folder 70
REPORTS, ETC.: 146th Annual Report of the Municipal Officers
of the Town of Eliot, ME, 1957
box 1925
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folder 71
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: American Handbook of Psychiatry-photocopy
of section describing "LATAH," and syndrome known as "The
Jumping Frenchmen of Maine" folder 72
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: "Aroostook County Statistics, from 1970
census and other sources..."
folder 73
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Bureau of Labor Education- U of M, Orono-
Guide Sur Les Lois du Travail
folder 74
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Canadian Ethnic Studies- vol. VIII, #2, 1976
folder 75
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Caribou Bilingual Project- Final Evaluation
Report, Lorraine Cox Evaluator, 1972-1973
folder 76
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Carroll, James- "Conversion to Connections"
folder 77
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Dugas, Don- "A Philosophy of
Multiculturalism", Oct. 1979
folder 78
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Franco-Amer. Language Maintenance Efforts
in New England- Don Dugas, March 28-30, 1974
folder 79
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Les Francophones de Louisiane-F.A.R.O.G.
folder 80
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Giguère, Madeleine- Social and Economic
Profile of French and English Mother Tongue Persons: Maine,
1970- U of M at Portland-Gorham folder 81
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Kaiser Aluminum- Report on Communications
folder 82
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Kjolseth, Rolf- "Bilingual Education Programs
in the United States: for Assimilation or Pluralism?"-Point 9.-
photocopied from paper "Sociological Perspectives on Bilingual
Education"
folder 83
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Madawaska Centennial, 1869-1969
folder 84
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Management, Leadership, and Group
Processes- Assorted mimeograph reports, papers, and articles
folder 85
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Monahan, K.A.-Maine Human Rights
Commission- "Report on potential Franco-American projects
folder 86
REPORTS, ETC.: Parker, James Hill- "The French-Americans: A
study of Cataclysmic Culture Change", 1973
box 1925
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folder 87
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Rapport Annuel 1978-1979 de la Corporation
des Artisans de Quebec
folder 88
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Revised Overall Economic Development
Program for the Fort Kent Redevelopment Area" Northern Maine
Regional Planning Commission, June, 1969 folder 89
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: Simon, Herbert A.- "The Job of a College
President"
folder 90
box 1925REPORTS, ETC.: United Health Systems Agency, Inc, July 1979
folder 91
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Background Information on
French in the Saint John Valley (spoken heard by teachers)
folder 92
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Bailey School- kindergarten
progress report, 1972-1973
folder 93
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Bilingual Education: Federal
Projects
folder 94
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Boston State College Title
VII Bilingual Education Program- course evaluation forms,
Winter-1982 folder 95
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: East Windsor Regional School
District
folder 96
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: ERIC Permission form
folder 97
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: L'Evaluation Scolaire: de
l'apprentissage en français- school unknown
folder 98
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Lewiston High School-forms for
parents students- 1963-Lewiston, ME
folder 99
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Miscellaneous Forms (school/
program unknown)
folder 100
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Ohio State University- Graduate
School General Procedures, 1968
folder 101
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: Progress Report sheets,
1969-1970, 1970-1971
folder 102
SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: University of Maine-
Miscellaneous forms, notices, etc.
box 1925
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folder 103
box 1925SCHOOL/PROGRAM FORMS: U of M at Fort Kent
folder 104
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: The Booster- Lewiston, Maine-
High School Paper, Sch. Year 58/59-60/61
folder 1
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: The Booster- Lewiston High School
paper, Sch. years 1962/63, 1963/64, & 1964/65
folder 2
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Breaux Bridge Elementary-4òme
grade- Bilingual Education Programs "Action autour du Bayon",
April 1974 folder 3
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: D'ici et de là- les auteurs sont
étudiants de la classe de français intermédiaire- U of Maine at
Presque Isle, 1977 folder 4
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Dr. Levesque School Eager Eagles,
June 6, 1975
folder 5
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Fort Kent Centennial, 1969
folder 6
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Fort Kent Community High School-
Student Handbook, 1976-77
folder 7
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Fort Kent Elementary School-
Student Orientation Handbook
folder 8
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Fort Kent State College of the U of
M- Bulletin, 1968-1970
folder 9
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Founder's Hall- A publication for
Saint Michael's College Alumni
folder 10
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Frenchville- St. Agatha Directory-
for Sch. district #33, 1976-1977
folder 11
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: "Guidance Services" other material
from Manchester, N.H. schools
folder 12
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Hudson High School- bilingual/
bicultural education- curriculum guide and foreign language
curriculum guide folder 13
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Lewiston High School-
miscellaneous material
folder 14
SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Lewiston, ME-school directory,
1960-1961
box 1926
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folder 15
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Madawaska school department
directory, 1973-1974
folder 16
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: The Maze-Fort Kent State College
Literary Magazine
folder 17
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: MILIEU-Boston University-
bilingual resource and training center
folder 18
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: New York State College for
Teachers
folder 19
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Off Spring- Univ. of Mass.
folder 20
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Ohio State University
folder 21
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Old Town Teacher Corp. Objectives
folder 22
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Otterbein College- FOCUS on
Otterbein
folder 23
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Otterbein College Library-
Acquisitions Lists and Periodical Subscriptions Lists, 1967-68
folder 24
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Otterbein College- Otterbein Towers
folder 25
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Proposed Philosophy and Program
of Studies for Maine Secondary Schools
folder 26
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: St. Michael's College- Lance,
Literary Magazine, Winter 1955 & Spring 1956- Dubé has work
on p.28, winter & pp. 14 & 20, Spring folder 27
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: St. Michael's College- Newsletters
(scattered, 1970, 1971)-Fund Raising pamphlets, etc.
folder 28
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: "The Teacher('s') Flowering"-
Penquiscock Project- Teachers' Yellow Pages of Resources- draft
copy- Note: Dubé in under heading "Bilingual Education" folder 29
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: The University of Maine- assorted
publications
folder 30
SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: University of Maine- Farmington,
Fort Kent, Machias, Orono
box 1926
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folder 31
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: U of M at Fort Kent- Acadian-
LXXII
folder 32
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: U of M at Fort Kent- "A Century of
Progress", 1878-1978
folder 33
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: U of M at Fort Kent- Faculty
Handbooks
folder 34
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: U of M at Fort Kent-
Commencement Exercises, May 31, 1970
folder 35
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: U of Maine at Orono-"Constitution:
The Graduate School of the University...", April 27, 1970, as
Amended Jan., 1971 & June, 1976 folder 36
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: "Value Orientations Toward the
Purpose of School" worksheet
folder 37
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Van Buren District High School
Syllabus, 1973-1974
folder 38
box 1926SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS: Ye Village Crier- of Agassiz
Village, School for Boys
folder 39
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Les Champs et les Forets-
stories and songs- texte: Gilbert Albert - Illustrations: Barbara
Ganim folder 40
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: La Bonne Chanson, 1940
folder 41
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chante; rossignolet!
Répetòire folklorique pour les jeunes
folder 42
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chantons!
folder 43
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chansons des Bayous-
French lang. songbook
folder 44
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chansons de chez-nous-
French lang. songbook
folder 45
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chansons Françaises et
Canadiennes- Institute Franco-Amer. Collège de l'Assumption-
été, 1967 folder 46
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Chèrubin- 1926 copyright;
Mes Blanches Colombes- MCMXVI copyright; Un Amour sans
Mot- Dubé folder 47
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box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: À la Claire Fontaine
folder 48
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Dubé, N.C.- La Mer En
Roses Un Amour sans Mot
folder 49
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Dubé, N.C.-Poems put to
music by J. Laurent Geoffroy
folder 50
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Folklore Et Chansons
Populaires- part of the AATF 1980 Congrès-Troupe V'làL'Bon
Vent- Québec, 29 Juin 1980 folder 51
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: "Heritage Vivant 1974-
Chansonettes"
folder 52
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Livret de Chant-Institut
Franco-Américain- Collège de L'Assomption été, 1965
folder 53
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Miscellaneous Music
Sheets
folder 54
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Noel- Christmas songs in
English French
folder 55
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Recits et musique
folder 56
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Secunda Anthologia.
Notre Dame
folder 57
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Sheet music, Popular
songs- hand written- 11 sheets
folder 58
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Song Book, French
language- title unknown
folder 59
box 1926SHEET MUSIC AND SONG BOOKS: Whirling Maiden: A
Collection of Singing Games-compiled by Janet E. Tobitt
folder 60
^ Return to Table of Contents
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CORRESPONDENCE: AIR (American Institutes for Research)
correspondence, 1975
box 1927
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folder 1
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Boucher, Marc T.- regarding LAPS, Aug.
27, 1973
folder 2
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Brault, Gerard J.- letter requesting to lead
a workshop at the Northeast conference, Dec. 1, 1975
folder 3
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Charland, Marcel W.- to Omer Picard
folder 4
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: CODOFINE
folder 5
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: CODOFINE/ service de liaison des
projects bilingues français-anglais
folder 6
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1970
folder 7
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1971
folder 8
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1972
folder 9
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1973
folder 10
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1974
folder 11
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1975
folder 12
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1976
folder 13
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, 1977
folder 14
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, Miscellaneous Notes, Etc.
folder 15
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE, undated
folder 16
CORRESPONDENCE: Eva, Sr. - re: CUINTCE- Acadian Project box 1927
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folder 17
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Financial/sponsorship requests
folder 18
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Ford, Dr. Andrew T.- re: note from Dr.
Melvin B. Yoken, March 1, 1977
folder 19
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Grenier, Alain- Consulat Gènéral de
France àBoston- thank you note
folder 20
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Info/ Materials requests
folder 21
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Job Requests
folder 22
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Letter of Recommendation for Normand
Dubé to St. John Valley Project Dir. from Richard J. Spath, Pres.
UMFK, Sept. 1, 1971 folder 23
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Marx, Franklin- re: bilingual program in
Prosser, WA need for materials, 1975
folder 24
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: McGill University, Montreal- 1973
folder 25
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Maine State Library- re: workshop on
libraries and the Franco-American, 1976
folder 26
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: MPBN -"States of the Union" program
featuring Maine, Dec. 8, 1975
folder 27
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Muskie, Sen. Edmund S. and Hathaway,
Sen. William D. -letters responding to reports on the bilingual
project, 1973 folder 28
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Paradis, Roger Michaud, Dr. Guy R.-
Corresp. re: Franco-American folklore archives at U of M, Fort
Kent, 1975 folder 29
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Roberts, Sara Jane- correspondence
regarding product objectives narrative summary sheets
folder 30
box 1927CORRESPONDENCE: Society for Visual Education, Inc. (SVE)-
singer Education Division- re: order
folder 31
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Bibliography- Materials for use
with bilingual education
folder 32
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Career Education Booklets box 1927
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folder 33
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, Normand C.- Auteur- text
book- Vers Un Horizon Culturel
folder 34
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Education Institute for the
bilingual child- Title VII- Madawaska- N.C. Dubé, Fall 1971
folder 35
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Vocabulary Language
Arts Materials
folder 36
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Un Guide Pour L'Enseignement
En Francais Au Niveau Elementaire
folder 37
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lafayette Parish Bilingual
Program- Curriculum Materials, May, 1974
folder 38
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Materials Development-
Photocopy of pictures text describing the Development of
bilingual materials for Franco-American Children (Orig. in
photographic materials)
folder 39
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Metric
folder 40
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Panier -Armand est Grand
Garçon -French language Children's book- Normand Dubé French
Consultant -sponsored through ESEA, 1972 folder 41
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Project Brave Bulletin devoted
to the creative writing of students and community members -
Créativité initiative résultat: Poetes, Journalistes, Écrivains folder 42
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: St. John Valley Bilingual
Education (Junior-Senior High School) -proposal- 1975-1976 -
M.S.A.D. #33, Madawaska, M.S.A.D. #24 folder 43
box 1927CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Van Buren district High School -
Sr. E. Chouinard -curriculum outline and materials requests
folder 44
box 1927GENERAL: AATF meeting in Madawaska, May 3, 1975 -
focusing on bilingual education
folder 45
box 1927GENERAL: American Institutes for Research -description of the
project, 1975
folder 46
box 1927GENERAL: "Bilingual Star of Caribou" -newsletter by Caribou
Bilingual Education Title VII staff
folder 47
GENERAL: Board of Directors Meeting box 1927
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folder 48
box 1927GENERAL: CAP Form 81 -Nov. 1, 1967 -description of
Community Action Program of St. John Valley Action Council,
Inc. folder 49
box 1927GENERAL: Career Education booklet
folder 50
box 1927GENERAL: Contract #2 between St. John Valley Bilingual
Project, S.A.D. #33 Administrative Agent and H. Stuart
Pickard...for the...St. John Valley Bilingual Project folder 51
box 1927GENERAL: Educational Supervisory Committee -tentative
schedule
folder 52
box 1927GENERAL: Flier Talking About the Project
folder 53
box 1927GENERAL: Geographic Area -description
folder 54
box 1927GENERAL: Historical Photo Facts Booklet -(front cover cut at
top bottom)
folder 55
box 1927GENERAL: Mardi Gras -photocopies of newspaper clippings
folder 56
box 1927GENERAL: Materials relating to parents' workshop parent
attitude questionnaire, 1970-1975
folder 57
box 1927GENERAL: Miscellaneous
folder 58
box 1927GENERAL: New England Kindergarten Conference materials,
notes, correspondence, 1976
folder 59
box 1927GENERAL: North American French Bilingual Conference of
ESEA -title VII projects, Oct. 19-22, 1972 -Dubé a speaker
folder 60
box 1927GENERAL: Panorama Sur le Monde
folder 61
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave bulletin -parents help out at school
folder 62
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave bulletins -Box 1927 f#1
folder 63
GENERAL: Project Brave bulletins -Box 1927 f#2 box 1927
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folder 64
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave bulletins -Holiday Editions -by N.C.
Dubé, 1976
folder 65
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave -listings of slides transparencies to use
while instructing children -French Language bilingual
folder 66
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave -Maine and Valley Traditional Values -
final report, Aug. 1974
folder 67
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave -printouts describing various text
books materials developed for the program by Du, 1975
folder 68
box 1927GENERAL: Project Description, by-laws, Etc., 1975
folder 69
box 1927GENERAL: Program Information Day (Dec. 27, 1974) -to present
program to legislators
folder 70
box 1927GENERAL: "Revisions in Title VII become Law" copy from the
linguistic reporter, Nov. 1974
folder 71
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave -Je Doute, Je Cherche, Je Trouve:
Dictionnaire Premier Cycle de l'Élémentaire -French Dictionary
for children folder 72
box 1927GENERAL: Project Brave -lesson booklets -Fr. lang. -for children
folder 73
box 1928GENERAL: "Some Aspects of Education in the Valley" -a
compilation by N.C. Dubé consisting of papers, clippings, misc.
material (Box 1928 f1 of 2) folder 1
box 1928GENERAL: "Some Aspects of Education in the Valley" -a
compilation by N.C. Dubé consisting of papers, clippings, misc.
material (Box 1928 f2 of 2) folder 2
box 1928GENERAL: Staff Employment Contract, 1973/1974
folder 3
box 1928GENERAL: Statement of Objectives
folder 4
box 1928GENERAL: Testimony by Congressman William S. Cohen -re:
Title VII, March 14, 1974
folder 5
box 1928GENERAL: U of M at Fort Kent -Third Annual Summer Institute
on Bilingual Education in the Saint John Valley (ESFA Title VII)
folder 6
box 1928MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, ETC.: Northeast Conference
Workshop -March 26/27, 1976 -Guy F. Dubay: paper "Picking on
the Family Tree" folder 7
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box 1928MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, ETC.: Title VII Advisory Council
Meetings -Madawaska High School, 1971, 1972
folder 8
box 1928MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, ETC.: Title VII Board of
Directors Meeting -Madawaska High School, 1971, 1972
folder 9
box 1928MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, ETC.: Title VII French
Consultant -re: French Materials Sequency, Meetings, Surveys,
etc., 1971, 1972 folder 10
box 1928MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, ETC.: Title VII Supervisors,
Teachers, and Teacher-Aides Meetings, 1971, 1972
folder 11
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Bon Appétit! -St. John Valley
recipes
folder 12
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Educational Accomplishment
Audit, Final Report, 1972-1973
folder 13
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: An Evaluation of Project
Information Packages (PIPs) as used for the diffusion of bilingual
projects -vol. 1, Final Report, Discussion Draft -April, 1980 folder 14
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Dubé, N.C. -"Un Guide Pour
L'Enseignement en Français au Niveau Elementaire", Nov. 30,
1974 folder 15
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Five-year objectives of the
St. John Valley Jr. /Sr. High School Bilingual Project -listing of
objectives folder 16
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: "French-American views of
speakers of French and English: the St. John Valley Study"
folder 17
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Gronlund, Norman E. -Stating
Behavioral Objectives for Classroom Instruction -Title VII ESEA,
project BRAVE folder 18
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Un Guide pour L'Enseignement
en Français au Niveau Elementaire
folder 19
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Information on bilingual
education -seminar/program on bilingual education information,
April 3-4, 1975 folder 20
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Interim Evaluation Report, Dec.
1975
folder 21
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: In-service training week
evaluations, etc., 1975
folder 22
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Lambert, W.E. Giles, H.
-"French-American Views of Speakers of French and English: the
St. John Valley Study" folder 23
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box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: "Language Usage in the United
States, July 1975" -issued July 1976
folder 24
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Maine and Valley Traditional
Values, Final Report -sponsored by Project Brave
folder 25
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S. -1st
Quarterly Report other papers, 1974/75
folder 26
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: MPBN/F.A.C.T.S. -
Documentation -papers, pamphlets, etc. for Franco-Amer.
children's TV shows folder 27
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Notre Album Culturel -
sponsored through ESEA, Title VII, 1976
folder 28
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: "Observation de Centres
d'Education a Montreal" -Title VII -Lewiston, ME Marie Badeau,
6/1/71-6/4/71 folder 29
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: P.A.C.E./FABRIC -1968 -Total
Community Involvement in Developing a Curriculum Geared to
the Bicultural Needs of the St. John Valley folder 30
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Pre-Evaluation needs
Assessment -Title VII Bilingual Teacher Training Program, 3/8/82
folder 31
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Project Description Paper -
prepared for U.S. office of Education by American Institutes for
Research folder 32
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Questionnaire -Parent Attitude
Toward Bilingual Education other data
folder 33
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Questionnaire for the project,
1971,1972
folder 34
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Questionnaire Results re: Title
VII Projects
folder 35
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: "Relations Between Language
Attitudes Teacher Expectancy"
folder 36
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Social Research Group
Evaluator Forms, 1976
folder 37
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Acadian -
American Bilingual curriculum Demonstration Project- ESEA
Title VII -preliminary proposal -N.C. Dubé D. Dugas folder 38
PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Program Continuation Proposal, 1972-1973
box 1928
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folder 39
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Project -5-year evaluation report, 1970-1975
folder 40
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Project Final Evaluation Report, 1972-1973
folder 41
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Project Final Evaluation Report, 1973-1974
folder 42
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Project -1974/75 News Releases (for actual newspaper clippings
see file for scrapbook material: newspaper clippings) folder 43
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Project -Final Evaluation Report, 1975-1976
folder 44
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Bilingual
Education Paper by N.C. Dubé for the National Institute of
Education -misc. materials pertaining to this paper, 1976 folder 45
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: St. John Valley Project -
Program description handout
folder 46
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Title VII director -Project
reports, etc. for 1971, 1972
folder 47
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Title VII Project Evaluation,
1974
folder 48
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: "Value Orientations of French
Canadian and..." -Peter Woolfson, Dept. Anthropology Univ. of
Vermont -for Amer. Anthropological Assoc., Nov. 30, 1972 folder 49
box 1928PAPERS, REPORTS, STUDIES: Walker, Robert K. -"Summer
and Early Fall Report," and "Bimonthly report for September-
October", 1971 folder 50
^ Return to Table of Contents
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box 1929AIR FORCE: The Airgineer -paper of Beal AFB -Editor: Joseph
N.C. Dubay, Dec. 3, 1954-Aug. 3, 1955 (Dubé served 12/53-9/55)
folder 1
box 1929AIR FORCE: Combo: Cadet weekly 1954 -Harlingen AFB
folder 2
AIR FORCE: USAF -The Airgineer -The Airgineer Style Book box 1929
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folder 3
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: College Bulletin. St. Michael's College
1962
folder 4
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: Ohio State -TBDFLEDGITL -The Best
Damn Foreign Language Ed Group In the Land -Group formed to
keep track of graduated friends folder 5
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: Ohio State University -O.S.U. French
Program by Wookruff Urrutibeheity Level III -Dubé Ph.D. course
in Foreign Language Teaching folder 6
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: Otterbein College Theatre
folder 7
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: Reunion du Comité des Programmes
-12 Février 1981 -13h30 (25th year class reunion for class of
1965, St. Michael's College) La Secrétaire de la Réunion Marcel
Dubé (M. Normand Dubé?)
folder 8
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: St. Michael's College -donation request
"printer's proof", 1978/1979
folder 9
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: St. Michael's College -Founder's Hall -
publication for Alumni friends
folder 10
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: St. Michael's College -Lance: Winter
1955 -Dubé has poem "Poor Child's Winter" on p.28 Spring 1956
-Dubé on p.14, "Desseins sans histoire" p.20, "Thoughts on a
Hillside"
folder 11
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: St. Michael's Review -Alumni News
Bullet, Spring & Winter 1962 (N.C. Dubé graduated with B.A. in
Eng. 6/56) folder 12
box 1929COLLEGE MEMORIES: The Michael man -St. Michael's
College, 1950s
folder 13
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: 3 éme Festival
International du Livre -Nice, France, du 26 Au 31 Mai 1971
folder 14
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: XIIIe Salon
International du Livre de Québec, Lau 6 Mai 1984
folder 15
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: L'Amante Anglaise
-a play in two parts by Marguerite Duras Barbizon-Plaza Theatre,
N.Y., Spring 1971 folder 16
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Association Canada-
Américaine, March/April 1988
folder 17
FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Boston Red Sox
1977 scorebook Magazine
box 1929
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folder 18
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Community Little
Theatre -playbills
folder 19
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Cultures of the
Sun and The Snow -Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Man and his
World, June 21-Sep. 3, 1973 folder 20
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Eance D'Adieu des
Partants, Aout 11, 1950
folder 21
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Eastern Canal Park
and The Jack Kerouac Commemorative, June 25, 1988 Lowell,
MA folder 22
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Ellis Memorial
Antiques Show, 1984
folder 23
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Exposition de
Montréal 1967 -"Les Grands Peintres Français Contemporains"
folder 24
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: La Federation
Franco-Americaine de Biddeford Presente: Variétés Franco-
Américaines, June 8, 1975 folder 25
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Festival Des Deux
Mondes, May 11-21, 1978
folder 26
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Festival Franco-
Americain, Juillet 19-26, 1981
folder 27
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Le Festival Franco-
Americain, Inc., June 14-17, 1984
folder 28
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Festival
International Arts Artisanat, October 6 & 7, 1979
folder 29
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: The First Annual
Festival Franco-American de Old Town, 1978
folder 30
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Franco-American
Week -June 21-27, 1981 -N.H. Franco-American Council -
Normand Dubé, speaker folder 31
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Greenville
Centennial Celebration, 1872-1972
folder 32
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Lido -Champs-
Élysées -Paris, 1962
folder 33
FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: L'Union des Franco-
Américains du Connecticut -50ième Congrèss le lier, 3 Mai 1981
box 1929
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folder 34
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Madawaska
Bicentennial Pageant -flyer
folder 35
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Mémoires D'Edith
Piaf" -Louis Philippe -Bates College, 6 Avril 1979
folder 36
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Misc., from 1981
folder 37
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Molière's Tartuffe -
Le Treteau de Paris -Ohio State Univ., Oct. 24, 1968
folder 38
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Opera League of
New Hampshire, Inc., Sept. 1980 -information on Don Giovanni
folder 39
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Playbills, assorted
folder 40
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Rhythms of Hope -
John Hancock Hall, Boston, MA, March 13, 1988
folder 41
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Sons of Coindre
Assoc. -Brothers of the Sacred Heart (N.E.) -2nd Reunion (Aug.
22, 1981) -Normand Dubé was member as Bro. Valerian (in
1950?)
folder 42
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Le Théâtre aux Bois
presents: Once Upon a Mattress -U.M.F.K. -April 22,23,24,19(?) -
Un Mot de Chez-Nous: Soirée Poésies et de Contes Folkloriques,
Mai 1978 Lowell, MA
folder 43
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: The Univ. of
Connecticut Concert Band -Annual Tour, 1965
folder 44
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: UMO -Office
Franco-Américain et le FAROG FORUM affair, Dec. 6, 1982
folder 45
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Un Printemps
Inachevé... Spectacle produit par le Comité organisateur des
Rencontres francophones de Québec au Grand Théâtre de Québec,
2,4, & 5 juillet 1980
folder 46
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: Serge Kerval et
Jacqueline Pons Recital, Septembre-Octobre 1970
folder 47
box 1929FESTIVALS, PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ETC.: University of
Lowell Little Theatre
folder 48
MISCELLANEOUS: Firemen's Insurance Company -Listing of
Names/Nicknames (of employees?)
box 1929
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folder 49
box 1929MISCELLANEOUS: Hospital Bracelets
folder 50
box 1929MISCELLANEOUS: Misc.
folder 51
box 1929MISCELLANEOUS: Misc. Handwritten papers in French English
folder 52
box 1929MISCELLANEOUS: Picture Postcards -Blank
folder 53
box 1929MISCELLANEOUS: Randall, Blanche -Cornish, ME -, 1929
folder 54
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"The American Tourist Dollar...If You're Going Abroad -tips for
travelers" folder 55
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Amish, articles about; Little Miss Pumpkin Show, art. about; Ohio
University, art. about; Misc. folder 56
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Archivist's work near standstill" -Article on Franco- American
folklore Collection of U of M at Fort Kent folder 57
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Bangor Daily News, Jan. 6-7, 1962
folder 58
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Bilingual Danger" -in the New York Times -22 Novembre 1976
"On Quebec's New Choice -in the Christian Science Monitor, 8
Decembre 1976
folder 59
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Brothers of the Sacred Heart in Maine Education -who taught at
N.C. Dubé's High School, St. Dominic's, in Lewiston, where Dubé
graduated from 6/48, taught 52-53
folder 60
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Clippings Copies of Clippings dealing with bilingualism Franco-
American life folder 61
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Clippings Copies of Clippings, most dealing with teaching
bilingualism folder 62
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Clippings ( photocopies of clippings) re: Acting in Community
Little Theatre, Poetry Readings, etc. -some flyers, etc folder 63
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box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Conjugation of verbs proves funny" -S.I. Hayakawa -Bangor
Daily News, July 4, 1970 folder 64
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"That Dickey -Lincoln Project: Let's Hear from the People"
folder 65
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES: "The
Emergence of the 'Franco-Americans'" -Boston Sunday Globe,
Feb. 21, 1982 folder 66
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Evangeline's People" -Los Angeles Times, May 30, 1987
folder 67
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Franco-Americans Acadians -Newspaper Clippings Regarding
various activities of folder 68
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES: Fred
Parent Articles (2) and Louis Sockalexis Article (1) -Old Time
Baseball Players folder 69
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Father Rale, French Jesuit Missionary -by Eloise M. Jordan
folder 70
box 1929NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Maine and Maine People -various issues
folder 71
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Teaching/Teachers
folder 1
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Minority Franco-American matters
folder 2
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Frog Story" clip on why it's important to do cultural research
before naming/marketing a product folder 3
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Kérouac, Jack -Club Jack Kérouac -biographie coupures de Presse
folder 4
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES: LHS
Booster award to best Senior football player -Dubé faculty advisor
of the Booster folder 5
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Local Cultural, social, and educational stories (Madawaska
Region) folder 6
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Maine Humanities Council Clippings (see also File- Human
Rights: Franco-American Bilingual) folder 7
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Maine, Indian Franco-American Clippings
box 1930
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folder 8
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Manchester Union Leader -En Bref, March 15, 1978
folder 9
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Maslow, Abraham H. -article "Late Psychologist Urged
Creativity" by S.I. Hayakawa folder 10
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Maurice Chevalier's Death
folder 11
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Misc. clippings, dealing with Franco-Americans, sports, theater,
etc. folder 12
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
"Mitterand Speaks at Otterbein", Oct. 28, 1968
folder 13
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES: New
York Times -re: Napoleon vs. Pope play -includes a note from
Mrs. Sheehan, Aug. & Sept. 1981 folder 14
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Olivier, Julien -"En Bref" -in The Union Leader
folder 15
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Some Aspects of Education in the Saint John Valley -clippings
compiled in a scrapbook by N.C. Dubé folder 16
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES: St.
John Valley Bilingual Project: papers, reports, studies)
folder 17
box 1930NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES:
Whirling Dervishes of Turkey
folder 18
box 1930SCHOOL PROGRAMS: Career Day '83 -Manchester HighWest
folder 19
box 1930SCHOOL PROGRAMS: S.A.D. 27 Christmas concert -Paul and
Denise Dubé in the Junior High Band
folder 20
^ Return to Table of Contents
Teaching Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
AIDS AND RESOURCES: "1969 Standardized Tests and Related
Materials"
box 1930
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folder 21
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Afro Writers -Bibliography of
Recent Works in French" 2nd Revised Ed.
folder 22
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Une Amérique Française -Jacques-
Donat Casanove -Book description and order form
folder 23
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: An Annotated Bibliography about
Franco-Americans French Canada which are available in the
greater Waterville Area -1980 folder 24
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Basic Documents for State Testing
Policy (Assessment Basic Skills) And Regulations as Background
for Present Activity folder 25
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Bibliographie Annotee -1975
-"Supplementaire Des Lectures Françaises pour les Enfants des
Grades 4,5,6,7,8" -Par Yolande Plante folder 26
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Bibliographie -listing of catalogues,
manuals, textes de lecture, etc. for teaching French
folder 27
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Bibliographies -Franco-Americans
folder 28
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Bilingual Resource Center -list of
French textbooks in Bilingual Resource Center Library, Oct. 1974
folder 29
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Biographies (Teacher's Manual)
folder 30
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Bibliography: French-Canadian
Literature
folder 31
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Booklets for Catholic High Schools
folder 32
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Canadian Consulate General Film
Catalogue, 16mm sound
folder 33
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Canadiens Origines Ethniques -Carte
Synthèse -map
folder 34
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Cartel -information on this bilingual
classroom materials listing
folder 35
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Chanson, Complaintes Prières et
Sermons. -Don Dugas -National Materials Development Ctr. -
Poetry collection, French Lang. folder 36
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box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Choix de publications
governementales -catalogue -from André Paquette Assoc. -
Consultants in Language Instruction -1978 folder 37
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Communication Exercises: "The Red
Fish Game" "The Bragging Exercise"
folder 38
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Durbin, Hugh A. -"Sources for
Resources" -List of Education Resource Books at the College of
Education, Ohio State Univ. folder 39
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Educational Research Bureau for
Bilingual Schools, Oct. 7, 1975
folder 40
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Film Canada -catalog
folder 41
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Films from the Ohio State
University"
folder 42
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Foreign Language Catalog,
1968-1969
folder 43
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Le Français dans le Monde -Revue de
L'Enseignement du Français hors de France, No. 17 Juin 1963
folder 44
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Le Français Louisianais Par Richard
Guidry -août 1981 -French/English word list of fish animals
folder 45
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Franco-Americaine Bibliographie
folder 46
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: A Franco-American Bibliography:
New England, Compiled by: Pierre Anctil
folder 47
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Franco-American Literature,
Annotated Bibliography, with introduction Venise -en- Québec,
juillet 1979 folder 48
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Franco-American Records -listing
folder 49
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Franco-American Studies; A Resource
Guide, by Anne Kempers -UMO
folder 50
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "The Franco-Americans of New
England: A Union List of Materials in Selected Maine Libraries"
folder 51
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Franco-Americans of New England"
-an instructional package (slides/tapes not included as were not
present in the donated materials) folder 52
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box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: French Biographies
folder 53
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: French Books On All Levels -
catalogue
folder 54
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "French Feature Films"
folder 55
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: French Literature -Language -
Civilization -Text Books Catalog
folder 56
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: French text books and auxiliary
reading -promotional pamphlets and/or text catalogues
folder 57
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: French words their meanings as used
in Échelon: on découvre
folder 58
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Gale Research Co. -Prepublication
Announcement -Bilingual Education in American Schools..., Sept.
1979 folder 59
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Graded Recorded Aids with Text for
More Effective Teaching and Learnin
folder 60
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: A guide to Assessment Instruments
for Limited English Speaking Students
folder 61
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: History of France: The Making of the
French People -excerpt from "France," printed by Documentation
Française, 1952 folder 62
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Holiday Poem Pages with possible
illus. to poems/stories
folder 63
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: In chronological order -the events
which led to the settlement... -histoires diverses À Écouter, level II
(2) folder 64
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Information about teaching modern
languages "Teaching Culture in the Foreign Language Classroom"
folder 65
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Intermediate French -Dictée Française
(F-C)
folder 66
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Intermediate French -Dictée Française
-Teacher's manual
folder 67
AIDS AND RESOURCES: International Film Bureau Inc.
-"French, German, Spanish films Student Handbooks", 1969/1970
box 1930
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folder 68
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: ITV -uses of closed circuit TV
for Instruction at Ohio State U -1968/69 Fact sheet, reports,
information, etc. folder 69
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Kindergarten Materials Equipment -
listing -school/schools unknown
folder 70
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Language Ability Screening -Boehm
Test of basic concepts, 1969
folder 71
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Language language behavior
Abstracts ordering information
folder 72
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Lewiston High School Library list,
circa 1965
folder 73
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: The Librairie Hachette in the U.S.
(Feb. 1969) mnemonic devices in teaching French -The French
Review, Dec. 1971 folder 74
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Library (Fort Kent?) -lists of new
library books 1969- beg. 1972 -literature, etc. -M. Pittet, librarian
folder 75
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Lists of foreign language newspapers,
publications, radio programs, etc.
folder 76
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Ma Famille" -French word phrase list
relating to the family -in booklet form, undated
folder 77
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Mathematics laboratory materials -
from the IDEAS section of the arithmetic teacher
folder 78
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: MLA -Selective list of materials, 1962
folder 79
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Modern Foreign Languages - A
counselor's guide -U.S. dept. of H. Ed. W. -office of Ed. Bulletin
1960, #20 folder 80
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Modern Foreign Languages -booklet
from Materials Ctr., Modern Lang. Assoc., 1966/1967
folder 81
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Mon Pays slide listing -third grade
folder 82
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Multi-lingual, multi-cultural literature
used in preparation of Title II (2) special purpose grant -books
about Puerto Rico -annotated bibliography -multi-cultural, multi-
lingual collection listing -Manchester Interlibrary cooperative
folder 83
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box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: The New England -Atlantic -
Provinces -Quebec Center, Univ. of ME at Orono, brochure
folder 84
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Penumbra Press -The Northern
Publishers" -Summer 1981 -pub. Fine Arts Titles
folder 85
box 1930AIDS AND RESOURCES: Photocopy of Book on Teaching
Franco-American high school college students Title date publisher
unknown folder 86
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Poetry and Music listings for the
language lab -NEMLA
folder 1
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Poster -Monday String Beans -
Tuesday, Spaghetti..."
folder 2
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: A Practical Vocabulary for Spanish
Conversation and Composition -ills. by Robert Peet Hooks
folder 3
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: (The) Psychological Corporation -
Bulletin of information and list of Testing Ctrs., Oct. 1963
folder 4
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: References on Foreign Languages in
the Elementary school
folder 5
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Répertoire de Documents Audio
Visuals
folder 6
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Resources for Adult Functional
Competency -mini-list
folder 7
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Robinette Material Outline Kit 1
folder 8
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Santillana Catalog -1976 -Bilingual
teaching aids
folder 9
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Santillana Publishing Co. -Newsbook,
vol. 3 #2 -1975 -bilingual teaching aids
folder 10
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: A selective list of reference and
selection aids for use with French-Canadian/Franco-American
materials folder 11
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Source Materials for secondary school
teachers of Foreign Languages
folder 12
AIDS AND RESOURCES: Sources of possible information for
study of Maine -listing
box 1931
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folder 13
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Spanish Curricula Development
Center -kit 7 ditto packet -Social Science strand
folder 14
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Stepping into English: World Famous
Stories Retold Especially for Students of English... The Lion and
the Mouse by Carol Barnett E.S.L. workshop material by Z.A.
Ardiles, July 30, 1982
folder 15
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: "Teacher's Guide Revision -Mrs.
Woodruff" -manuscript Misc. materials
folder 16
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Teaching Aids Laboratory (TAL) -
explanation inventory list of Teaching Aids
folder 17
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Teaching French Language Students -
Tip Resources
folder 18
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Transferring Success -National
Diffusion Network, U.S. Office of Ed. -March, 1976 -Publication
Listing Successful Education Programs folder 19
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Les Transparents -Title VII -
Quatrième Année
folder 20
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: A Trip to the Airport/Un Viaje al
Aero Puerto -U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Fed. Aviation Admn. -
English/Spanish story/activity book mimeograph sheets folder 21
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: The Ugly Duckling -retold illus. by
Barbara Morgan
folder 22
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: UMO -list of journals newspapers in
Franco-American studies, July 1981
folder 23
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Visucom Foreign Language
Projectuals set order flyer
folder 24
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Yankee Book Peddler -what's new in
Scholarly Books -winter Ed., 1977/1978
folder 25
box 1931AIDS AND RESOURCES: Yearbook of Equal Education in
Massachusetts, 1979-1980
folder 26
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: 3eme Congrès Régional
de l'AATF -Oct. 4 5, 1985 -"Les Ressources Communautataires
Franco-Américaines et leur Utilisation Dans la Classe de Français" folder 27
CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: 4e Colloque de L'Alliance
des Professeurs de Montréal, mars 1986
box 1931
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folder 28
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Act FANE Reunion at
Gooch's Beach House, 1982
folder 29
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Act FANE, Jan. 10, 1986
folder 30
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: American-Canadian
Genealogical Society of New Hampshire, Spring Conference 1979
folder 31
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: American Assoc. of
Teachers of French -49th Nat'l Convention, Dec. 27-29, 1976
folder 32
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Annual International
Conference on Bilingual Bicultural Education, May 15-18, 1974
folder 33
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: L'Association Québecoise
des Professeures de Française (AQPF) -29 Juin 1980 -Rencontre -
Échange folder 34
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Assorted Conferences and
Meetings -Notices of, Etc.
folder 35
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Assorted Notices and
Promotional Flyers for various Conferences, discussions,
meetings, etc folder 36
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Assumption College -The
Franco-American Institute -various years and assorted materials
folder 37
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Bienvenue àla Nouvelle
Orléans, le 26 Mars, 1980
folder 38
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Bilingual Clearinghouse
Conference, Oct., Nov. 1976
folder 39
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: (CODOFIL) -Paroles et
Musique II (2), Dec. 7, 1979
folder 40
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Calif. Assoc. for Bilingual
Ed, 1980 conference
folder 41
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Canadian Franco-
American Studies Conference, May 15-17, 1980
folder 42
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Canadian/Franco-
American Studies Institute of the U of M at Orono -workshop -
March 6, 1981 -Normand Dubé to present "Available Materials in
French Language Teaching"
folder 43
CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Caribou Bilingual Project
Workshop, Sept. 28, 1972
box 1931
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folder 44
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: The Chancellor's Task
Force Committee on Teacher Preparation, April 22, 1970
folder 45
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Close Neighbors -Québec
Vermont in the 1980s -Vermont Academy, October 10
folder 46
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Conférence donnée au
Colloque Franco-Américain -"Une Renaissance est-elle dan le
cadre de notre langue et de notre culture?", June 10-12, 1976 folder 47
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Conference on Equal
Employment in the Banking Industry, 1/25/77
folder 48
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Conference on Ethnicity in
New Eng., April 17, 1974
folder 49
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Conference Sur la
Communaute Francophone de L'Amerique du Nord, April 18,
1973 folder 50
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Cultural Identity in
French-Speaking Lowell -Dubé a speaker, 1977
folder 51
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Curriculum Conference
-Oct. 24-26, 1974 -Univ. of Ottawa "Curricular Dimensions:
Different Perspectives" folder 52
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Defining Local Culture -
Self-Identity
folder 53
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: "Directions in Bilingual
Education: A Multidisciplinary View", May 10 & 11, 1984
folder 54
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Dubay, Guy F. -"Picking
on the Family Tree" -Northeast Conference Workshop, March
26-27, 1976 folder 55
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Ed M 280 Workshop
in Differentiated Staffing - Classroom Management: Bilingual
Education, July 10-28, 1972 -U of M at Fort Kent folder 56
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Fourth Annual
International Bilingual Bicultural Education Conference, May
22-24, 1975 folder 57
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: The French-Americans In
North America -Dubé a speaker
folder 58
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: "La Grande Famille se
Rencontre" -4th Annual Franco-American Conference, Oct. 14-18,
1981 folder 59
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box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Institute for Audio-Visual
Education -"Educational Media" or "Instructional Technology" -
Dubé a contributor folder 60
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Institut Franco-Américain,
Collège de l'Assomption -14 juillet 1965 -program letter
celebrating last day of folder 61
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Institut Franco-Américain,
College de l'Assomption -project d'établissement -materials on
folder 62
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: de L'Institute Sainte
Catherine -Rennes, 1963
folder 63
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Keene State College, Dec.
11, 1976
folder 64
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: "Language and the World
of work in the Twenty-First Century" -A symposium, June 13-14,
1986 folder 65
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Maine Council for
Canadian Studies -Spring Conference
folder 66
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Massachusetts Bilingual
Education Conference -"Excellence Through Bilingualism", 1985
folder 67
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: "Modern Language
Teachers of Greater Columbus, Ohio, Program for the year
1965-1966 folder 68
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: NDEA Institute of Arts
Humanities -Assumption College -Applicant Record Cards
folder 69
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: NDEA Language Institute
-Rennes, France -1966- Dubé is Assistant Director -Misc.
Materials (cars Í Renees de Saint Hénis -Box 1931 f4) folder 70
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: New England Consortium
for the Right to Read, 1973
folder 71
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: The North American
French Bilingual Conference (ESEA -Title VII) of 1972-73
folder 72
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: North American French
Symposium -March 28-30, 1974 -Indiana Univ.
folder 73
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Northeast Conference
1976 (see also heading "Printed Material: Reports, Etc.) -Misc.
Materials used by Dubé as background information for his reports
at the conference
folder 74
CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Northeast Conference on
the Teaching of Foreign Languages, April 13-16, 1978
box 1931
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folder 75
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Northeastern
Anthropological Association, Fourteenth Annual Meeting, Clark
University, April 26-28, 1974 folder 76
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Northeastern
Anthropological Association, April 17-19, 1975
folder 77
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Notes for Teacher's
meeting?
folder 78
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Ohio Modern Language
Teachers Assn. -Annual Mtg, March 22/23, 1968
folder 79
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Ohio State University
-1969 H.E.A. Faculty Development
folder 80
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Open Admissions
Conference -Orono, March 14, 1970
folder 81
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Otterbein College
-"Religion-In-Life-Week", March 24-28, 1968
folder 82
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: P.E.R.K. Workshop
Meetings -Notes, 1971
folder 83
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Proposed regulations for
the Adult Education Act, July 28, 1979
folder 84
box 1931CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Rendez-Vous, 1983
folder 85
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Second Annual National
Title VII Bilingual Education Management Institute, Oct. 1-4,
1978 folder 1
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Seminaire tenu á l'Institut
Pedagogique National d'Haite (Port-au-Prince), du 17 au août
1979 folder 2
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Sixth Annual International
Bilingual/Bicultural Education Conference, April 4-8, 1977
folder 3
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Societe des Professeurs
Français en Amerique Normand Dubé a speaker, Avril, 1980
folder 4
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Strategies for Teachers of
Asian Students -workshop, Dec 6, 1979
folder 5
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Summer Institute Bilingual
Education: "A Psychological and Sociocultural Perspective", July
12-July 30, 1982 folder 6
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box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Synthesis of bilingual
Clearing house conferences
folder 7
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Tournée de Madame Alice
Parizeau Program des Conferénces, Oct. 6-9, 1986
folder 8
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Tri-State Conference on
the Education of Limited -English-Speaking Children, May 6&7,
1977 folder 9
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Tri-State Bilingual
conference -planning progress report -2, Jan. 1977
folder 10
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: The Tri-State Multicultural
Conference, June 8-9, 1979
folder 11
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Le troisième congrès
national franco-américain, 28-30 mars 1980
folder 12
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: U of M at Fort Kent,
bicultural studies ctr. -conference, April 30-May 1, 1976
folder 13
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: U of M, Fort Kent
-"English As A Second Language", Jan. 12-14, 1975
folder 14
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: University of Maine at
Orono Conferences and Institutes -The French in New England,
Acadia and Quebec, May 1-2, 1972 folder 15
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Univ. of Southwestern
Louisiana -6th Annual International Education Conference, April
4-8, 1977 folder 16
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Univ. of Southwestern
Louisiana Conference, March 5, 1978
folder 17
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Van Buren Workshop -
Dec. 7, 1974 -Dubé, N.C. compiler of 8 programs/lessons for
teachers -"English: the bilingual child" folder 18
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Workshop in Elementary
Education Individualized Instruction in Reading, 9/14/72
folder 19
box 1932CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, ETC.: Workshop on Libraries
and the Franco-American, 1976
folder 20
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: 10 HSV -Group Processes -
course description information
folder 21
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Acadians and the French in New
England Materials, Leçon 3,4, 5
box 1932
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folder 22
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Les Acadiens (film) -Van Buren
District High School -transcript?
folder 23
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Adolescent Behavior Readings -
photocopied from several books
folder 24
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Advance Oral Written
Conversational French" -syllabus, evaluation class materials
folder 25
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: AFROTC -Aerospace Studies:
Course lists and requirements
folder 26
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "The Age of Enlightenment" -
lecture notes?
folder 27
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Attendance Going Up -So,
What's Your Problem" -simulation exercises for teachers in
training -Incidents incident response sheet -by N.C. Dubé folder 28
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Beginning French -lab drills 1-25
(stencils)
folder 29
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Beginning French -lectures
(stencils)
folder 30
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Beginning French schedules
(stencils)
folder 31
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Beginning French -French
Structures -lessons and drill sheets
folder 32
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Bilingual Education CED course
-stencils
folder 33
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Bouchard, Jacques -les 36 cordes
sensibles des Québécois -French textbook, brief stories in French
folder 34
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Bourgeois Gentilhomme -French
language lessons using plays, movies, etc. Possibly materials
given to a substitute teacher by Dubé, circa 1967 folder 35
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "A Bout de Souffle"
folder 36
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Cahiers des Copains (stencils)
folder 37
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Canadian History Syllabus box 1932
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folder 38
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Canadian Studies Program -
Program Information
folder 39
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Canadian Studies -syllabus, etc. -
Fort Kent State College
folder 40
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: La Cinquieme Annee -Activities,
Materials Evaluations suggested -in French
folder 41
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Civil Rights Activities for
Children
folder 42
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Comme on Parle -French Vocab.
Sheet
folder 43
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Comprehension" -possible
chapter from French Grammar book
folder 44
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Concours Final 1962, Period II
(2), French I (1) (FS-8) and Concours Final 1965, Period I (1),
French II (2) (FS) folder 45
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Concours -French vocab. sheets,
in French Concours Final 1962
folder 46
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Consonantisme Francais vol.
2 -text book
folder 47
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Contrastive Analysis -A
comparison of English and Spanish
folder 48
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Conversational Cajun French 1 -
by Randall P. Whatley and Harry Jannise
folder 49
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Course on Franco-American Self-
Identity (Dubé a guest speaker) -course syllabus
folder 50
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Creative lesson ideas for art,
social interaction, math
folder 51
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Curriculum Guide -Armenian
Studies for Secondary Students -World Education Project, 1974
folder 52
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Curriculum materials
development papers
folder 53
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dialogue Grammar sheets for
French class (unknown class and date)
box 1932
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folder 54
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dialogue Canada -Niveau
élementaire -Aperçu
folder 55
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dialogues, Poetry, Etc., in French
folder 56
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dictée (stencils) -in French
folder 57
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dictêes Francaises -"Ametur Cor
Jesu!" -Brother Valerian (Normand Dubé)
folder 58
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Doing Poetry" -Victor H. Cruz,
"Running For..." -Mike Spino, and other intriguing or uplifting
stories, poems, etc folder 59
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: DPSC Programs -BESE -
Evaluation/Audit Materials
folder 60
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Drills -French Lesson Drills
folder 61
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubay, Guy -"Les Acadiens
Devenu Americains -A Social Science Oriented Reading
Lesson..." folder 62
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Comme On Parle -
French Lang. Children's workbook
folder 63
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Le Coeur D'Une
Infirmiere (Première partie)
folder 64
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Course syllabus -
Boston State College Program of Continuing Education Bilingual/
Multicultural studies folder 65
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Franco-American
Education in French Literature of New England -L'Heritage -
author unknown What Is A Cajun?, by Bob Hamm folder 66
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Ici Et Ailleurs -
French Dialogue/stories
folder 67
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dubé, N.C. -Poesie (Stencils)
folder 68
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Dugas, Donald G. -"Facilitating
the Self-Actualization of Franco-Americans: An Educational
Experience in Northern Maine" -TESOL folder 69
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Echelon VI Materials box 1932
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folder 70
box 1932CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Echelon, First Version -troisieme
folder 71
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Échelon Deuxième Échelon -
Content Administration of tests
folder 1
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Echelon Series -photocopied
pages describing the material
folder 2
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Échelon text series -"Structures
Grammaticales" -pre-reading structures and pre-reading exams for
Premier Échelon folder 3
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Echelon -Troisieme -first version
folder 4
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Education 11 4E, Ed. 209 B, Ed.
300 -Schedule of Topics, Tests, etc.
folder 5
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Education 11 4E -Test Service
Bulletins and Test Service Notebook -used for course in
Adolescent Psychology folder 6
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Education 701 -Foundations for
Curriculum Development -syllabus, Etc.
folder 7
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Educational Institute on the
Bilingual child in the Elementary school -Course objectives,
Texts, Etc. -Normand Dubé teacher folder 8
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Educational Program Audit
Handbook -by A.J. Stenner W. J. Webster, 1971
folder 9
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Education Program Review -
Curriculum Guides -school unknown
folder 10
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Eh 101 (41-45) -French
vocabulary Worksheets (in Box 1933 folder labeled 401)
folder 11
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Elementary French -Fall
Semester (French 100-101) -Syllabus, Etc.
folder 12
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Elementary French: Q (1-5)
(5-10) (26-30) (31-35)
folder 13
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Elementary French: Q (36-40) -
stencil, work sheet
folder 14
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Elementary French: Spring
Semester (instructor) -Fh 100
box 1933
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folder 15
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Essential Idioms -1967 -English/
French
folder 16
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Exercise Oral -French Exercises -
scattered pages
folder 17
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Exercise sheets -in French
folder 18
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Film Stencils of Sartre, Emile,
Vola, Marupassant, Etc
folder 19
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Flexible Class Register 1960-61
1961-62 -Lewiston High School French 1 (FSI8)
folder 20
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Flexible Class Register
-1963-1964 -French II (2)
folder 21
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "For Your Language Only!"
Language Practice sheets by N.C. Dubé
folder 22
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Fr 301 -stencils, notes, and other
materials
folder 23
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Fr 401 -stencils
folder 24
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Francais Elementaire -revision:
(11-15), (21-25), and (26-30)
folder 25
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: La France, Votre Voisine -notes
folder 26
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Franco-American Cultural
Assets, History, Politics, etc. -exhibits A-F (In Box 1933 folder
marked "Introspection" on front) folder 27
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Franco-American Language
Performance" -Ch. 2
folder 28
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Franco-American Literature
in the Classroom other Franco-American studies materials
(workshop materials?) folder 29
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French 1 -Lecons -Savez-Vous
Qu'en...
folder 30
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French 1 -Lecons -Savez-Vous
Qu'un Habitant...
box 1933
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folder 31
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Geography
folder 32
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Grammar Sheets
(stencils)
folder 33
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French History -miscellaneous
papers
folder 34
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language Class -
Activities, lessons, tests
folder 35
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language stencils
folder 36
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French lessons drills
folder 37
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French literature -excerpt from
Proust, and Questions from several other French Literature pieces
folder 38
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French phrases and their
American translations
folder 39
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French 102/402 -Instructors'
Laboratory manual
folder 40
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French 201
folder 41
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French 401
folder 42
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French-Canadian Literature -
teacher manual
folder 43
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French course schedules and
listings and teacher lists
folder 44
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Curriculum Bulletin 80 -
Cincinnati Public Schools, 1964
folder 45
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French for Children -HRS Jr.
Language Hi-Fi Course
folder 46
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Grammar -tests and
exercises
box 1933
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folder 47
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French History/Literature and
Arts -Napoleon -(stencils) and people (stencils)
folder 48
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French History sheets -"Arichat,"
"Arichat Ouest," "Louisdale," "Petit De Grat," "D'Essousse"
folder 49
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Idioms (stencils) (pp.
1-20) -French Language
folder 50
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Idioms (stencils)
folder 51
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French -Lab Assignment Sheets
folder 52
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French -Lab Stencils (sheets)
folder 53
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language -dialogues
folder 54
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language
folder 55
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French -Language Grammar
Diagrams
folder 56
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language -Grammar
Sheets
folder 57
box 1933CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language Lesson Plans -
Unit Plan 1a
folder 58
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Language Program, Level
IV
folder 1
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Lesson -"Le Chien et la
Malade"
folder 2
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Lesson Plans -Units 1-7
folder 3
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Lessons -Optional
Dialogue (After Unit III)
folder 4
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Lessons -Units 1-18 box 1934
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folder 5
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Literature -Readings from
various authors
folder 6
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French nouns, verbs, etc. -loose
paper
folder 7
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Poems and Dialogues
folder 8
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French -Poetry pictures (drawn
printed on stencils)
folder 9
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Readings -stencils
folder 10
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French -Simulated
Advertisements, created from newspaper ads
folder 11
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: French Vocab. sheets/drills
folder 12
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Géographe
folder 13
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Geographie (French) -teacher
manual -sheets outlining French locals with questions for students
folder 14
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Geographie -stencils -French
Language
folder 15
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Grammaire par Meiden (stencils)
-Bilingualism: A context for Communication
folder 16
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Grammaire Structurale -N.C.
Dube
folder 17
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Grammar Sheets
folder 18
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: A guide to Teaching in French at
the Elementary level
folder 19
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Historical notes for French
Grammar
folder 20
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Incidents #2,#3,#4,#5,#6, #7 -
Scenarios to instruct future teachers how to deal with different
situations folder 21
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box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Independent Study -Students
under Dubé
folder 22
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Independent Study Approval for
S. Poulen by N. Dubé
folder 23
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Inventory of French Materials,
8/25/82
folder 24
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Intermediaire Laboratoire IV
folder 25
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Intermediaire Laboratoire
(stencils)
folder 26
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Intermediate French -N.C. Dubé,
Spring, 1972
folder 27
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Intermediate French -Grade
contract sheet
folder 28
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Les jeux sont faits -Lessons using
folder 29
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Les Jours Heureux -Claude-
Andre Puget
folder 30
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lab Drills 26-50 (stencils)-
Beginning French
folder 31
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Laboratoire sheets for French
folder 32
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Language Arts Personalized -by
Rena S. Labbe
folder 33
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Latin -Teaching Tips, Aids, and
Materials
folder 34
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lecture IX -French
folder 35
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lecture Intermediare (stencils) -
French
folder 36
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lecture Notes -miscellaneous
folder 37
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lectures, in French, I-XXV box 1934
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folder 38
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Literature and Arts (French
Revolution)
folder 39
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Livnet #1, #2, #3 -booklets: La
Famille Hébert, La Famille Hébert (2), and, Joseph, Lora, et le
Chat folder 40
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lesson sheets -Miscellaneous
French-Language lesson sheets
folder 41
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lessons in French -From
Lewiston High School, Lewiston, ME
folder 42
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Lewiston High School,
1964-1965 -Program of studies final exam material
folder 43
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Literature and Arts (French
Revolution)" -mimeographed sheets
folder 44
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Louisiana Overview -#7- Vol. III
folder 45
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Louisiana Overview -#8- Vol. IV
folder 46
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: La Machine A Communication -
Une Phrase
folder 47
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Man: A Course of Study -course
description materials
folder 48
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Mendiant de la Tour de Nesles
(stencils)
folder 49
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Miscellaneous Handwritten
Papers -course/materials planning sheets?
folder 50
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Miscellaneous Lesson sheets and
scattered papers
folder 51
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Miscellaneous papers
folder 52
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Misc. papers for French History?
folder 53
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Monologues in French box 1934
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folder 54
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Monologues in French
folder 55
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: National Materials Development
Center for French Portuguese -A proposal for Continuation,
1976-1977 folder 56
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: The News paper in the classroom
-A two-week teaching unit for elementary grades
folder 57
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Newspapers, by Martha F. Sager
-Unit Study Book No. 609
folder 58
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Notebook, handwritten, for notes
planning
folder 59
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: O'Connell, David -"Victor
Sejour: Ecrivain Americain de Langue Française"
folder 60
box 1934CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Orthographe -French Language
Pronounciation papers
folder 61
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Otterbein College -course
Descriptions, etc.
folder 1
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Je Parle Français -Système
d'Enseignement Audio-Visuel, Premier Degré -Lessons 1-15
folder 2
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Petit Prince -Antoine de Saint-
Exupery -Reading
folder 3
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Petit Prince Exercises
folder 4
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: A Peyrane (stencils)
folder 5
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Philosophy 402 (History of
Philosophy)
folder 6
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Phonetique, N.C. Dubé
folder 7
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Plan Book (Gyral) -Lewiston
High Sch. -French II FS (1)
folder 8
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Poesie Francaise -Teacher's
Manual, 1969-1970
box 1935
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folder 9
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Poesie Francaise -Teacher's
Manual, 1971
folder 10
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Poésie (stencils)
folder 11
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Poésie (stencils)
folder 12
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Pour Pratiquer 2: Examens -
prepared by Normand C. Dubé
folder 13
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Preliminaire I-VI
folder 14
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Préliminarie 2,3,4,5,6 -French
Tests
folder 15
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Profiles of famous French
Persons, with questions
folder 16
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Programme sur l'éducation
bilingue -The Ontario Institute for Studies L'Hiver -Centre
D'Interet Presente en Francais aux Ecoliers Anglophones des
Classes de Maternelle
folder 17
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Programs -beginning French,
French world literature, French poetry, French Canadian Lit.
folder 18
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Psych 608 -statistics -note cards
(hand written) for teaching statistic
folder 19
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings -French language -short
stories? -Hertel, François -"Le Solitaire" and unknown
folder 20
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French -"Aimer,"
"Le Focon," "Le Printemps," and other
folder 21
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings (in French) and Text
Assignments
folder 22
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French: Aragon,
Breton, Musset, Verhaeren, etc.
folder 23
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French -"Carmen:
Opera"
box 1935
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folder 24
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French History
(Catéchisme D'Histoire Franco-Américaine, Histoire Du Canada,
etc.) folder 25
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French: J. Romains,
Rousseau, Heredia, Etc.
folder 26
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French (Lectures)
with assignments (Renseignement dans le text)
folder 27
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French -photocopied
from various books
folder 28
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French, with
assignments
folder 29
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French, with
questions form the text -assorted lessons and lesson re-writes
folder 30
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings, in French, with
questions and/or assignments
folder 31
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in French, with text
assignments
folder 32
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings in the Humanities Misc.
Papers
folder 33
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Readings, Maps, Etc. -stencils
folder 34
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "La Reconstitution de Texte" by
Colette Stourdzé -and other related materials
folder 35
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Renseignement dans le texte -
question sheets
folder 36
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Santa's Village and How It
Grew" -a Christmas unit by Sr. T. Bouchard and Aide Paula
Michaud -Haily School, Grade K, Christmas 1968 folder 37
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Seguin, Fernand -Les Chemins de
la Science -Text Book, French Language -book 1
folder 38
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Seguin, Fernand -Les Chemins de
la Science -Text book, French Language -book 2
folder 39
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: The Shaping of Western Society -
essay Test 2/ chapters 3 4
box 1935
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folder 40
box 1935CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Sr. Eva -French Final Exam and
Materials
folder 41
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Spoken French in Review -2nd
edition -by Quentin M. Hope -workbook
folder 1
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: St. Martin Parish Bilingual
Program -Exercises D'Arithmetique Grade 2-3 -part 1
folder 2
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: St. Martin Parish Bilingual
Program -Exercices D'Arithmetique Grade 2-3 and 4
folder 3
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Sentence Diagrams of French
Phrases -in composition book
folder 4
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Le Solitaire" par" François
Hertel other readings
folder 5
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: La Structure du Francais -pp.
1-12 La Machine a Communication Une Phrase (in Box 1936
folder labeled New-Brunsw folder 6
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Syllabus Format for Normand C.
Dubé -class North Amer. French short story writers Fall 1976 -
misc. notes, memos, hand written papers written in French folder 7
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: TABA Social Science Units
-Teacher's Guides for Europe, People in Change and Latin
America, People in Change folder 8
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: TABA -this is TABA -booklet
explaining the social science program
folder 9
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Teaching Morphonemic Changes
folder 10
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Testing and Tests
folder 11
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Tests -writing tests and drills in
Foreign language -French, Spanish Tests
folder 12
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Van Buren High School
-"Addendum, 1974-75" -Addendum to curriculums, including that
for French folder 13
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: "Violon a Vendre" and other
French Papers
folder 14
CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Violon -Instrument de
Musique
box 1936
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folder 15
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Vocabulary -Beginning French
folder 16
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Le Vocalisme Français et Textes
les cours de Phonétique -NDEA Summer Language Institute -the
College of St. Catherine -text book folder 17
box 1936CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Les Voyages de Certains
Explorateurs
folder 18
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: AATF French Contest
-1965 -Maine Chapter -winners list
folder 19
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Canadian Studies
Faculty Enrichment Programme, 1983
folder 20
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Concours de Français
des Cooperants 1984 -French language contest sponsored by
Cooperants Mutual Life Insurance Society -Contest conducted by
French Teach
folder 21
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Cooperants Mutual Life
Insurance Society -1982/83 French Contest in schools -Normand
Dubé a consultation committee/Jury member folder 22
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Cooperative Education/
Field Service Programs
folder 23
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Cooperative Extension
Service -Regional Theatre, etc.
folder 24
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Fort Kent Hockey
Program Pamphlet, corresp., etc.
folder 25
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: French Club -Ft. Kent,
1970-1971
folder 26
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -Aroostook
Recreational Hockey Assn.
folder 27
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -Association
Canadienne de Hockey Amateur -1974- Constitution -statuts -
Historique folder 28
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -Lewiston -
Auburn Grammar School Hockey League, 1975 Youth Tourney
folder 29
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -New
Brunswick Amateur Hockey Assoc. -Constitution, by-laws,
1974-1975 folder 30
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box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -North Eastern
Maine Hockey Association
folder 31
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -Northern
Maine Hockey Assoc./Aroostook Hockey Assoc, Miscellaneous
papers from 1974-1975 time period folder 32
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockey -rough draft of
letter from Northern Maine Hockey League
folder 33
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Hockeyologist's
Chronicle, April 1952
folder 34
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Ideas list Set sketches
for dramas in French?
folder 35
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Kappa Fraternity -Fort
Kent State College -1970 -minutes, corresp. etc.
folder 36
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Lewiston High School -
play: "Out of the Frying Pan," by Francis Swann; Nov. 20, 1964 -
Normand Dubé the Production Director folder 37
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: PTG -Bedford Parent-
teacher Group
folder 38
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Le Théâtre Populaire
Du Québec -"Plaisanteries et Mariages" -Nov. 5, 1970 through
Dept. D'Histoire Canadienne, U of M, Fort Kent -Contract folder 39
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Newman in Aroostook -
Fort Kent (U Maine)
folder 40
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Réunion de l'AATF
(Amer. Assoc. of Teachers of French) -Un menu, le 3 Mai 1975
folder 41
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Soccer 1970 -Schedule
-Winter Carnival -Fort Kent -Flyer/Memo
folder 42
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: Student Affairs
Materials, 1972
folder 43
box 1936EXTRA-CURRICULAR, CLUBS, ETC.: U.M.F.K. -Le Théâtre
aux Bois presents The Ralph Robinson Concert Dance Co. -
Handbill, Jan. 29, 1977 folder 44
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: AATF -Alliance Francaise -
Amer. Assoc. of Teachers of French
folder 45
NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Acadian Crafts Assoc., Inc. -
Materials to area French Teachers -, Nov. 1970
box 1936
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folder 46
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: The Ad Hoc Task Force
Committee on Teacher Preparation at the U of M at Fort Kent -
Petition to open communication directly with the Chancellor's
office, 5/23/1970
folder 47
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Amer. Assoc. of Teachers of
French results of 1978 French Contest, May, 1978
folder 48
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Application for Approval
as an Area of Specialization in the Ph.D. Degree in Secondary
Education folder 49
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Bulletin from Dubé to student
teachers of Latin
folder 50
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: College Assembly -materials
relating to -1970-1972 (scattered)
folder 51
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Collin, Nicole Cecil -U of M
memo, re: seminar -rough outline
folder 52
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Faculty-Administration
Directory Extension numbers -UM Fort Kent, 1970-1971
folder 53
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Faculty Affairs, Meetings,
Etc. -1968-72 -Fort Kent
folder 54
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Maine Teachers Assoc. -
assorted materials related to MTA, late 1960s, early 1970s
folder 55
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Fort Kent State College -Dean
of Academic Affairs: William H. Knight, 1969-1971 (scattered)
folder 56
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Goals and Performance
Priorities of the U.S. Dept. of Education for Fi. Yr. 1983 -Memo
from Secretary, U.S. Dept. of Ed. folder 57
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Humanities Division -Fort
Kent, 1969-1971 (scattered)
folder 58
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Lewiston High School -
Dept. of Foreign Languages -explanation of the foreign language
program folder 59
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Lewiston Teacher's Assoc.
Newsletter -Sept. 21, 1964 -LTA Meeting Memo, Jan. 29, ?
Lewiston H.S. Business -Education Day, April 3, 1964 folder 60
NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Lexington Public Schools -
Memo, 1963 Teacher's Handbook
box 1936
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folder 61
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: The Linguistic Reporter, Oct.
1975 -copy of article about OCR Guidelines
folder 62
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Loomis, Mary Jane
-"Assessing Curricular Experiences in the Elementary School..."
-1964 -First Draft folder 63
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Maine Foreign Language
Bulletin -Oct. 1964 May 1965. Maine Foreign Language
Newsletter, Jan. 1971 folder 64
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Maine Foreign Language
Newsletter, Nov. 1969, May. 1970, Jan. 1971
folder 65
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: McCormack, Thomas L. ,
Business Manager, UM Fort Kent -1970-71 -memos/letters -
includes some of a financial nature folder 66
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: McGary, Carroll R. -
Commissioner of Education -Maine School Superintendents
Assoc. -Jan. 29, 1971 -memo/newsletter explaining
Commissioners position on Educational Issues
folder 67
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Memo from Academic
Dean James V. Miller, Dec. 18, 1968 reprint of article "Faculties
Confused over Role..." folder 68
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Memo from Dubé regarding
Absenteeism, 1969
folder 69
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Memos Misc.
folder 70
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Miscellaneous Materials
folder 71
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Miscellaneous Memos from
Various Educational Institutions
folder 72
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Miscellaneous papers dealing
with School Courses
folder 73
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Motivation Quarterly
folder 74
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: National Materials
Development Ctr. -Memo
folder 75
NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: The NorEaster -Northeast
Region, 1962
box 1936
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folder 76
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Notices and Information
Regarding Language Lab and other French Teaching
folder 77
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Office of Economic
Opportunity, Community Action Program -Memo 23-A -
Suggested Checklist for Personnel Plan, July 3, 1968 folder 78
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Ohio State University, School
of Education -Miscellaneous Memos, minutes of meetings, Etc.
folder 79
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Ohio State University, School
of Education -Specifications for a job, and Cleveland Public
School Goals folder 80
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Otterbein College -
miscellaneous materials
folder 81
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Petition to the S.A.D. #27
School Board
folder 82
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Professional Education
Division -minutes, 4/16/71
folder 83
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Project Abbé News -vol. 1
#11 -Acadiana Bilingual Bicultural Education Project
folder 84
box 1936NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: "Questionnaire to Center
Directors" memos
folder 85
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: School Lists -Telephone
Numbers, teachers' names, class lists -for Madawaska Frenchville
St. Agatha, and van Buren folder 1
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: St. Catherine's Summer
Language Institute at Rénnes -gen. instructions to men participants
folder 2
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Student Teaching -Fort Kent
State College of the U of M, 1970
folder 3
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: "Students for open Discussion
on Teacher Education" -flyer/memos, 1970
folder 4
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: "The Teaching of Vocabulary
in Modern Foreign Languages: A Study of Studies" -talk to be
given for St. John Valley Reading Assn. Meeting -plus letter from
Omer Picard 3 issues of "The News Letter" which announce this
meeting, etc.
folder 5
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Turner, Lynn W. -"3/3 Plan
for a College -Otterbein" -memo materials to explain the plan to
the Board of Trustees -, May 22, 1969 folder 6
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box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: University of Maine -Dr.
Stanley L. Freeman, Jr. -Mission Statements, 1974
folder 7
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: U of M -1972 -misc. memos
folder 8
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: U of M -Faculty Liaison
Council Minutes, U of M at Fort Kent Faculty Memos, Jan./Feb.
1973 folder 9
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: U of M at Fort Kent -Assorted
memos
folder 10
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: U of M at Fort Kent -Assorted
Syllabi, Reading Lists, Etc. for French Programs and Classes
folder 11
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: U of Maine at Fort Kent -
weekly monthly newsletters, 1968-1971
folder 12
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: UM Fort Kent -memo, Jan.
17, 1972 Summer Session Flyer, 1972
folder 13
box 1937NEWSLETTERS, MEMOS, ETC.: Upward Bound -U of New
Hampshire materials
folder 14
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: ACTFL -Survey of
Foreign Lang. Enrollments, Fall 1976
folder 15
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Allen, Edward D., et al. -
The Changing Curriculum: Modern Foreign Languages
folder 16
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Approaching Six-Year
Program Planning" -prepared for the Faculty Council of the
School of Education, Feb. 15, 1967 folder 17
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: d'Anglejan, Alison
and Tucker, G.R. -"The St. Lambert Program of Home-School
Language Switch" folder 18
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Axelrod, Joseph -The
Education of the Modern Foreign Language Teacher for American
Schools folder 19
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Babin, P. -"Behavioral
Objectives: Benjamin Bloom's Cognitive Domain"
folder 20
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Babin, P. -"Teaching: an
added dimension" -1970-1971 -re: videotaping microlessons by
intern teachers. folder 21
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Barney; Kirch; Neilsen;
Sullivan -"College Entrance Requirements and their Influence on
the High School Curriculum folder 22
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box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Berman, L.M. and Usery
M.L. -Personalized Supervision -a collection of papers on the
subject folder 23
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Bessell, Harold -"The
Content is the Medium: The Confidence is the Message"
folder 24
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: A Better Chance to Learn:
Bilingual -Bicultural Education, by USCCR Clearinghouse -
Publication 51, May 1975 folder 25
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Betts, Emmett Albert
-"Planned Instruction on Specific Skills -The Prevention and
Correction of Reading Difficulties" folder 26
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Bilingualism: A Context
for Communication, undated
folder 27
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Bilingualism Biculturism
-paper or Thesis? by Normand Dubé
folder 28
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Bolinger, Dwight -
Harvard University, 1969 -"Let's Change Our Base of Operations"
folder 29
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Brault, Gerard J. -"New
England French Culture," "Some Misconceptions About Teaching
American Ethnic Children Their Mother Tongue," Etc. folder 30
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Bruck, M.; Wallace, E.L.
Tucker, G.R. -"Bilingual Schooling Through the Elementary
Grades: The St. Lambert Project at Grade Seven folder 31
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Carroll, John B.; Hayes,
Alfred S.; Locke, William N. -Papers on Foreign Language
Teaching folder 32
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Center for Applied
Linguistics -invitation for Dubé to do a paper, 9/10/76
folder 33
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Cincinnati Schools,
Cincinnati, Ohio -various materials concerning the School System,
Evaluating Curriculum, The Science Exchange Program, Etc. folder 34
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Community Involvement
in Education -Madawaska Survey, 1/24/77
folder 35
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Creativity -5 papers
dealing with creativity -by Frank Williams, Robert Ulich, F.
Stokley, Parnes, and Wallace Andrews folder 36
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Data and Information
under the Bilingual Education..." -Mass. State Dept. of Ed,
November 28, 1986 folder 37
REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Decker, Bert, Lt. Colonel,
USAF
box 1937
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folder 38
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubay, Guy -a brief
history of St. Thomas School
folder 39
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubé, N.C. -"General
Education Guidance of the Individual in our Schools"
folder 40
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubé, N.C. -A Taxonomy
of Education Objectives: A Design for Process in the Content of
Foreign Language Materials -Research Prop. folder 41
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubé, Normand C. Ph.D.
-The Cloning of a Curriculum in Today's Classroom Presented at
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Nov. 15, 1986 folder 42
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubé, Normand C., Ph.D.
-Evaluation Report -"University of Massachusetts at Boston,
Harbor Campus -Title VII Bilingual/ESL Teacher Training...",
Dec. 1985
folder 43
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dubé, Normand C.
-"Institutional Change Process (The College)" -Practicum 886
Curriculum Supervision folder 44
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dugas, Donald G.
-"Facilitating the Self-Actualization of Franco-Americans" -
presented at TESOL convention -, March, 1971 folder 45
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dugas, Donald
-"Lewiston Bilingual Project Training Program" -Education
Institute for the Bilingual Child -Title VII, Summer 1971 folder 46
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Dugas, Donald -"On
Being Glad You're You" -transcript of talk given at induction of
new members to the National Honor Society, Nov. 14, 1969 folder 47
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Education Briefing Paper
-Bilingual Education, June 1975
folder 48
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "English As A Second
Language: Learning and Behavioral Objectives" Boston Public
Schools, Boston, MA folder 49
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Evaluation Report for
M.S.A.D. #33 Standardized Testin, 1975-1976
folder 50
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Doppagne, Albert -"Un
mot sans context ne vit pas -A word without context is lifeless" -
On Ditto Sheets folder 51
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Faculty Student
Constitutions
folder 52
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Faris, Gene -"Would
you Believe an Instructional Developer?" -article reprint from
Audiovisual Instruction, Nov. 1968 folder 53
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box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Feldman, Calvin
-"Conceptual Definition of Universal Systems Education"
folder 54
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: First Annual Report from
the National Advisory Committee on the Education of Bilingual
Children, March 25, 1974 folder 55
box 1937REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: A follow-up Survey of
Van Buren District High School Graduates, 1 each for 1971 (Ap
73) and 1972 (Ap 1794) folder 56
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Fortier, Gerald R. -
Foreign Language Project -Springfield, MA, 4/22/68
folder 1
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Franco-American
Language Maintenance Efforts in New England..." Don Dugas
Herter Hall -paper, Indian Univ. Symposium, March 28-30, 1974 folder 2
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Frymier, Jack R.
-"Around and Around the Curriculum Bush -or- In Quest of
Curriculum Theory" folder 3
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Giguère, Madeleine
-"Social Economic Profile of French English Mother Tongue
Persons: Maine, 1970 folder 4
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Greenough, Richard
-"Some Aspects of Education In the Second Development Decade
folder 5
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Guidelines for the
preparation and certification of teachers of Bilingual/Bicultural
Education folder 6
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Haack, Paul -"The Sound
of Noise: An Informal Review of Recent Research"
folder 7
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Hawkins, David
-"Elementary Science Study: I, thou, It" -University of Colorado -
reprint of a paper given, April 3, 1967 folder 8
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Head Start -Aroostook
County Action Program, Nov. 4, 1975
folder 9
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Herndon, Terry
-"Standardized Tests: Are They worth the cost?"
folder 10
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Hildebrand, J.F.T.
-"A Praeception Ad Factum (From Concept to Deed) Wilton,
F. -"Implications of a Second-Language Program: Coquitlam
Experience re: British Colombia New Brunswick
folder 11
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Informal Review of
the Transitional Bilingual Education Program of Hudson High
School" -final report folder 12
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box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: IQ Test Information (not
grades)
folder 13
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Jakobovits, Leon A. -On
Becoming A Language Teacher
folder 14
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Kettelkamp, Gilbert C. -
Vocational Opportunities for Foreign Language Students
folder 15
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Lambert, W.E. and Giles,
H. -"Language Attitudes In Rural City in Northern Maine"
folder 16
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: LAP Flash -LAP
Evaluation Report -Jan. 1977 -Second Year Project
folder 17
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: LAU Evaluation Report,
1968-1987 -Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Ed.
folder 18
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Lauter, P. and Howe, F. -
How the School System is Rigged for Failure
folder 19
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Lion, Kurt S. -Creative
Teaching
folder 20
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: MacCormac, Earl R. -
Personal Stresses of College And University Faculty
folder 21
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Maine Assessment of
Educational Progress -Reading and Science, 1973
folder 22
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: The Maine Teacher
-2 columns on school change: Johnson, Philip E. -"A Call for
Humanity and Respect" and Kohl, Herbert -"A School within a
School, Part 2"
folder 23
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: McPherson, J.H. -"Care,
Commitment, and Involvement" McKinney, Sara -"My Suppose"
folder 24
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Mareschal, Roger
-"Quelques Implications de la Mise En Oeuvre D'Un Programme
de Langue Seconde", 21-24 Janvier 1974 folder 25
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Martineau, François
J., Ph.D. -Une Synthèse de la méthodologie moderne de
l'enseignement du français. folder 26
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Math and French" -
listing of studies -Math-Science Division
folder 27
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: McClelland, David C. -
The Role of Educational Technology in Developing Achievement
Motivation -Harvard Univ. Project, 1969 folder 28
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box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: McLaughlin, Betty L.
-"Summary Report: 1973-74 College Board's Admission Testing
Program, Nov. 1974 folder 29
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Misc. Teaching Standards,
Rules, Etc.
folder 30
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: The Modern Language
Association of America -Assorted papers and report dealing with
Foreign Language Teaching folder 31
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Moore, Leo B. -Creative
Action
folder 32
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Motor and Sensory
Development Chart, and other Basic Skills charts
folder 33
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: NDEA Summer Language
Institute -seminar in the teaching of literature -"Report of the
Committees on Poesies, Antigone..." folder 34
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: National Materials
Development Center -A Proposal for Supportive Services Initial
Award, Nov. 10, 1977 folder 35
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: National Materials
Development Ctr. -Design Test
folder 36
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: National Program of
Educational Laboratories, Oct. 1966
folder 37
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Northeast Conference,
1962 -"Current Issues in Language Teaching" -Reports of the
working committees folder 38
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Perspectives on Bilingual
Education in Maine" -dissemination draft
folder 39
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Pimsleur, P.; Sundland,
D,M.; and McIntyre, R.D. in Foreign Language Learning
folder 40
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: A Process Evaluation of
the Bilingual Education Program, June 1974
folder 41
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Program 1 -"Junior Year
Abroad as part of Language Teacher's Preparation" hand written
proposal folder 42
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Proposed Philosophy for
Maine Schools, Grades K-12 -draft, for discussion only
folder 43
REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Questioning in the
Classroom: Sanders Question Classification System"
box 1938
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folder 44
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Resolutions -1979 -
Resolution Committee, 2nd Annual Franco-American Conference
U of Vermont, College of Ed. Soc. Services folder 45
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Respaut, Michèle
Nicholson, Cynthia -Le Téléroman Québécois -for AATF, 26-30
Juin 1980 folder 46
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: School on Wheels ("An
Experiment in Change") -Wisdom High School "out-of-school"
learning project folder 47
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Some Radical Proposals
for Maine Higher Education"
folder 48
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: The Southwestern Maine
Guidance Council and the Maine State Department of Education
-"Elementary Guidance" folder 49
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Stanford Teacher
Competence Appraisal Guide
folder 50
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Stokley, Fred -Some
Ways of Producing a Creative Climate for Better Communication
folder 51
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Swain, Merrill -"Early and
Late French Immersion Programs in Canada: Research Findings" -
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education folder 52
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Sweet, Robert J. -"The
Toronto Pilot Immersion Program at Allenby, January, 1974
folder 53
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "T Group" Training -
Some Important Considerations..., by Robert J. House
folder 54
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "T Groups" for
Organizational Effectiveness, by Chris Argyris
folder 55
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: "Teacher Education in
Maine" -Taskforce Report (Appointed by Chancellor McNeil),
1970 folder 56
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: The Teaching of Franco-
American Culture
folder 57
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: The Teaching of French
As A Second Language In Schools of the Ottawa Board of
Education -prepared for the Federal-Provincial Conference on
Bilingualism in Education, Jan. 1974
folder 58
Omitted during filing box 1938
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folder 59
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Testing -various reports
regarding testing and evaluations
folder 60
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Tucker, G.R. and
d'Anglejan, Alison -"Some thoughts concerning bilingual
education programs" -McGill University, 1970 folder 61
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: UMO -Franco-American
Planning Committee Report -, March 14, 1973
folder 62
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: U of M, Fort Kent -Self-
evaluation study, 1970-1971
folder 63
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: U.S. Dept. of Education
-"Effectiveness of Bilingual Education" -final draft report
folder 64
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Weiss, Peter -"Latest
Addition to the Support System" -ILEA Media Resources -The
Times Educational Supplement 20.10.72 folder 65
box 1938REPORTS, STUDIES, AND PAPERS: Wilhelm, Robert Béla
-"Growth and Maturation" (in Spiritual Life?)
folder 66
^ Return to Table of Contents
Students' Works Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: 720 -
Surrealisme (Work by Dubé?) -writing process notes
folder 1
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Algibre 2 -
George G. Daigle -N.C. Dubé, Instructor
folder 2
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: "Ametur
Cor Jesu! Literature" -notes on different authors -student name
unknown, school unknown., undated folder 3
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Anthology
of Seven Poems -by various students
folder 4
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Assorted
students - class projects to fulfill contracts
folder 5
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Bak, Lynn
-Independent Study Work
folder 6
DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Belanger,
Clayton -"The Bonopartes -A Book Report", Jan. 3, 1970
box 1939
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folder 7
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Belanger,
Clayton -" Effects of the French Revolution on America", Jan. 5,
1970 folder 8
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Bolduc,
Claire Elaine -Education Humanities 962 -papers
folder 9
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Bolduc,
Claire Elaine -O.S.U. Ed. -Hums 925 N45 -"Critique of
Guidelines for the Teaching of French to Franco-Americans",
1971
folder 10
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Bouffard,
Nancy
folder 11
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Cyr,
Elaine -Special Projects
folder 12
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
Clayton -English Contract and Contract Work, 1970
folder 13
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -9th Grade English Unit Plans, created in 1958
folder 14
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. classwork from NDEA Institute, June-Aug., 1963
folder 15
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Ed 702 Fundamentals of Supervision, Winter, 1967
folder 16
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Ed 748 The Changing Elementary School
folder 17
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Ed 886 -Curriculum Practicum
folder 18
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Ed 886 -paper: "Trying to Define Curriculum"
folder 19
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -French 206, Education 229, other course work -St. Michael's
folder 20
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Fr 640: Modern Novels
folder 21
DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -French 618, Winter 1966
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folder 22
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Lecture Notes -the Franco-American Institute Bowdoin
College, Summer 1961 folder 23
box 1939Dubé, N.C. -"Lonely" -Notebook for College -Philosophy 402
folder 24
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -NDEA, Summer 1965
folder 25
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -Paper for Ed 300 Ed 301
folder 26
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -papers written while a student
folder 27
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dubé,
N.C. -physics notes
folder 28
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: EUREKA
-Student Poetry Book, Bailey School, 1970
folder 29
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Expication
de texte -Normand Dubé -French 639
folder 30
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
302 -Students' papers
folder 31
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French -
Compositions for N.C. Dube, 1970
folder 32
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
History -reports from various students
folder 33
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Language, Creative writing
folder 34
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Language Poems/stories
folder 35
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Language stories, essays, poems
folder 36
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Poetry Course Contracts
folder 37
DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Poetry/Student Poetry, Spring 1970
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folder 38
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: French
Revolution Napoleon -Prof.. Dube, 1969, fall
folder 39
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Grade
Contract papers
folder 40
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Dube,
N.C. -"Three Week Report"
folder 41
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Guignard,
Michael -"Ethnic Survival in a New England Mill Town," and
other work folder 42
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Herbert,
Reading -"communication"
folder 43
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Illustrated
Stories by students, in French
folder 44
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS:
Intermediate French -course contracts
folder 45
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Nos Recits
et Poesies -Dec. 1976 -programme de Gérontolgie bilingual oral
communication course -U of M at Presque Isle folder 46
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Otterbein
College -French 302, 1968
folder 47
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Pat F.,
poem, Gilbert M., essay, undated
folder 48
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Poetry
Booklet -Incomplete, undated
folder 49
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Saint
Joseph High School -Sr. Marie -Emile -re: grade change from B to
C folder 50
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Stokley,
Frederick -"War and the Quest for Equality," "An Adlerian
Approach," and other papers, Spring 1968 folder 51
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Students'
Poetry -poems from the Harbor (vistas reading class) The Up-
River Herald folder 52
box 1939DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS:
Unidentified student -paper giving reactions to various Franco-
American speakers and courses folder 53
DUBÉ AS A STUDENT, AND DUBÉ'S STUDENTS: Written
from within -UM Fort Kent, Nov. 23, 1977
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folder 54
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Dubé Series, Various Dates
Title/Description Instances
box 1940ARTWORK: MISCELLANEOUS: Dubé , N.C. -computer print
photo
folder 1
box 1940ARTWORK: SKETCHES: Archambaud -pencil sketches (of
Dubé?)
folder 2
box 1940ARTWORK: SKETCHES: Pen Ink -well-dressed People Meeting
Impoverished People on a Starry Night -Artist Unknown
folder 3
box 1940ARTWORK: SKETCHES: Wylie -Boy Flying Kite -Pen and Ink
Sketch
folder 4
box 1940ARTWORK: TAPES: Intercampus 3, Decembre 1975
folder 5
box 1940CORRESPONDENCE: GREETING CARD: Birthday Card from
Dubé's Children, with an attached note from daughter Anne, July
14, 1976 folder 6
box 1940LITERARY PRODUCTIONS: BOOKS: Une novelle-France en
Nouvelle-Angleterre, by Alexandre Goulet -Photocopy
folder 7
box 1940LITERARY PRODUCTIONS: MANUSCRIPTS AND POETRY:
Poems, with city and date noted (where and when written? By
Dubé?) folder 8
box 1940LITERARY PRODUCTIONS: PLAYS: "Mille Miseres -Laissant
le bon Temps Rouler en Louisiane" par Marc Untel de Gravelles
folder 9
box 1940PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL: PRINTS: Acadien Village -18
prints (some with discriptions) and 2 contact sheets -in photo
album folder 10
box 1940PRINTED MATERIAL: MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS: Cape
Breton's Magazine
folder 11
box 1940TEACHING: CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Language Arts
Continuum for Primary Grades
folder 12
box 1940TEACHING: CURRICULUM MATERIALS: Using Social
Sciences -Rough Draft of Textbook, in French -par Normand
Dubé folder 13
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